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four year olds.
These instances show that large calves
can be raised without feeding them on
new milk, skim milk supplemented with
ml meal will effect a rapid growth, and
at a cost which will permit a handsome
profit to be realized.
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I- continues to grow slowly until
three or t mr years of age it begins to
»e fattened for the market.
Thus, at the
cry linn- it should be making the most
growth, it is fed only enough to keep it
ft >m becoming stunted, and the
period of
active growth is allowed to
pass unimproved. at the cost of the owner. If the
calves had been fed generously from the
yv day ol their birth, and kept growing
last and as steadily as possible, they
would have come to maturity earlier, and
the expense of keeping would have been
and the cost of the food consumed
no greater.

tive, health-producing employment.

nn.II FKKDINIi .MOST 1‘KOKtTAIiFK.
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is an error

to assume that

high feedng is too expensive for general
practice,
as 1 will endeavor
to show by a few examples. in ti,e pa,«e 0j- a |,ajr Hf gra()e
short-horn twins, owned
by an Illinois

farmer, their food for the first six months
-■'insisted ol sour skim milk, oil meal and
grass, which gave as good a growth as

Brighton

Market.
Wednesday. -Tan. 4
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, 1307;
stiebp
ami lambs, 1400; swine, 13,320; veals, 45; number
of western cattle, 1124; northern and eastern cattle
live weight, extra

quality, $0 s71a a~ .">0; first, #0 12gti 75; second, $5
02,'igli 00; third, $4 75g5 50; poorest grades of

oxen, bulls, etc., $3 25g4 02 ,.
Brighton Hides, tie F lt>; Brighton Tallow,
is It', Country Hides, 7c tf tt,, Country
l'al
low, 5c tf lb; Calf Skins, I2gl2',>. tf lb, -li..',.., and
I.auib skins, $1 ai 50 each.
Working Oxen—We quote sales of
1 pair Kirill 0 ft,, 0 inches, live weight 250(1 lb,
4110;
1 pair girth 0 ft., 0 inches, live weight 3000 lb,
4130;
1 pail- girth 0 ft.. 7 inches, live weight 2700 It,,
$12o;
Milch Cows—Extra, 455g05; ordinary, *2og45;
springers, 413g00 F head; farroyv cows’, 41.i„2H If
head.
We note sales of l milch cows at $12 ldo
at $30, 2 do at 442 50 each; 22 do at *25a55 each; 1
do at 441, ldo at $40; 3 springers at iogtu each; 1
springer at $2ti; 2extra cows #55; •> ,|n at #(i5eacli;
3 Farroyv Cows at $20 each; I springer *40; 1 do at
42s.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep and Lambs
cost landed at Brighton from 5gH‘, if It), live weight.
Lambs 0 .7'' 4g it,.
Store Cattle—Vearlings, $10g]5; 2 year olds, 415
g'27; 3 year olds, 425 g45eacli.
Swine.—Fat hogs—-Pric, sGi, 07c F lb, live yveiglit.
Store I’igs sell dull at prices ranging from TglUc if
tti, live yveiglit., or from 41 g.5 50 F head.

coarse
sc

whole milk.

At six months old the
pair
For the next six
months they were fed out of
doors, on
grass, corn and hay and weighed at one
At two years
year old. 1060 pounds.

weighed I ..'WO pounds.

and at three years,
they weighed
■A.->00 pounds. Any dairy farmer can
feed calves as these were fed, and should
see that it is for his interest to
give them
all they can eat and digest.
A Concord, N. TL,farmer bought a calf
which weighed 160 pounds, at the age of
four weeks.
He fed it exclusively upon
skim milk, until it was nine months old,
allowing it of course to graze what it
would : during the next three months it
got shorts in addition to the skim milk.
At the end of. that time, being one
year
old, its girth was six feet five inches, and
its weight 1200 pounds live,
902

dressing

Take

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral to stop your Colds.
Coughs and Bronchial Affections before they run
into Consumption that you cannot s'op
Bound to make a man cross—Getting to the
other side of the street.
Healey's Vegetable Tonic Pills

remedy,

not

a

"cure

all

They

are

Chronic Female Weaknesses, aud
A good husband, like
goes out nights.

a

area

special

expressly f

always

ir

cure

good base burner,

I

out o’ doores I mane.”
"Do \on know how to cook?”
"Xo-a.”
“Do you know how to wash and iron f’
"1 do-ant.”
"Do you know how to make beds?”
continued Jane, her spirits rising.
“Xot jest right, mum.”
“Do you know how to sweep?”
“H'aith gi’ me a broom an’ I won’t say
i eouldu’t push the dir-rt av the tilure,
mum.”
“Do you know anything at all, then?”
“Xot a grate dale, I’m thinkin’.”
“And have you never done anv work
in your life ?”
“Is it wur-rk ? ’Deed an’ I did, an
plenty av it.”
“What kind of work can you do?”
“I can dig pei taties; I can rub down a
har-rse an’ I haven’t me aiquil for mind-

ing

goa>.”
“Well, Kate, 1 think you’ll do.”
a

“Which r
"I think you’ll suit me."
“Faith an’ I think yoursel’ 'll suit me,
mum.”
And so site came, and Jane
indulged in
a little satisfied
cough and a preparatory
rubbing of the hands in prospect of seeing at last the indication of her method
and a household ordered in all respects
as it should
be.
And Miss Donnegan

certainly

Cattle

243.
Prices of beef cattle F loo tt,

service.”

“The sorra a service I was iver in,
mum.”
"Von said you had lived out all your

•'

■

-■ci."

any aiier so mucu experience ana
pjneli success, June has ideas of her
own as to means and ends;
has, so to
speak, her "ways." Some of her ways
would perhaps he thought a little peculiar
brother people, but they are approved
!>y experience, and they are dear to Jane,
and it is one of the tiials of her life—one
ol the trials, do 1 say?
It is her great
chief paramount trial—that she can not
gor these “ways" adopted by her help.
It was a little lit of desperation on this
account ilnil, after she had been plagued
nil a succession ol rrpcricnccd—I only
wish you could hear Jane pronounce that
word !—sen ants, she one day declared
she would get a greenhorn.
"Not a half-and-half greenhorn." she
said, "hut an out-and-out know nothing ;
something next dour to an idiot."
‘•There are plenty of the sort you want,
ma'aui," said the facetious intelligence
officer, "if you could only pick 'em out."
“Safe enough taking ’em at hap-hazard," muiteieii wife sarcastically, under
her breath.
And indeed she met with a success beyoi d tier xpectation, for one day there
came up from the office a broad-shouldered. rubicund young woman with a
deep iit'll voice, a magnificent brogue, a
tefieshing candor, and a Head like Ajax.
1 f"lt a pricking in my thumbs at
sight
of her.
I had a presentment that Ja. e’s
long expected opportunity had come. I
happened to he in the room when she
■v is cross
examined. .Jane elaborately
and needlessly wiped her eyes—a trick
she has to gain time—regarded the subjeet critically from head tofoot and began:
"What is your name?”
"Kate Dounegan, ma’am.”
“How long have you lived in this
country ?”
fin days, jest.”
"Have you ever lived out?”
"I did ; all my life, mum.”
Jane's face fell and she said :
"Then I don't want von."
"Eh r
"1 want a girl who has never been in
so

■

spring
tlm

never

The Albany (Jy\ V ) Press and Knickerbocker
"The largest following we know of to-day is
says
that of Si Jacobs Oil ; for w here St. Jacobs Oil
is,
there rheumatism is not
When a man has a
plumbing bill to settle, he
finds out what it costs to
pay the piper.
The ladies wno sometime since were unable to
go out, having taken Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, are quite recovered, aud have gone
on their way rejoicing.
2w2

Fettibone

Naturally,
prejudices in favor of
Doubtless she has her faults;
my wife.
we till have.
Hut tier excellencies are to
her faults what the sun is to the smallest
twinkling star, One of these excellencies
is her housekeeping. In this respect, siie
lias no superior,
i doubt if she have an
equal in the hemisphere. She belongs to
1:0 pariietil.tr school of housewives; she
is a law unto herself.
Height)! I oniy
wir.li she might be content with that.
Hut not to digress, Jane puts her he u t
into her work. She slights nothing, from
i darning a stocking to making a Christ
mas pie.
There are no loose ends about
her household.
Kverytuing has its time
and place, and work is, as Jane emphatically says, ‘'Kept up."
There may be higher aims in life than
keeping a house ; that’s a matter of opinion.
At any rate, that is an aim high
enough for Jane. She has aimed at this,
and this alone, with characteristic persistency lbr some years, and 1 may be excused for saying that she has hit the
mark. Her life has been a crusade against
sliiltlessncss, dilatoriness and dirt, and
she regards these various evils as practically upon the same level. Dirt may be
more concrete, hut it is not a whit more
real or more, obnoxious to Jane than what
she calls “slip-sbod-i-ness” in methods
and action.
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Servant

the dumb

waiter, were all marvels. The
gas especially was a mystery and a terror; for weeks she approached to light it
with quaking limbs.
And as for the
speaking-tube, her first expeiience with
that may be imagined; she came rushing
tip three flights of stairs to our room one
day, and dropped gasping upon the floor ;
“Och, wirra, wirra! Let me out o’
this!”

Me., I>ee., 1SSI.
The

*•

;

wildered her; everything seemed now and
strange,—the dishes we ate, the clothes
wo wore, the many domestic contrivances
for our comfort and convenience.
The
range, the furnace, the running water,

virgin soil; nothing more
have been desired by mortal

was

green could
heart.
The first morning after her advent, at
early dawn she canto tearing pell-mell
down the attic stairs, waking everybody
in the house, and flinging herself into our
room in an agony of
fright.”
‘‘Good gracious, Kate! is that you!”
“Ugh—ugh—Oh, it is mum !”
“What are you doing here?”
“Oh, I'm kilt: I'm dead entirely!”
“What is the matter?”
“The baste above”—
“Beast ? What beast ?”
“Oh, it’s little I knowin’, mum."
“Where is it?”
“Above in the small bit av a room
where 1 slept.”
“Pooh, nonsense! there’s no beast

there!”

“As thrue as I drew my breath before
>e, mum, but there’s some frightful thing
in it.”
“What does it look like?”
“Arrah, an’ it's a short stop I made
to look, afther the nise the
crayther
made ”
“Fiddlestick! Go back to your room
you silly girl, it was only the alarm !”
“Alar-rum! An’ ye may well say that
same, mum; sorra seeh an alar-rum iver
I got before; faith it ud Craze the blood
av a stone.”
“Pooh, pooh; it’s only a clock !”
“A time-pace?”
“Yes.”
“Wid a vice like that?”
“Yes; it was made on purpose to wake

you up.”
“An’ is it a nise* like that ye think I’d
mule to wake me; troth it ’ud waken the
dead in their graves.”
This was only the beginning of Miss
Donnegan’s trouble. The complicated
machinery of civilization amazed and be-

“What is it, now?"
“Himself is in it, mam!’’
“Wluit do you mean ?"
“The ‘otild one’ himself is below.”
“Stand up on your feet this minute,
and tell me what's the matter!”
“Oh, mum, I was ireniti' beyant the
table, whiu a vice kem stret out o’ the
wall forniust me, an’ called me be name.
Troth, I thought the bones o’ me ’ud
soften wid the fright.; and me, that hasn’t
been to confession—the Lord preserve
me these three months,—vis, an’ more.”
Meantime, in the due course of her education, Miss Donnegau fiist took a turn
at cooking, and when not under Jane's
keen surveillance, she sent up dishes of
such divers and surprising complexions,
of savors so entirely unknown to any
earthly condiment that we discussed them
with natural misgivings.
What viands
she did not bum to a cinder, she contrived by some other ingenious and success
ful means to deprive of their native aspect
and flavor.
In despair, Jane promoted
her up stairs; we had thought her dangerous in the kitchen ; siie proved terrible
in the dining-room. She mixed things
up bewilderiugly : dropped the knives
and forks on every side : passed cups and
plates to the wrong persons; spilt water
down our backs, tipped over the gr vyon
the cloth, and showed herself capable of
such new and inexhaustible resources
of clumsiness, that we one and ail shuddered at her approach.
Hut Jane had faith and Jane had patience.
She was confident of theultimate
success of her experiment, and assured
us privately that Kate was getting on.
We tried to believe it, and meanwhile
lived in a state of consternation that may
be imagined—it was simply a question of

T'ha

Shipping Interest.

WE MUST BUILD OUK OWN SHIPS.

the many suggestions that have
been made to remedy this deplorable
state ot our commercial marine affairs, the
argument in favor of the policy of admitting foreign-built vessels to American
registry lias been strongly pushed forward, and at first thought seemed to
promise advantageous results. But in
order to understand and appreciate the
practical operation of the policy of admitting foreign-built ships to American
registry, and its effects upon the national
wealth, we must consider the manner in
which the shipping of a country—and
particularly that of our own—is built up
and maintained. The shipping of the
United States has never been built, and
only to a limited extent has it been owned
by capitalists, but by men ot moderate
means, the lumberman, the mechanic,
the shipmaster and the merchant, each
having an interest in the production, the
sailing, and the freight of the ship, independent of the profits to be directly derived from its earnings. The lumberman to make a market for his timber, the
mechanic to obtain employment in constructing, the ship chandler for sale of
his goods in furnishing, the ship-master
to obtain business in bis
profession, and
the merchants to secure commissions resulting from the management of the business, all unite in build tig, owning, and
sailing vessels By purchasing our ships
in foreign countries we would transfer
not only all the labor necessary to construct them, from the taking of the timber from the forests, and the ore from the
mines, to the hunching of the ship, but
also all the business of furnishing the outfits and supplies for the voyage.
What
advantage would it be to our country to
have the real or nominal ownership of
this class of vessels, built, fitted, manned
and provisioned lor their voyage in a foreign port, touchi ig only at the ports of
the United States to obtain an American
registry, and then pursuing their voyage
perhaps never to return ?
If such vessels were really owned in
the United States, it could be of no adIt would not be tonnage,
vantage to us.
the production of which would aid in furnishing profitable employment to American mechanics, and American merchants
and American agriculturists, and help to
increase our national wealth.
It would

Among

ago, this state ofaffairs will seem astonish-

ing.

fWritten

[Brooklyn Eagle.

Republican

Journal ]
Life.

Sketches of Army

Let the reader bear in mind that the
Engle is a Free-Trade and Free-Ship
paper, and then there will appear great
significance in the above, wherein England's supremacy upon the ocean is attributed to speed and “cheap manning.”
We do not propose to grind the American
sailor down to the poor pay of the English.
[Ed. American Ship.
Of R SAILORS.

Since the era of the introduction of
steam there seems to have been a growing indifference of this country to the
quality of sailors. Neglected as they
often were before, their physical and
moral condition, now that theseamanship
is no longer as valuable as it was once,
seems 'o have become a matter of concern only to a limited few.
[Philadelphia Shipping List.
The deterioration of tho American seaman is a subject which should concern
our country
deeply. The few hundred
being educated in our training ships are
no substitute for the
hardy seamen who
have always volunteered for government
service in times of great emergency.

[American Ship.

the morning of
in line. It was

A number of ladies, someof them prominent in fashionable society, have organized a secret society called “Guardian
Angels,” to warn Congressmen and others
who indulge in moderate drinking when
it becomes evident that they are no
longer “temperate” in their potations.
Good company is to these occasional tipplers the direct channel of temptation,
but it is not long till they begin to drink
m their rooms or alone at bars.
Soon
they indulge in occasional sprees, with
intervening intervals of sobriety, and
then they indulge in incessant drunkenness.
Intoxication is what they crave,
and to secure it they do not content themselves with brandy or whisky, but they
drink absinthe, tincture of Indian hemp

September 9th,

everyshe was sent up to announce that “the dinner was served
Jane had wisely taken the precaution
to make her repeat this phrase a half
score of times first in the dining room.
But the expression was a new one to the
Donnegan mind, evidently a “mere sound
signifying nothing,” and she was by no
means of those nimble wits that catch
things on the wing. I was in the parlor
entertaining the company when the door
opened and she prowled into the room ;
her knees knocked together, for she was
mortally afraid of strangers. She caught
ray eye, made several mysterious and unintelligible signs, hailed me with her arm
and moved her lips inaudibly.
Finding
she did not speak I said encouragingly:
“Well, Kate, what is it?”
“Zar-rved.”
“Eh ?”

ready

“Sur-rved.”
“Sur-rved ?”
“Lord save us. I forgot!” she muttered,
cracking the joints of her hands and

breaking

into

a

profuse perspiration.

“Did you have a message for me ?”
“The din—din—dinner—”
“Well r
“It is outside!” she roared, swinging
her arm towards the dining room and
rushing frantically through the door.
How long Jane would have persisted in
her experiment, or whether Miss Donnegan would ever have mastered the “ways,”
it is impossible to say, for a timely accident suddenly terminated their relations.
One day Jane, thinking the air unduly
dry in her room, and being herself hurried with some work, called down to Kate
to put a pail of water in the furnace.
.Miss Douuegan cheerfully obeyed; she
drew a large bucket of cold water, proceeded to the cellar, opened the furnace
door, iiud with her stalwart, vigorous arm
threw it full upon the white hot coals.
There was a hissing, a rushing, a roaring
and one wild scream.
It is enough to say
that Miss Donnegan had an opportunity of meditating upon the comparative
merits of civilization and barbarism in
the City Hospital, whither Jane went
often to see her but whence she never
recalled her, to take a diploma in the
“ways;” on the contrary, in due course of
time, with a deep sigh and a resigned expression, she advertised for an “experienced servant.” [Boston Courier.
It is a remarkable fact that the best
Christmas hymn yet written by an American came from the hand of the late Rev.
Edmund II. Sears, a Unitarian minister,
in 1849.

Song,”
lines:

It bears the title “The Angels’
and begins with the rhythmical

“It came upon the midnight clear,
That glorious song of old.”

agreed upon sometime ago.

It took eftheir vessels September
11, 1SS0. It lias been officially adopted
and promulgated for the guidance of
United States naval vessels while they
are sailing upon the high seas or in forBut Congress has never
eign waters.
jet adopted the new Code for the waters
within the United States. When a vessel reaches the boundary line of the
United States’ jurisdiction, she comes
under the antique regulations now embodied in tbe Revised Statutes. These
rules were good in their day, but the
increase in the shipping interest and
the various changes and progress made
in maritime affairs, have rendered alterations of them needful.
It is grievously
unfortunate that vessels should be required to practice two systems of lights
and signals, one while on the high seas,
another when entering American ports
and rivers.
No better way of promoting
collisions could be devised.
fect

respecting

MARINE INSURANCE.

The British Courts have recently decided that if a vessel goes out of her
course to save another vessel she finds in
distress and is lost, her owners forfeit
their insurance, and are in consequence
liable for the freight that may be lost or
injured. A vessel is, however, allowed
to go out of her course to save life.
This
decision exonerates from all blame the
captain of the Cunard steamship Marathon, who lately found the Bath City in
distress, but positively refused to do more
than take off the officers and crew. The
officers of the Bath City refused to leave
their vessel and requested to bo towed
into St. John.
This the captain of the
Marathon refused to do, and proceeded on
his voyage.
The Bath City sunk off
Newfoundland, and the survivors of her
crew have been
landed at Liverpool.
Had the Marathon towed the disabled
steamer into St. John, and then been her
self lost, the Cunard line, according to
the British Courts, would not only have
lost their insurance, but have been liable
for the value of her freight.
[Montreal
paper.
OUR

DISAPPEARING

FLAG.

It is not to be wondered at that the
honorable Secretary of State should ac-

knowledge discomfiture at seeing our
Minister to Brazil compelled to take
an English steamer to
Liverpool in order
to reach Rio Janeiro.
Recent reports
new

from the West Indies and the Spanish
main show that during the past year our
flag has disappeared altogether from
these waters. Even the smaller class of
American merchantmen have been extirpated by the swift-heeled and cheaplymanned British steamer. To those who
visited these waters seven or eight years

C.

W.

Lund,

dence, Kansas,

a

druggist

at

Indepen-

has forfeited his bond of

$1000, which with fines and

costs amount-

ed to $2000, tor selling beer and whiskey
in defiance of law.
He said the law could
not be enforced : now- bethinks, possibly,
it might be.
John B. Finch of Nebraska and Governor St. John of Kansas have been making temperance speeches at Plattsmouth.
Neb.
An evening paper there vilified
Air. Finch, and he thereupon went to the
office, thrashed the editor-in-chief and
the local editor and put the rest of the
staff to flight.
The Staunton Valley Virginian notes
the renewed agitation of the temperance
question, and looks confidently for a
very exciting campaign in Virginia before another legislative election, in which
local option will be the, central matter of
discussion. The politicians, it says, will
have to look into the matter, for it is an
aggressive and energetic question. The
Richmond Dispatch practically agrees
with the Valley Virginian in this opinion.
A

Pretty

Western

Romance.

Orderlies

Surgeons with sleeves rolled to their
elbows were busily at work around the rough

We marched

Every

Division
dashing I ack and forth
and brigade commanders, surrounded by their staff

officers,

wo e

moving rapidly to
a portion of the

were

the front

Our

been time to

the crest

men

boys, whose smooth, youthful, upturned .aces
strangely iunoceut, although sealed in a
bloody death. With hushed voices and careful
tread we passed over them, thinking that perhaps
looked

quickly as
The boy took

you can,”
said Carter.
him to his
humble home, and when Carter entered
the house the boy’s‘mother rushed into
his arms with a shriek that made all the
other occupants of the house rush into
the hall to see what was the matter. Carter had found a sister whom ho had not
seen since the year 1862, when he went
to war with a Maine regiment.
as

the enemy would some day pass over a field upon
which our lifeless holies would be stieiched.
Ominous sounds

of the

Old

could bo transformed

artillery and btirs*s of musketry were frequently
heard, showing that the advance*! lines of the two

a

and obtain

1 ave

we

tine

a

of the Potomac.'’

Armj

of this hill

armies had
and

On the
The

chards.

over

General

sun

low under their burden of

bending

fruit, and far in

City,

golden

parently some thirty five years of age, is a native
ot New York, has done grand service on the penin
snlar, and is a brave and brilliant officer That
first

regiment,

in

zouave

uniform, is the 14th

New York, or the Ellsworth Avengers
The next
is the 83d Penn., aud the next is the lfitn Michi
gan. They were all mustered iu V»l, aud are fresh
from the

peniusular campaign, and the more recent
battle fields of Bull Run and Chantilly
The last

regiment iu the brigade is clad in a new uniform
aud has as many men as cho other three regiments
It is

combined.
first march

and this is their

regiment,
evidently every inch
flash as brightly as the silver

a

new

The Colonel is

a soldier, his eyes
eagles upon his shoulders.
a graduate of West Point,

He

This
a

Colonel Ames,
soldier of the regular
is

severely wounded at the tirst bat
army.
tie of Bull Run, and is a native of Rockland Me
That tall,

was

soldierly

officer

riding by

hi? side, is

Lieut Col. Chamberlain, late a professor in Bow
doin College. He has made a good record iu the
field of letters, and will undoubtedly make his

in command of our left

The rattle of musketry died

slowly away. All
the grave. The blankets were unrolled and the tired soldiers, both blue and gray,

distance you see Frederick
said to be iu possession of the enemy, and

that short, dark faced man with a black moustache,
Brigadier General David Butterfield. He is ap-

immediate front. that

our

was

close up to the enemy. All was in readiness, and
the battle is to be fought on the morrow.

the

is

cnme

learned that the

now

tightmg .J<»e Hooker, who commanded the right
wing, had already gained an important advantage,
and with his usual audacity had pushed his lines

or

e«n

in

was

Burnside

uurKiiess

grounu

We

encamped

wing, which extended to Antietam Creek, and that

he western skies, mantled

great farms, magnificent

me vantage

enemies line

of gold. The vision can extend
for many miles in almost any direction—far out
over broad acres of maadow land,
up over rich,
fertile hillsides,

we

in contact, and that each was

come

ior

striving

excellent out look,

if the situation.

view

down

rolling swiftly
in fleecy clouds
is

an

coming from the front.

were

Clouds of dust huug thick and heavy over tbe
moving columns of both armies. The roaring of

on

umn

as

less

space of time. These
things look well upon paper; and in the imagiua
tions of correspondents they only exist. Imagine

crest

They laid

ed grim and ghastly
Old men with silvered hair,
strong im n in the prime of their manhood, beard-

inches of space at each step, his guu carried in
a position, with a smile of satisfaction
upon his lips. They have admired the power of
short

tbe rebel dead.

the ecartoring oak growth that crowned
of the hill. They were all ages and look

through

army correspondents e;
march; they have all lot aed upon

in so

bury

had fallen, iu groups of half a dozen each,
and single bodies scattered here and there all

they

just such

into machines

they had hastily constructed Squads of
busily engaged in buryingtheir dead We

the enemy bad made their final stand, and from
which our men had driven them. There bad rot

descriptions given by

drill, and wondered how

filled with wounded

climbed the stone wall and rude breastwork where

looked upon such a scene can form an opinion of
the true condition of affairs
I suppose that all
the readers of the Journal have read the brilliant
a

was

men were

as I he novelty wore off we
began to learn tho hard
ships of a forced march Xo pen can describe the
sufferings and physical exhaustion of an army of
infantry, making a rapid march of some thirty
miles a day ; and no one but a person who has

soldiers upon

troops had charged the day before.

house and barn

tables

moving column
and we entered upon the great march through
“Maryland, my Maryland.' At first the novelty of
our situation made marching
very easy woik, but

the held and up the mountain

over

our

diers.

s

line soon formed

quiet as

was as

laid down to sleep and rest
The Antietam Creek
I rolled on its sullen course, breaking the silence of
night with its murmuring waters thick clouds of

|
|

I

solemn vapor seemed to hang over the sleeping
combatants. The stars twinkled down sorrowfully
through the gloom. au.l the mists came in gentle
showers from the skies

as

if the

angels were weep-

the fate of those who

j ing over
| upon the

Advantages

to

were

he slain

An Old Private.

morrow

.Protection
Mechanics.

of

to

American

In the Senate recently Senator Hoar, in reply to
remarks of Senator Beck on the tariff ques-

some

tion, said
of tariff

-1 understand that the great question
tariff and of comparison between

:
or

the tariff

no

of other countries and this de-

policies

upon the question where the American rate
of wages can be maintained. The people of this

pends

country are its rulers. In the manufacturing
States, like the one which 1 have the honor to
represent, the operatives in the mills are their
rulers

Whatever

policy

of State government

or

of natioual government, whatever policy as to
schools, as to churches, as to the construction of
to finances, as to currency, as to bank
the prosperity <>f commerce, as to the
of capital and the protection of those rights

railroads,

ing,

as

as

to

rights
prevails,

is first

argued

out

before and reasoned

by the understandings of the

out

manufacturing

work iu tie*

men

who do the

and mechanical estab

lishmeuts of those communities, and

some

of

us

happens this shall happen—that from the product of their labor there
shall be awarded to those operatives a share w hich
will give them an opportunity to put their ohil
that whatever else

mean

dren iu school, to have their wives attend church
clad, and lectures, free to enjoy the luxu

decently

ries of knowledge and the luxuries of social life,
and to do that the American rate of wages must
and maintained.

[iaid

be

That cannot be done in

in Germany, or in Great Britain, and ii
is for the interest of the American citizen most
France,

remote

or

from those communities that the

men

who

govern and are to govern in so large degree the
country of which those citizens arc a part shall
have that rate of wages and of compensation for
then days' and
to attain
the*

n:s‘ work which will enable them

\

primal

necessities of American

citizenship .V> discussion ot this kind can be in
tclligent unless it is directed to that one point.
Can the American laboring man maintain, as he
has for the last twenty years maintained, under
the protective policies which have prevailed, this
standard of compensation ?"
Steamer Li'y. of the P M
route, is laid up at Portland for the winter
...During 1881 there arrived at the port of New
Shipping Items

it B

York from foreign countries i*33 vessels, of which
1353

Th*. coastwise arrivals from

steamers

were

8'37l. including 311 steamers,
and from southern ports 3733 vessels, including
ports

eastern

were

1185 steamers-Casco Bn
is

reported petitioned

in

Steamship Company

insolvency ....Forty

vessels, of 31 513 ton*, owned

or r«

one

aistcred in St

John, X B. were lost during 1881 value, 8433,
000; insurance, three fourths_During 1881 there
arrived at Boston from f »reign countries 463 steamers. 33 ships, 33 4
barques. 333 brigs and 1357
schooners, making a total oi'3115 vessels. The
coastwise arrivals were 1708 steamers, 3 ships. 10,8
barques. 87 brigs, 7406 schooners and 131 sloops;
total 3 433 Making the total number arrived from
foreign and domestic ports 13 607. Foreign clear
ances during ihe year 456 steamers, 15 ships, 3I'd
barks. 305 brigs. 3031 schooners : total 4046 Coast
wise clearances 833 steamers, 30ships, 131 barks,
75 brigs and 1,003 schooners ; total .’117
Making
total number of vessels cleared for foreign aud

a

domestic ports 5163
Last, year the total foreign
arrivals were 3135; clearances 3.166: coastwise
arrivals 9,375; clearances, 1.309_Vt Bith Win.
Rogers has three vessels on the stocks, and Goss,
<fe- Packard

Sawyer

tive....Capt

Portland, has been presented
and chain

an

Frank Brown, of

tdegant gold

watch

by

the owners of the barque Portland
for having so successfully brought the ves-

Lloyds,

sel home after tho death of the captain
Fish and Fishing
It

is

mer

The Boston Journal says
understood that some time during the sum
of 1883, or as soon as the necessary prepara

mark upon the field of carnage. The colors are
now passing. They are the same that were spoken

tions can be made, the ti*hing interest, which for
a number of years has occupied the north side of

of in my last sketch, as being carried through
Boston, and as the banner flutters in the breeze,

Commercial

we see

“20th Maine Volunteers" inscribed upon its
But look at the men of which the

silken told

sister, says the Daven- brigade is composed ; aud they are only ft sample
port (la.) Democrat, have met after a of the whole army. It is “rout step and arms at
separation of 20 years, and the meeting will.*’ The ranks are iu disorder, nearly every tile
has been brought about in Davenport by
is broken. Every man is for himself. This is the

mother, then,

exploding

*ide, where

A brother and

the little son of the sister in a most peculiar way. One week ago yesterday the
raft steamer Clyde went into Davenport
on her way north, and Capt.
Douglass
tied up his boat for awhile in order to
permit some of the crew to go ashore and
make purchases.
Among others who
went ashore was Aaron Carter, a raftsman.
The weather was very cold, with
a keen northwest wind.
While going
along the street, Carter met a poorly clad
little boy, who was running along, crying
bitterly. Carter asked him what was the
matter, and the little lad sobbed out:
“I’m cold.” “Come with me,” said Carter,
and, taking the boy to a clothing store,
he bought him a suit of warm clothes and
a pair of mittens.
He then asked the bov
his name.
“Aaron Dunlap,” was the reply. Carter was thunderstruck. “Aaron
Dunlap!” he cried. “Where are your
father and mother f” “Father is dead,”
the hoy replied.
“Well, take me to your

saw.

ever

crossing the Potomac River to Maryland Bands
were playing, Lug:es blowing, and drums beating

or

5±. In 1880 the percentage or arrests for
drunkenness in this city was 4.8. [Boston Journal.

regiment

our

shells, buildings riddled through and through with
shot, and trees torn and twisted by flying missile.

w**

was

Johnnies"

were

where the earth had been torn up nv

to

our

a

opium—seeking forgetfulness and hap- beyond that the heights of South Mouutaiu where
py thoughts, to be followed by tremor, ho is entrenched. The advanced lines of the two
depression and a wretched sensation of armies arc now* near each other, ami there must
exhaustion, often ending in delirium tre- soon be a conflict. We will glance for a moment
mens.
When the “Guardian Angels”
at the passing column
First there arc a few
learn that any one in whom they are inendurance.
of cavalry—brave, sun burned fellows,
squadrons
terested is beginning to walk" on this
One thing that Jane had taken infinite
not multiply comfortable cottages nor
downward road, two ladies will be desig- covered with dust. Each man sits upon his horse
pains to teach her protege was to attend create
almost imagine him a part of
thriving villages of industrious nated to quietly endeavor to reform him sc easily that
the door properly : hut a as, poor Miss
workmen around busy American shipthe
auirnai.
The
distinctive
color of the cavalry
by pleasant remonstrances and social in1 Kmnegan could never learn to distinguish
yards in time of peace. It would simply fluences. They will find some tough is yellow You will notice yellow straps and stripes
between people.
She one day showed
be the investment of American capital in
customers, but “where there’s a will upon the uniforms of both officers and men. Each
into the parlor an insinuating soap-pedout of the country, the dividend
property
there’s a way,” especially when women man is armed with a saber, a breech loading cardler who, before Jane could get down,
from which would only be returned to us. will it.
bine and a huge navy revolver. Men aud horses
bad made way with the mantle ornaments.
[I’erley in Boston.Journal.
It would give no strength in time of war.
are jaded and worn by long marches, but they are
HENRY BERliH ON STRONG DRINK.
Being severely reprimanded for this, she
Representing capital alone, it would parat a rapid pace to the front
They are
next day ushered the llev. Mr. Homily,
Mr. Bergh, who stands at the head of dashing
take of the timidity of capital, and whenfollowed by a battery of artillery. The artillery
June’s honored pastor, into thesame room,
benevolent men. has this to say of the
ever danger threatened, seek safety uncolor is red—red straps and chevrons upon uniand came beaming up stairs to her mis“If
der a neutral or hostile flag. Every con- sale and use of intoxicating drinks:
tress with:
forms of dark blue. There are six twelve pound
a
there
be
devil
in this world he
personal
sideration, whether of interest or of nat“I have another av’em in it, mum.''
in this battery
Each gun is drawn by three
ural pride, impels us to build upon our is here, 1 think, in the form of rum. gnus
“In the parlor ?” asked Jane, hurrying
Hum, or anything else that steals away pairs of horses, and after each gun follows a caisown soil the ships which are to bear the
down stairs in alarm.
flag of our country to all rpi.irtera of the the human senses, is the instigator of all, son or ammunition wagon, also drawn by the same
“The very same, just," returned Kate,
both
globe. The result can only bo accom- in which long catalogue stands conspicu- number of horses. Eacu pair of horses, upon
following close at her heels.
a single rider
All battery
and
has
and
caisson,
guus
murder,
ously
robbery
wife-beating.
plished by Congress adopting a policy
“Who is it ?”
When once this liquid tire is taken into officers, both commissioned aud non commission
as liberal and enlightened as that of the
“See for yoursel’, mum ; there’s his
nations with which we are to compete the system, the wietclied slave of that ed. are mounted on horses, while the men ride up
bit of paper. Ok, he has the eye of a vilfor carrying the trade of the world, which demon is ready for anything, and I would on guns aud caissons as best they can
When a
lain in him 1"
nations arc now in possession of the seas. hold him who furnished the devilish poison battery goes into action it advances as nearly as
Jane read the card and stopped : a
\ Economist.
equally responsible with the perpetrator possible to the position it wishes to occupy. The
change came over her face; she smooth- [X.
for what ensues.
I see no difference be- commands of the
AMERICAN SHIPS.
commanding officer are ell given
ed her hair and cast a hasty glance over
tween the man who commits murder and
to a bugler by his side, who repeats them to the
The
her toilet before opening the door.
advocates of American ships have he who
provides the material. Both are
aud every horse
“Why, what's this Kate ?" she exclaim- appealed to the American people, and accomplices, and both should suffer alike. battery in bugle calis Each man
understands the commands thusgiven. T le horses
ed in a tone of horror, as she tried the ilie advocates of free ships have been Let the laws be
administered in that
are now detached and taken a short distance to the
latch ; “the door locked ?”
routed.
Nor is it to be wondered at
spirit, and in less than six months the rear. The men seize the
guns and run them into
“Deed, an' it is mum," returned Kate, when we consider the false premises the number of rum-shops and distilleries
position Each caisson is stationed directly in
producing the key with a triumphant flee-ship advocates started upon—as would be diminished one-half at least.
“I turned the key on iny fnino false as those of their allies, the free-tradchuckle.
rear of its respective gun
Every man has his
TIIE USE OF HITTERS.
lad the way he wouldn’t make oil' w id the ers. The supporters of American ships,
position and knows what work he has to do. There
The New York Times is of the opin- j is no
which include the principal American
confusion, an 1 in the most terrible battle all
chiney.”
There were of course many harmless shipowners and shipbuilders, have clear- ion that a large number of women of this | moves like clock work. Closely following the ur
and less mortifying mistakes which were ly proven the live following propositions: country are rendered inebriates by the j
tillery is a column of infantry, winding like a
productive only of amusement, as when Fit.st. Tint, the American shipbuilder use of “bitters.” It says they take them great serpent along tin dusty highway 1 will tell
at
first
innocently, for some real or fan- !
Jane, at the tea-table one night, asked can build a vessel at a cost of within
you something of the orgauizition of the Army
Kate if tin- mail had come.
twelve percent, of the British shipbuild- eied ailment, and so awaken a craving of the
Potomac, aud how you can easily disiiu
for
them
that
leads
to
ruin.
The
victims
“It did, mum.”
er.
Second.
That the cost of running
one portion from another
The arm} is di
guish
for
bitters
are
chiefly women, “for when j
“Then bring it in.”
free ships is not less than that of running
vided into what is known as army corps; each
“Will 1 bring it all, mum !"
Amencau ships, except the interest on men want to drink they find plenty of opits peculiar badge, or mark, by which
twelve per cent, in cost. Third. That portunity for doing it openly. They can corps having
“Certainly
In a few minutes a labored tread upon this loss is more than counterbalanced by ask for whiskey over a counter without it cau be known from either of the others The
1
the kitchen stairs, and presently in cniiie the loss to the labor of the country. exciting a scandal. But a woman cannot badge worn by the first army corps was a globe.
walk into a bar room and call for Bour- This badge was placed upon the corps flags, aud
Miss Donnegan, dragging along a large Fourth. That the twelve percent, would
It is for her, therefore, that also upon the uniforms of offices aud men. The
lie more than gained by the skilled labor bon or rye.
bag of Indian meal.
“Oh, dear! oh, dear! what is that?” the building of ocean steamers in this the great proportion of bitters, under all second corps badge was a clover leaf, <>r club, that
sorts of fantastical names, are scattered
of the third corps a diamond, that of the fifth
cried Jane.
country would bring from Europe. Fifth
In allusion to corps a maltese cross, that of the sixth corps a
It has been conclusively shown that it the broadcast over the laud."
“It’s the male, jest.”
“And what are you bringing it here American Government will pay the same this statement, the Times testifies to the Roman cross, and that of the eleventh corps a
knowledge of a family, high in social po- crescent or new moon. Each corps was divided in
for ?”
rates for mail service to American steam
An’ didn't yersel’ ax for it
ship lines that Great Britain paid to her sition, where one daughter has died of to three divisions. These are distinguished fioin
“i did nothing of the sort.”
pioneer lines for the first ten years of delirium tremens, and another has had each other by the color of the corps badge just re
“Share it’s this blessed minute yer’re
their existence, American shipping will an attack of the same disease.
ferrod to. The first division is al vay.s red. the
after savin’it.
be established.
We look to soon seeing
NOTES.
second white, and the third blue
Each division
“No, no, no; it was the letters I want- American ships canning the American
I’he proprietors of Town’s Hotel, Bel- is usually divided into three brigades, and these
ed.”
mails and their owners paid for the serlows Falls, Vt.. have been sued under are distinguished from each other by the color of
“Then I hope to die, mum, but I
vice.
[Protectionist.
the personal liability act for $20,000, for the corps badge, aud the figures upon their flags,
thought it was male ye said.’’
KEGC RATIONS CONCERNING COLLISIONS.
selling
liquor to one Peter Good of West- the first brigade having the figure 1. the second the
This was all very well amongst ourEach brigade
The revised Code ot "Regulations for minster, who, it is alleged, died suddenly figure i!, and the third the figure d
selves, but on more formal occasions
in consequence.
is composed of an indefinite number of regiments.
Collisions
at
to
Sea."
which
Preventing
poor Jane, who had rigid notions of proIn Portland in 1881 about 4. 7 per cent di-Denilmg much noon tho-r size
Look at that
priety was sorely tried and her patience the President, in his Message, called at- of the inhabitants were arrested
for brigade, it has a red malteso cross and the figure
well-nigh gave way. I can never forget tention of Congress, .sa system of lights, drunkenness. In Boston the
percentage 3. It is the third brigade of the tirst division ot
the first little dinner party we had after whistle and fog horn signals and steering
of arraignments for all crimes was about the fifth
The commanding officer,
army corps
rules, which, the leading maritime nations
Kate had been “broken in.” When
thing

prisoners

signs

see

novel scene upon
which we looked. Long lines of blue clad men were
moving down the slopes of Arlington heights and
was

same, aud hive admired
tho solid columns and well dressed lines—each
man perfectly erect, and measuring
just so many

ANGELS’’ OF WASHINGTON,

pushed rapidly

were

of the conflict.
wore being brought back—

to

long, lean, lank, slouch) looking fellows, clad in dirtv gray uniforms. We soon came

i’hey

FROM WASHINGTON TO ANTIRTAM.
on

of

squad

A

began

wo

the first live

NUMBER TWO.

Early
brigade

Soon

on.

pictures portraying the

Temyeraocs Topics.
THE ’‘GUARDIAN

for the

We

Antietam Creek.

across

Remember them, praise them, love them,
The noble hearts and brave !
M ay earth lie lightly above them
la many a nameless grave
fir* at was their high endeavor,
fiieat is their glorious need -.
Honor our heroes forever !
Serve them with word and deed.
[The Sword and Pen. Celia Thaxter.

■

■

_—-....-:

What shall we do to honor
Her dauntless sous to day,
Who shed the glory upon her,
Striking her chains away l
Fair tl *ats the banner o er her—
What did not her children give!
They cast their lives before her,
I)\ ing that she might live.

in conclusion, it may be said that while
it is not probable that lu-ef raising here
will ever take rank with dairying as a
leading agricultural industry, still it
should have its due place.
Stock not
desired for dairy purposes should be generously fed as above described, and I believe the result would be to convince
many of the doubters that there is a fair
profit in it, and that as tar as our dninestic supply of beef is concerned, we can
make ourselves as independent of the
western farmer as we were a generation

as we

marched through. Our troops had driven the ene
my from South Mountain after a desperate encounter, had followed through Hagerstown and

Soiolera.

Peace smiles e’er hamlet and city,
Peace broods o'er mountain and stream
Our tears of auguish aud pity
Are a half forgotten dream.
The tempest ot battle is ended,
And our dear delivered land
Stands free in the sunshiue splendid.
No -stain upon her hand.

■

■

_:—

Our

THE OFTLOOK VO It THE FFTl'KE.

ago.
Aubur

—•.

as some

No class of men interested in agricul:
ture have been ridiculed so much, and
none have done ;o much good, as those
co
M-.mgtbc proent eentuiy. and who are
styled -fancy farmers.” They
;
Pc .;in ton- tin- wheat y icld per
have been at ad times and in all countries
di ubled.
The wheat yield
the benefactors of the men who have
N
a k m.g’it
easily he doubled, treated them with derision and
contempt.
t sti ck tef beef could be
have experimented for the good of
-"•
hat the manure They
the world, while others have simply
id- idle -i:t. In Engworked for their own good. They tested
i li.
IP gh feeding and
theories, while others raised crops for
i.rdy w tv conducive to profit market-,
they have given a glory to
i he same i\ ill be found
a
farming it would not otherwise possess.
N'-.v England cannot
i.ere
Fancy farmers have changed the wild
"
i
i
o
‘s!
ire.'.r prodnebog into the Suffolk and Berkshire, the
*
-to
ds
in
uiethi
general
pi
wild cattle of Britain into shorthoitijs.
a
it!!i■ at pii-sent are sent to
the mountain sheep with its lean body
bo!
’key ire three or four and hair fleece into the Southdown and
t.d.cs til! that age
Merino. They brought up the milk of
!iv
’tie animals are sufticows from pints to gallons.
They have
- i..rt-t! oi to he
ready lengthened the surloin of the bullock, enlarged the ham of a hog, given strength
"i
11. wmt ■; nr wksi.
to the shoulder of an ox. rendered thn-r
)
loch the farmers of the wool of the sheep, added lleetness
.oi .mpete
with the to the horse, and made more beautiful
o'i;e production of lieef every animal that is kept in the service
:.
oy high feeding of man. They have impiovcd and hasts
the birth of the annual, ened the development of all domestic
t it- 1 tan it i- ready for the
animals till they scarcely resemble the
;■
vt
not do to limit
the ones from which they sprang.
F tier
M1
h >o us mere- farmers introduced irrigation and under0.00 d
in ;t tolerably
o
draining; also grinding and cooking for
n.1,1 i growth must be stock. They have brought guano from
t
-aonly of food must be l’e:u and nitrate of soda from Chili. They
••y tit- o gestiv- capacity of introduced and domesticated till the
P
1; may oe objected bv some plants we have of foreign origin.
They
p
e, and that brought out the theory of the rotation of
v.
nan
1:1 uni ieanze me
crops as a natural means of keeping up
iii _!*' r lives sometimes shown
ami increasing me let tint} ot the soil.
are admired, but the
They first ground up gypsum and bones,
sli.ik' iu ir l eads and declare and treated the latter with acid to make
>
:
j h to raise such ealves. manures of peculiar value. They first
■.
they have consumed analyzed soil as a means of determining
i:
tne selling price of the
what was wanted to increase its fertility.
a
.....-•
e*.
'i'liis may possibly
The} introduced the :nost approved metha a uk- e ise.--. as. tor instance
ods of raising and distributing water.
the eai
:
re icon led on whole
Fancy fanneis 01 fancy boriiculiui ists
w as 11 eady
market, have given us all our varieties of fruits,
a
-•
a'od 3 :eed llot be Costly.
vegetables and fiowers. A fancy farmer
in Vermont, a few years ago. otigitiated
OF Sfl CESS
the Early Hose p >tato, which added milid.
feeding of young animals is
lions of dollars t.)the wealth of the coun1'. oi siicees.-ful stock
raising in try and
a most important accesf. -land.
Repeated experiments sion in proved
every part of the world where
-a
mat a y oiing animal requires
introduced. Another of these same fancy
-i
amount 11 food to produce a
tr.en originated the Wilson
stiawberry,
uni that, all other eondiand another the Concord grape.
But t
i.e ’j! A-, each pound or
is unnecessary to enumerate: any one
'tot
at ,t",. costs more than
who will take trouble to investigate a litel
>t po•ei-ding it.
The caretle ot retleet, will readily see and will
a
:.ti) Mi. .1. it. 1,.nves. of
cheerfully accord the prai-e that is justly
i
a ■'!, proved that the
a
kve e eiglit js in diiect due to the men that are called "fancy
iarmers
[San Fr.inci-io chronicle.
a,_" and size of the ani\ oin.t
aI a :
luiiiiat will make
Associated Da r lr.s :n Maine
a
an_:a
than a mature one,
Mr.
Francis Barnes of Ihmlton, is evii. !•—s
A calf which had
milk of its dam, with dently a man of deeds as well as words,
;
e
;
ami oats daily, weighed if we may judge by the follow ing report
of the summer’s operations at the factory
■is .e tie
of three months;
a
over which lie presides
i
It will best-tin
a
a it asi 1 to two
quarts
•nti.s old it weighed that the fanneis of Aroostook County,
-aim d in tin ce who patronize the cheese factory, hov.
Is. or over three pounds received more dollars for their milk tieA■ t*.\.. years old. the same
past summer, than have many of tin••••
i J**I*
pounds, having farmers who are within thirty miles of
'a
the largest milk market in New England.
s \ months of that
The winter market near Boston, is. howi
a. I.A,
i not quite one and
a.i
a
i,aiiy it wnl he seen ever, much better, the fanners getting
n
dai y rate of in- about four cents per quart at the present
-e
<
time.
w s
'i e than tw ice as much duric
REPORT OF NICKERSON OHKESK FACTORY roll TUT
iiiije it
was horn three to six
SEA.SUX OF 1**1
a it
v;a- between the ages
Factorr opeoed May !»'. and continued in nj **r
i tv.entv-idur months,
yet ati«»u live months
and one ?cek
a ;ood for the first
period Whole No patrons.
.*»«»
,l
lni'.'e
been
much
less
..e.iily
of c heese made.
1 Oh \
ui»
''■cond
Amount
of
\t four years, the
oi
cheese, ll» -.
milk.
c a
kilt in pounds, and during
.do*.(j^o
Lbs of rniik to or.e of cheese tor the win-If
itbs. gained c<! one hunseason...
10 0.)
u:d daily. or only a little
About
4-5
of
the
milk
was bought at
imuch as in the six
81.(JO per t-wt. by the season: payments
two ye irs old, and
made monthly; that was on Cortland acas Much a* in thesecond
count.
The balance was held by the
a a
«existence. The imporfat mers themselves, and the closing prices
i i.
these ".s evident. If
at the factory were 134 ets. for plain
icli tiesh daily, can be put
anti 144 ets. for sage.
cheese,
Average
a
a
anon the same animal at
money per cow to each farmer who did
a
i a ; years, oven if we admit
not sell his milk. 839: this for the milk of
cost a f<, ding is the same, it is
i! days of each week.
Net price per ewt.
'•not
c.u times as much
per of milk for
same, 81.20.
ice
,ei-t by feeding four!
o', ait does by feeding calves.
An enthusiastic breeder of poultry says
c
'''
’ay then to teed calves geni lie only limit should be their ■•Farmers will feed a bushel of corn to
six pounds of pork, while the
:
assimilate food.
As far as produce
apa a
same amount of corn will
keep a good
p“S-'i a- wo should seek to gain the in'o
lit. at the time when it costs paying lien one year, and she will pro<luce at least twelve dozen eggs, averag;he least to produce it.
ing eighteen cents pet dozen, which
U
l
I I
hAIM.Ni IS NOT ftlOFITAIU.E
would equal two dollars and sixteen cents;
in addition she would rear a brood of
IX MAINE.
1
e
I-iht of experiments like these, chicks worth as much more, making a
total of nearly live dollars, against six
a to discover the cause of the
of pork at ten cents, equalling
pounds
•M -; of raising beef
the
by
or in other words, the ben
cents;
sixty
with
employed
us; for
will yield seven times as much as the pig
i" ^ three months the, calf is allowed
load
Hough to keep it in a fairly fed on the same quantity of food.” Aside
A.iilty e .Million : then it is turned out to from the profit, which is an important
ass, and j ist n akes out to live, until at consideration in the keeping of poultry,
beginning of the winter it cotues up it affords a healthful recreation and ento all classes.
■•
Those who dailythe barn with all its ribs
showing joyment
m nigh the hide
I taring the winter it toil in the counting-house, factory or
makes hut slow go
mill, each and till need some light, attrachut in the
■

old flag has been im-

to tne

mortalized in the poem of Whittier
There was intense excitement in the town

ng stock for beef is not extensive
gaged in by the fanners of Maine,
octis enough beef being produced to
V the 1
<'
market. I hiring the

U

fifth day of the weary march from Washington
Many men have fallen out: others are foot-sore and
exhausted;

see

them reel and

limp, and stagger as

keep

up with their regiments
Those men were doubtless acquainted with fatigue

they

endeavor to

before

entered the service; but this fearful

they

strain in marching

many miles each day iu
heavy marching order, is too much for them
Brave, strong men fall fainting by the wayside,
and will never see their regiments again
They
had

hoped

to

so

defend the old

flag

on

the field of

battle, but that is denied them, and far back in
iooi

ui

ami

irpmn'u.o

stragglers, sick,

lame,

un^iiuun,

in

a

id^iwu

wi

discouraged, cowardly—all

grades mixed in hopeless confusion.

Some

arc

there from choice ; others, brave and ambitious,
are mortified because they were not able to keep
up

The tirst class will crawl into the barns ami

outbuildings

sleep, and conceal themselves from
the “Provost Guard
The other class will tramp

painfully

to

on

all

night long,

regiments just in time
morrow's march
we

It is

look—all caused

by

aud overtake their

begin with them tho
sad spectacle upon which

to
a

the sinfulness of

men.

But still the steel crowned column surges on like
the links of an endless chain
Our line of march

lay through

the beautiful town of Frederick

that nestled like

wharf, will remove to the wharf of
the New York and New England Railroad at So.
Boston, a 10 years’ lease of dock room at that

place having been secured-Eastport fishermen
they have not known the large herring so
scarce for many years.
The frozen herring buy
sav

about

ers are

discouraged-Mr.

Seth Green

an-

that anyone sending .51) cents to his ad
dress, Rochester. N Y will receive from 300 to
500 eggs of the California mountain trout forex
penmeut iu fish culture This species is very
nounces

hardy

and easily raised in comparison with the
Eastern brook trout-Jndson Tarr’e factory at
Pemaquid, is still running in full blast, canning

little neck clams anil clam chowder, employing 60
bands-Frost fish are plentiful at South Waldo
boro and Warren
The Bay Pilot says that owners of weirs among
the Charlotte Co., N B Islands have petitioned
the Department of Marino and Fisheries to sup
press the new- torch that is coining into use Herring have been caught in ihe night by the light of
birch bark torches
The

light

dip nets
is done
The

attracts

placed

in the bows of the boats

the (ish. and the fishermen with

fill their boat in a short time. This

near

the weirs, where the

herring

fishing
resort.

kind of torch is made of cottou batting
soaked with kerosene oil. The oil drips from the
new

torch and spreads over the water in the vicinity of
the weirs, floating backwards and forwards with
the ebb and flow of the tide; the herring will not
pass through the water where this oil is floating
and consequently do not enter the weirs, which is
a serious matter for the owners.

City,

gem among the great hills of
Its inhabitants had passed through a
a

Maryland
strange experience the previous week, as the two
hostile armies surged back and forth through its

There is a ml lion and a half quart rs of grain at
Odessa ready for exportation, and other Black Sea
The total is valued
ports have an equal quantity
at thirty milliou roubles
Business is quiet because of low prices in England and France.
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TERRIBLE TALE OF SUFFERING AT SKA

Gloucester, Maas., Jati •">.

The

lisLing

schr.

Cora Lee arrived at Pigeon Cove this afternoon,
bringing a small open boat containing seven of the
the schooner Aim

Ut

crew

B*rd,

apt C. A
trcin Wiudsor. N
m

C

Packard, of Keckland. Me
lor Alexandria, Va
with plaster. They were
pick; d tip this morning on the eastern part ot Jef
tries Bank, tori; miles east, northeast of Cape
Ann.
The vessel shipped a sea in a slonn Sunday
night, w Licb smashed in her hatches and sunk her.
Tile crew of eight men took to the boat
Outdied yesterday afternoon, and two others weie
dead when picked up. and the live survivors are
badly frozen and greatly exhausted They had no
water, were improperly clad, and had a scant allowance of loud since Sunday
The dead are :
C'has Chapless. Il<»race fcuiad. and a .man called
Patrick
The survivois tell terrible stoiles ot suf
faring irom the odd and lack ot water. Their
was
insufficient and dienched with waclothing
ter. and tne cold was intense.
Tin* second male
died last, and He crew, maddened with thirst,
opened his veins and drank the blood ; then tossed
the body overboard
The captain and one man
are so badly frozen that they may no’ recover
The survivors are receiving every attention
Later a Dices from Gloucester furnish additional
cB tne taking
particulars ot this dreadful affair
to the boat is said
No eXliu clothing Could be
procureu and not even an oar was to be had There
was no time to be lost, too, and the boat was bur
riedly pushed off amid a roaring tempest and set*
thing sea. 8be drilled about, climbing from billow
to billow a; d receiving an occasional bucketful
of water which swiftly Doze tile clothing of the
The Alm*<n Bud labored tor over an
castaways
hour and then sank
The boat without oar or
sail. Contained eight men
They bad no hope ot
ever reaching land, but the instinct ot self preservation ua« strong. and they Middled together for
shelter, while the icy spray fell over them, chilli g
the very marrow in their hones
They had no
means ot telling whether they were drifting toward
land or out to sea before tnegule
They an i their
frail craft were tossed about like a cork all day
Monday, and then the oaikuess set in The moon
w as obscured
by the drilling clouds and'the heavysnow storm, and no man in the boat expected to
see the sun rise aga u or look on aught ot life
W hen one of them attempted to picture the techngs
of himself ana his teii .w» utie: rescue u shudder,
ran through Lis frame alid the recital was stopped
for prudential reasons
Tuesday morning found
them si ill alive but snffeiing terribly from the
cold
The. sea had gone now n somewhat and the
storm had. abated
Their stock of provisions was
last giving out and the terrible picture of death
starvation
and
thirst
rose before their minds
by
During the afternoon they saw a sail and made
frantic t Hurts to attract the attention of those on
board, but the; failed, and as the second night ap
proac u-d they saw the unknown vessel pass out of
sight below the touriz n Another night of horror
and darkness closed in on th« m and hunger, cold
and exhaustion we •• last taking away all hope
Wednesday morning found all Lands alive, but
suffering terribly Two men weie delirious In
the w -.ldness of their frenzy they tossed themselves
from side to side, while’the chattering < f their
teeth and their insane mutiermgs foretold the
On Wed
spe dy termination of their sufferings
nesday evening the tirst death occurred One of
the delirious men became furious for a short time,
then coiled himself up at the bottom of the boat
and died
Two m«*ie men passed away during the
night, and when Ihursday morning dawned the
boat, laden heavily with ice. contained five men in
the agonies of despair and the three dead bodies !
There was not a sail in sight—nothing bat a vast
expanse of sea and sky.
The pangs of hunger and thirst and the terriDie
|
exposure to cold were unsettling the minds of the
survivors
There were no pro; isions ot any sort
and furtive glances were east at the b *di* s of the
dead companions
A hasty consultation was held, i
audit was decided to open the veins in the neck
of one of these
There w asm*t a dissenting voice,
and the op-ration was speedi v performed
The I
red stream tlowed freely at the touch of the knife
and the parched ihroais and frozen lips of the crew |
weie m- istered by the snli warm blo«>d
Tn- des
peration ot their act gave them a sort of dogged
determinate ti to sustain lib- a winh* longer, and
hopes were revived that a vessel would cross their
path during the day They decided I keep the
dead bodies in the boat, more from selt>h motives
than from any cousidera ion for their late comrades.
At 8 o'clock a sail was seen, and to their greiu joy
it was coming in their directi -n
D-speiate «-f
forts were made to aitract aueution. and this re
vital is ihe result of their success
When Captain Saunders saw the ghastly crew he
was struck wish horror
Their faces ;v« re purple,
their lips and bands stained with h-oort and their
throats So parch d that hardly a sound could be
emitted
They were almost d»-!-nous and so debilitated by exposure that he wasitfrai i the; would
die before reaching Pigeon < •;«*. thirty miles
away, lie brought them in safely, however and
two surgeons were summoned, who bestowed that
rare that was needed
Ihree of tin* crew have gone h< me
Captain
Packard and Frank Hamilton, who were so badly
frost bitten that it was thought their feet would
hare to be amputated w.;|. it is thought, recover
the use ot them
The : aim* «»f the unknown man
has been assertained i< be Patrick U< g*n Funeral
services were held at the town hall. Gloucester.
Sunday afti-rimmi. and w. re attended by all the
clergy. Small's b<-dv will be taken to Rockland
and Hogan's will be \
m thetomb at Gloucester
LITIGATION
OVER THE EsTATR OF THE
CHAS A L0A1BAKD, OF AtG'slA

LATE

great interest, involving prominent
Maine. New York ai.d Ma~>achusetls is
soon to be hi-ard.
In this, aside trom lawyers in
the other states mentioned, there are eight lav.
vers in Boston engaged,
among whom are W G
Rui-sell. who declined the Chief Justiceship,
Hon
Dwight Foster. H'*n C L Woodburn,
Sidney Bartlett and W Warner The case will
he heard before Judge White at the Norfolk
Probate Court in Dedham. Mass.
Vn attested
copy ot the will of Charles A Lombard w ho died
in Augusta. Me in October, 1S7B has been tiled
at Dedham
He left a large estate p'ii cipally to
his widow, now th- wi;«* «.f Mant-m M.-nnle. f■.rmerly editor of the N Y Wot hi. also to a daughter,
lu the w ill the testafoi sp. citl. fi that he is indebted to Ralph C. Johnson. Mrs C V Sam ford and
Mrs I. zzie H Perkins, all of Main**, and directs
that from certain portions ofm«*nev due on life in
suranoe po.ieies a trust fund be created, and also
that ibis fund, with other portions of the estate,
beustd t<» cancel any of the iudebti dness hut
makes.this merely as a r; quest to his wife to do
legal means of attaching property held iu another
This the widow has refused to do and a- there is no
stale except by serving a process i.. Mas-achur-etts
upon a legal representative here. one of the credit
ors. Mrs Lizzie II
Perkins, petitions the court to
be appoint* d administratrix
In her petition she
sets forth that Lombard conveyed to
Benjamin A
G. Fuller ot Brookline, and Francis I) Cobb of
Barnstable, both of Massachusetts, certain trusts
for the benefit of his w ife. Abbie W L *mbard, now
the wife ot Man ton Marble of New York, and
others, which conveyance of trust the petitioner
alleges to be void against the creditors of Loro
bard: that she. a* one of the creditors, has re
e.eir. d judgment against the estate in the sum of
l1'.'. which remains unsatisfied ; that Abbie
$7.0.881
M
Lombard, now Marble, was appointed In the
will executrix thereof, and by reason of the*
premises is a person etidentlv unsuited and unfit for
.said trus’s. wherefore sin- prays that letters testa
mentary be issued to her upon the cm ate
Mrs Marble s formal answer has not been filed,
but she is represented by emir cut counsel, aud
her defence is a general denial of any deb’s upon
the estat--, and objects to tin* allowance of the
copy of the will of her former husband or any
further steps thereon.
Should Judge White appoint an administrator
there of course can be no question as to the legal
liability of the estate. The hearing will be given
A case of

persons

on

m

Wednesday

next

JOHN WINbLoVT JONES. THE BACKER

1 AILED.

J

W inflow Jones, of the Ohio
packing iirm.
corporatcd und* r English law. limited, doing bust
ness in Portland and owning fifteen corn factories
and five lobster tact <ries in Maine, fourteen lob
ster aud salmon factories in the Provinces,
failed,
Wednesday, for >18J 000
Attachments were put
on Tuesday night, at the instance of Boston and
New York parties
The assets, two years ago.
when the corporation was organized, were
000
do this has been added eight n**w factories,
during The past year, t a cost of >j0 000 The remote cause of the failure is the fact that Jones has
been doing business with borrowed capital having put all his earnings into the new factories
The immediate cause is that the
company built
new lactones last year
expecting a heavy yield of
corn, aud inanufaiApr.-d cans for oue third more
than the crop provided
They have on hand at
at least $ J0 000 worth of
empty cans
The) are
indebted t<» farim rs all ov**r the State, who will
lose a large part of it
Other indebtedness largely
in New York; Urge attachments
M H Dudley.
A Co ot New York su** foi $d0,000; Samuel May
A C“ of Boston, >10.000
A mortgage in favor of
H I\ Furber A Co, New Y rk. is recorded for
tei. thousand, and another tor
thirty thousand
in favor of Firs» National
Bank, Portland The
First Nation \1 Bank has quite a large contingent liability, having endorsed considerable
business paper tor th** firm, but is entirely secured
The creditors include some of the most
responsible
Portland firms, but none of very heavy amounts.
The total indebtedness is $0d 000 in accounts and
$00,000 in business paper The latter would have
been wholly unsecured if the house had
suspended
two mouths ago.
KNOX COUNTY LIME.

The Free Press publishes the statistics of Rockland lim** iudustry. showing a production of 017.0G7 barrels last year
The Fret- Press says : The
above amount of lime is greater than has been
manufactured in this city in any previous year
since 1872
We are also informed that the begin
niug (*f 1882 finds the kilns, wharves and exten
sive sheds in excellent condition, a few new kilns
having been built, several reconstructed, and a
large amount of general repairs taken place. The
facilities for manufacturing are probably better
than ever before, with a fair prospect for the future.
Iu addition to the lune produced in R »ckland, the
neighboring towns of Camden and Thomaston are
considerable producers, it is estimated that there
is produc *d
lu Camden (including Rockport).125 000

Thomaston...100.000

Total number of barrels.225,000
This added to the amount in Rockland, gives a
total in Knox county of 1.142,067 barrels of lime.
A

At

WILTON LADY.

ofline the other dar, at the head of two
long flights of stairs, we had a call from a lady
two
Years of age.
She lives alon° in a coteighty
tage ou High st
She introduced herself as Mrs
Mary Smith, and she had come to tell the printer
about her la*t year’s work
lu the spring she un
banked her heuse; she planted and tended her
in
which
she
raised
her supply of pctagarden,
toes, beaas and other vegetables; she under
pinned her sh^d : she knit six pairs of stockings;
two pairs of double mittens; spun 150 skeins *f
yarn, of which she doubled and twisted all but about
eight; she banked her house, took care of her pig,
and sawed about four cords of wood. (Wilton Ko-

oord.

our

MOULTON.

.Jotham T. Moulton. Esq who died at his resi
deuce iu Chicago, Dec. 28th. was a native of
Bucfesport, and was born id 1808 He was the son
of Dr Joihatu Moulton, who spent along life iu
Hancock County, In the most laborious professional >ei vice, and in deeds of love aud charuy,
and survived with his wite to a great age
Mr.
Moulton in early life practised law iu Washington
and Hancock counties, removing to Chicago iu
1850. and for a time was ob the editorial staff of
tne lTibuue, but subsequently was appointed by
the influence of Hon. Thomas Drummond, his
class mate. Master in Chancery for the Circuit
Court of the United bta'es, a place of great trust
and responsibility, which be be<d and administer
ed with great fidelity aud acceptance for more
than 18 years, ubtil infirmity of body rendered its
duties too ouerous.
Since that time he has labor
ed under a slight paralytic affection, resulting at
last fatally
Mr. Moulton married in early life
Mi>s Annie E Cook, of E lswurth. brought up as
daughter iu the family of Mr Deaue.of Ellsworth,
and after her death be was again married to a Boston lady who still survives
He has. we think,
urn sons and two daughters, and an aged sister,
Mrs 8. Adams, of Casune. the last of the family,
ail of w horn inheritedthe longevity of their paients
THE KNOX AND LINCOLN RAILROAD.

The municipal committees of Bath and Rockland. with the committee of the Knox A Lincoln
Directors, met a committee of the Maine Central
Diiectors. at Bath, Jan. 2d, to consider the proposed b ase of the Knox A Lincoln to the Maine
Central R R. The Maine Central committee made
the following proposition subject to ratification
by the Board of Directois: The Maine Central will
pay 2 p» r cent, on ibe bonded debt of the road tor
the hist ten years ; 2?. per cent, fur the next 5. and
3 per cent for the remaining 84 years of the 99
The municipal committees then
years lease
made the following proposition, subject to ratfication by vote of the towns and cities, aud which
Mi* y
thought would be so agreed to, viz—Tbe
K ox A Lincoln cau be leased at 24 per cent, on
ibe bonded debt for 5 years; 3 per cent for the
next ten. ami 3$ per cent for the 84 remaining
years. The Maine Central Committee will iinme«
lately report the result of the conference to the
full Board of Directors.
FLAISTFD'S NOMINATIONS.
Governor 1’.aisled has placed a new batch of
nominations on the books
The nominations for
county officers remain substantially as before,
with these exceptions :
County Commissioners—
Cumberland, R G Harding. Gorham ; Oxford, Wm.
A Frotbingham. Dans; Piscataquis.
Henry Hudson Guilford; Waldo, Charles U Neeley, Monroe;
L
Watts. Jonesport; York.
Washington, Heury
Edmund T Boody. Limington.
8heiiffs Hancock. Levi B Wyman Ellsworth;
Somerset. Samuel A Bickford, Skowhegan. The
Governor bas nominated Everett Smith. Portland,
commissioner or fish aud game, “to fill vacancy
Dunn W True. Portland, trustee Reform School,
to ti l vacancy
Albiou Little. Portiaod, trustee
t R.-fdrm School in place of R. L Grindle ; Dr W
B Lapham, Augusta, trustee Maine lusiue Hospital. ic place of C W. Johnson of Machias.
—

IN GENERAL.

The Penobscot has closed again, after a season
the longest ever known—289 days
The actual loss to the rolling stock by the recent
accident on the Boston
Maine Railroad is £20,
000 HDd the bridge cosi $2,750
The State wholesale grange store at Portland is
prosperous. Its business has increased £8000 over
last y ear
The Whig says the amount of lumber surveyed
in Bangor for the last quarter of 1881, was 42 553
n 7 feet, against 35,950.34*2 teet for the same
period
last y ear
W.
of
on
the
23d of
Baker,
Pittston.
Capt Benj.
December transplanted some apple trees, finding
no frost in the giound
The annual meeting of tbe Maine B®ard of Ag
riculture. is to be held at the St ate House Angus
ta. on Wednesday and Thursday, Jan
18th and
19th
Judge John s Derby has been appointed county attorney for Y rk. and tbe indications are that
mmsellets are to be vigorously prosecuted
John Pavson. a wealthy farmer of Union cut
his throat Jan 2d
H»* was 89 years of age.
Ill
health and insanity is the supposed cause
Oxford county commences ihe new year with
over s'l.fiuO in the tieasury
The county has no
debt ai d has over £5,300 above all liabilities
Hon Parker Tuck, uf Bucksport Judge of Pro
bate for Hancock County, has held that < ffice over
tl i ty six years, over twenty five of which have
been held by the votes of the people.
Ti e will < f the late Cornelius fcweetsir, of Saco,
has been probated
A laige part of the estate of
£250 000 is given in public and charitable bequests
A Dunarisc tta woman in discussing the matter
with her better halt says »h-it for propagating aud
spreading gossip a grocery store caucus will beat
a sewing circle aud have three
points to spare
The Portland train rolls swiftly into Brunswick,
and us the passengers grasp their wraps the new
French brakemau puts bis head into the car door
and ciies, Broousveek! Broonsveek ! Swoppity
cars tor Lew iston
i;v ji'uium

1

nere

was

aiinosT a

irage-

tiy" in Lewiston, Monday evening. A Lewiston
young man called on Lis adored one. and at u
seasonable time proceeded to turn down the lights
as usual
lie went too far
The wick diopped
into the oil and the lamp exploded
No one was
n j tired.
The cause of the broken bridge at Wells, it is
now >atd. is found to be the breaking ot a
journal
on the forward end of the
baggage ear which fol
lowed the second locomotive
This caused the
wheels to leave the track and strike the bridgetruss. ki oekirg it from position
The < lliemi estimate tor 1$81 for the improvement ot Portland harbor is $101,000, and for Hock
land 1 arbor $105 000.
Six divorce* were granted at the late term of8
J Court at Rockland.
The reductions < t telegraph rates on the West
rn 1*;,ion line which went into effect on the 1st.
average about 25 p« r cent. From Boston to any
point iu Maine, the rate for ten words will be 25
cents for most points, and not to exceed 30 cents
for Aroostook
The social Re union of the emplovees of the M
C
Railroad at Waterville. on New Year's 1882,
will sumd recorded in the memories of all whoen.1 } ed it. as one of the most successful social festi
cals in the history of the road
The hay shipments from Dresden for the season
of i8Sl are estimated at 3.U00 tons
The Maine State Agricultural Society begins the
new t ear w ith a balance of over $500 in the treasThis remains after paying tor the park, preury
miums, etc

The discount

on

perforated silver coin

at the
A dollar rates
cents, quarter.

>tores iu Bridgton is as followsat Co or 65 cents ; a half dollar, 35
15 cents ; dime? cents
Of course the intrinsic
loss of silver is not. iu most cases, so much, but
there is a determination to put a
stop to the Derariot.s work of rascals who
make money”

by
selling

mutilating money -boring the holes and
the dust.
The Whig mentions a 781 pound porker. twenfy
months old. that was thrown in Levant.
Oliver Uadlock and Ross Moulton, Eastern Railread freight conductors are under arrest at Fwrtland charged with stealing freight, principals dry
goods and clothing, io the amount of $200 or $3u0.
1 he ice lever is running high
among the operators in Bath.
Lots of new companies are forming
The trustees of Bates College have voted to
make an earnest effort to raise $100,000 additional
endow ment, and have instructed Rev W
H BowI)
to undertake the
en. D
raising of $20,000
The Tru-tees have concluded that there is no
prospect of an early settlement of the case between
the college and the executors of the late Benjamin L
Bates.
Rockland has paid to the K. A L R R for do
ficiency of interest on its bonds, up to the close of
18.80, the sum of $210,694 83
The interest on thin
‘uff’.'st. amounts to the large sum ot $55,929 43
The paper mill in Topsbam is
running day and
night, except Sundays and legal holidays* and
manufactures on au average 500 superficial feet
per minute, or 216,000 superficial feet in a year,
which would cover n walk 4 feet wide and 10,022
miles lung
Good business, considering there are
but 70 hands employed, all told
The paper mill
consumes 2500 tons of coal in a
year
One thousand grafted apple trees from a Houl
ton nursery have been pin chased
by citizens of
Perharn, to be set out iu the spring.
Frank Baker of Fryeburg during the pa I
year
has sold $40 worth of eggs and $6 worth of
poultry
from twenty three hens, and has twenty eight
hens left
They are pure blood brown Leghorns
There were numerous bidders for the new issue
of Auburn bonds
They were bought by S E
May A Co. at $103 80
The late "Dr John’’ of Maine, whose whole
name w as Dr John Lincoln and whose fame was
great all throu.b the region of the Kennebec,
used to say that a doctor was the
only man who
couldn’t honestly say th»* Lord's pray er.
For,"
reasoned he, "trow can 1 say. "Give us this
day
our daily bread
when my daily bread comes from
the miseries, suffering and
mortality of mv fVllowmen ?”
1 be Gardiner Home Journal ears: OnriCacle
ami lira S were having a discussion the other
(lav upou the rights and abilities of women.
"There is nothing,'' Bay s Mrs S warmly.' that a
man can do that a woman cannot do
equally as
weir’ “How ahum this 1" said Our tTncle, as he
took a match fioni his pocket and
lighted it Ion his
pants. The discussion was not renewed
The wife id Hon Lewis Barker of the Governor's
Council, who has tor some time been an invalid,
has been advised bv her medical attendants lo test
the ff-ct of a Southern climate
Mr Bark ;r will
accompany her and daughter in a few days on a
trip to Florida and other sections of the South
H"ii. John A Buck of Oiland, member bf the
House, and wife, will make up the party.
The Rainbow Grange, Brouksville, met ir their
pew Hall on the 29th ult. and elected the follow
ing dicers: Master. C H Perkins; Oversper, A
H Gnndle; L-cturer, J. G Walker ; Stewird. J
S Gray ; Ass t Steward. W
Gray ; Chaplain! T H
Green : Tieasurer, C. G Gray ; Secretary S F
Norton ; Gate Keeper, J Snow ; Pomona, Caroline
Gray; Flora, Silvia Grmdle : Ceres, Cynthia P.
Grindle ; Lady's Ass't Steward. Clara Grindlp
Hon Israel Washburn, Jr has been re-elected
Vice President fur Maine of the New
Historic Genealogical Society
The Hiidgton News says that the failuri of J
Winslow Jones A Co is a’ severe blow to
it tlicii g severe damage upon laborers and farm
ers who have relied
upon receipts from this source
to meet inevitable current
Ar large
expenses.
amount of corn was planted thereabouts and the
immense business ot the factory has kept emplwyed a very large number of laborers
The sea-serpent has been heard from again. A
track supposed to be made by his roy al lengtbt
ness has been discovered in the neighborhood of
the Third chain lake in Meddybemps
The track
extended forty rods in a zigzag direction, from one
body ot water to another, and was about fulir feet
wide and three deep. Parties who were therein
the fall are positive that this track was not there
then
| Eastpori Sentinel
A G Bradstreet, Esq of Bridgton, member of
the House from that town, is now in Mexico, en
gaged in civil engineering He has sent hit) resig
nation as Representative from Bridgton to Speaker
Hutchinson. In case the Governor calls a special
session of the Legislature, it will be necessary for
the Bridgionians to elect a new Representative.
The Somerset Reporter says that
Skowbegan is
seventh in importance »f railroad business, Port
land, Bangor, Lewiston, Auburn, Augusta and
Waterville, alone doing more business.

England

Bri)dgton,

The dredging of the balance of about 120,000
at Lubec Narrows, at present suspended,
will be resumed early in the spring
The channel
is to be completed by next December.
In the supreme judicial court at Saco Friday in
the case of Cnarles W Snow agamst Him A P.
Gould and F. E Moore. Esq members of the law
firm of Gould & Moore, Thomaston. which has
been on trial fur two day s to recover part of $1,000
which Mr Snow claims wus placed ii. the bauds of
Gould «$• Moore to indemnity them against fees
and costs in divorce suits pending in 1873 between
himself and wife in Knox county, and which the
defendants claim was absolute pa\ uient for their
services, the jury rendered a verdict In favor of

yards

the

defendants.

recommended for a first class signal
station. If this is done, the Commercial says:
The station will be equipped with a full set of
meteorological instruments Six readings of these
instruments a day will be made arid three daily
telegraphic report* forwarded lothe Chief Bureau
Winn reports the thermometer at 22 degrees
below zero on Thursday morning
The Unitarian societies in Maine are generally
The Bangor society has raised the
prosperous
The E lspastors salary $500. making it $3 000
woith society cleared $350 by a fair
The Authe
realized
from
annual
$200
gusta society
supper.
The Brunswick people are pleased with their new
Mr Alger's good
pastor, the Rev. Mr. Gooding
success continues at Portland.
The Waterville
church has had the gift of a very tine organ
At the annual meeting of the Cobb Lime Co
the otlicers of last year were re elected, as follows
Directors, Frai cis Cobb, II W Wight, A J Bird.
C' Hanrahau E R Spear; President, Francis
Cobh; Vice President, A ,1 Bird: Treasurer. II
W Wight: Secretary Henry N Pierce
The
cement works remain UDd*-r the same management,
with Mr Shaw as Superintendent
About 5.0U0
barrels of cement have been manufactured, all ot
excellent
quality and bringing about $3 per barrel
Messrs Halsall. E H Garrett and C F Pierce.
Boston artists, are exhibiting their sketches of the
past season at and uear York. Me
A very brilliant social event of the opening new
year in Bhngor was t tie wedding reception at ihe
residence of Lion Charles Hayward on Summer
street Tuesday eveuiug .Ian 31, on the occasion
of the marriage ot his voungest daughter, Mi.*s
Laura Mav Hayward, and Mr. Wm U Murphy of
Detroit. Mich
It is said of Mr George B. Reed of Lincoln, that
ho has been sick and confined to his house twenty
one years, and during this long period of sickness
his sufferings have been most intense'and seemingly beyond the ability of man to endure, yet he
lives with hardly a murmur of complaint, patiently
wailing for the change
Postmaster Joseph H Manley, of Augusta, at
the request of Gen B F Harrison. Supt ot Public
Buildings, has procured a tine full length portrait
of ex President Hannibal Hamlin, which is tn he
hung in the Senate Chamber, by the side of William Pitt Fessenden and Lot M. Morrill
A B Ricker. Alfred; U M Howes. Portland.
R S Boulter. Saco : C. S Smith. Concord N H;
C F Hyde. Bath: Freeman MoKown. Boothbai ;
J-nr. B Xealey, South Berwick; Stephen F
Ricker. Lebanon : David if Howe. Methuen. Mas* ;
A Lonn Merrill. Parsousfield. and G. I
R dh»n,
Saco, have Mgned a paper setting forth that they
were
••shamefully neglected" on the day of the
accident on the Boston A Maine railroad at Cole's
Corner. Wells. Me
is

Bangor

Literature.
A

1 IONS

lunslv," the new poet, is said to be Miss
Lucia W. Jennison. of Boston.
Mr. C. A. Boston, u native of Franklin Co is
preparing a large history of Androscoggin and
Sagadahoc counties, to be published next year by
a Cleveland, Ohio. firm.
••Owen

No. 28 of the Humboldt

Deformity," by

K. S. and “M tuners

Library contains “Fash
Henry Flower, F

William

d Fashion," by Herbert
15 cents
J. Fitzgerald A Co.,

Spencer. Price.
publishers. New

a

York.

Roswell Smith, the

proprietor

new

the C,-r-

nt

tury Magazine, started off by making *5.000 worth
of Christmas presents to his employes, and distributing $16,000 worth of Century stock among the

leading

members of his business and

literary

staff

Rev. D Q. Cushman, of Bath, is now carrying
through the press a history ot the ancient settle
and modern towns of Sheepscot and New
castle. 1607 1881. the collections of which he has
ment

been

a

long

It will form

making.

in

time

volume of 500

pages. 100 of which

are

8vo

an

already

>

work amoDg women; and Mrs Louise Chandler
Monitou will edit a column on social cust* ms
A
decorative art
Mr Donald G
Golden

department

by
Tiffany

weekly illustrated paper for boys
is now issued also in monthly parts,
a

and girls,
an attractive

with

lication.

will be conducted

Mitchell and Mr Louis C

Days,

designed

cover.

to

This is

take the

an

place

excellent pub
(-f the flashv

story papers which have done so much to corrupt
the youth ot this country, and lias met with richly
merited success
Among the regular contributors
is Frank H. Converse, son of the late Judge Con
of Damariscotta. Jam

verge,

law that will prohibit,
steadily and effectually
a** do the laws prohibiting
burglary and arson i
But our brother >a\ s the men whose’ duty it is to
to
the
law
fail
do
so
enforce
And here he stops:
tor he edits a political newspaper
It is precisel)
where eveiy party temperance uiaD steps, on
whichever side lit* may bo. To our mind this is
just where the real truiible begins. [Ossipee Val
ley News.

s

Elverson.

publisher

Philadelphia.
literature lend

in

If

8M dUCAM JODjHAL POSUsEM lit).
CHARLES A. PILSBURY.EDITOR.
i»ryoS'|,'|
|Y
I\vl’i>
( lU'SiNtss Manager and
RUSSELL
«.
DYEK,
Local Editor.

j

subscription Terms. In advance,$2.uu
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration

a

as

with the law

incendiaries

Janies,

and

by

Attorney General MeVeagh.
Windom
teirn

resigned

to secure a

a

peculiar

the

frontispiece of the Midwinter Century. It is
accompanied by a biographical sketch and critical
study, in which George E Waring. Jr touches
upon many points of interest in the novelist's career, and brings into relief the earnest, conscientious side of his character.
The failure of the American Rook
resulted in the

forming

of

a

new

Exchange

lias

concern, to

be

known

as The Fsefnl Knowledge Publishing Co.,
of 162 William Street, New York, and which proposes to continue the publication of good books at
low prices. The first work published by the new

company is an edition of Macaulays “Life of Frederick the Great," neatly bound in cloth, which

they
surprisingly low price of 20 cents
They announce a valuable series of encyclopedias
in preparation, to be published in large octavo
volumes, efover 1 000 pages each, in cloth binding. at $1 25 per volume
The North American Review will present in its
sell for the

February

number to be

published

the LVh of
the present month, Part HI. of its series of arti
cles on “The Christian Religion.” It will bo from
the pen of Geo P Fisher, the eminent
professor
of ecclesiastical history in the Yale
ou

Divinity

School.—as thorough a scholar and as able a de
fender of the Christian faith as this country affords
A

powerful presentation of the claims of Christian-

ity

is

expected.

mss

the

aaran urne

Literary

Jewett, the Maine writer, says
World, is the daughter of Dr T H

Jewett, for many years

a

physician of wide repu

tation and practice in Maine. IIis widow and two
children still live in the family mansion at South

Berwick,

an

interesting region

full of tradition.

the

of

This is

Secretary
six years'

Thus Miss Jewett accumulated much
material which lias been exceediugli useful to her.
She began to write when she was nineteen.

perience.

OF

more

on

JUDGE CON
DEFENCE

Trial.
ADVERSE TO

THE

The testimony was closed in the Guitean trial
Jan 4th Judge Cox having denied the motion of
the defence lor permission to introduce additional
evidence
Chief Brooks, of the Secret Service di
vision, testified to interviews with Guitcau immeafter
the kiilli g
The prosecution submitdiately
ted its ri quest for insuuctions to tbe
jury and an
adjournment followed until Saturday.
At the request of his counsel no
person is now
allowed to visit Guiteau He is said to be
growing
more serious as the trial
approaches conclusion
On Saturday counsel made arguments on the re
quests to the courts to charge on law points Mr
Davidge cited authorities as to what constitutes
legal insanity. Mr Reed quoted American decisions to support Ins
theory of the law. The prisoner claimed
the benefit of any doubt, aud
by a shrewd retort shows that he is not now
either fool or lunatic. Mr Sooville began his

argument.

Monday Mr Seoville concluded his argument,
and District Attorney Corkhill and Mr.
Davidge
addressed the court
Judge Potter argued the case for the prosecution
Tuesday, and his argument is described as remark
ably powerful and eloquent. The assassin attempted to interrupt, but was finally overawed
When
Mr. Porter concluded Judge fox read his decision,
maintaining tnat the court had jurisdiction. Tpon
every material point his rulings were directly
against the prayerB of the defence The only
grain of comfort for the prisoner was offered when
Judge Cox reached the question of reasonable
doubt.
Upon this subject he said : “I shall not charge
the jury to acquit if they find a reasonable doubt
as to auy one element, "but 1 shall take into con
Bideration aud charge them relative to all tho elements and that if from all the circumstances aud
the evidence they have a reasonable doubt of
the commission by the defendant ot the crime he
is charged then they shall acquit.
As Judge Cox finished speaking Guiteau called
out, “1 am perfectly satisfied with that exposition
of the law
After coasultalien between the counsel tho
Court adjourned tiDtil Thursday morning when
Davidge will make the opening argument to the
jury for the prosecution.
William Harrison Ainsworth, the novelist, is
dead.

ago, alarms
We do not

deemed

was

success-

a

such received their cosdetnua

as

our

admission.

surprising

a

what docs it lead?

\nd to

Most of the laws

statute books arc the

on

of the

offspring

Republican party and may as well be set
down as political acts, and as such rethe condemnation of the

ceive

Demo-

cratic party.
In national legislation we
have the protective tat iff, the constitu-

poor man, he felt it to lie his duty to
avail himself of. The new Secretaries of

tional amendments and the

resumption
were opposed

State and

Treasury, Messrs. Freliughuy- act, among others, winch
Folger, and the new Attorney by the Democratic party when enacted,
General, Mr. Brewster, are all capable and which that party might as well reand honorable men, and their appoint- fuse to
accept as the laws for suppressing
ments have been well received by the
the evils of intemperance. The Democountry. President Arthur has

equally good judgment

not show n

erats would not enact

in the selection

a

Department the experience and business capacity which so
eminently quali
tied his predecessor for the place.
In any
other department Mr. Howe would have
appeared to better advantage and have
done quite as good service as he is likely
been the

never

to select

which

to

Republicans refuse to obey laws
placed on the statute books by Democrats -a policy which if carried out by
both parties, would inevitably result in
the destruction of

they

have been

so

The

with

fitness for ihe plat es

system of govern-

of

duty

the

enforcing

laws in this State devolves

to

and when

assigned;
they
qualified it has seemed to be I
accident rather than by de-

are

our

ment.

rule, however,

members of the Cabinet

to their

Democratic party, acNews, refuse to obey it 01
aid in its enforcement.
As well might
to the

the

Postmaster General.

It has

men in the

ance

cording

fice

to do as

prohibitory legisla-

tion themselves, and because the law i.ol' Republican origin, even the temper-

Postmaster General.
Mr. Howe
brings to the Cabinet neither political nor
intellectual strength, nor to the Post Ofof

prohibitory
upon the city

and county officers.
These are of all
In
this
parties.
county most of the offi-

Fusionists, but we do not cliargt
and have not charged that they fail to

cers are

There have been Secretaries of the
j enforce the law. We do not expect them
Navy whi had never smelt salt water; to devote .til their time to
ferreting out
Secretaries of .War whose experience was
i rum shops, to the neglect of other dulimited to muster days in the militia, and
ties. and we hold it to be the duty of all
so on through the list.
In such cases the
temperance men and women who an
Secretary is merely the nominal head of
cognizant of sales of liquor to make comthe Department, and the business is
plaint to these officers that the law tuay
transacted by subordinates. Often din
be enforced, as we are confident it would
ing the two terms of President Grant be
So far as the Journal is concerned it
every member of the Cabinet was absent
does propose to “stop" anywhere in this
from Washington for weeks at a time :
mailer because it is a political newspahut the public business went on just the
It doe- not regard the temperance
per.
same.
In the War and Navy Departas a party question, but as out
question
ments there are many officers of the two
of vital importance to the people at large,
branches of the service holding more or j
and in this spirit proposes to discuss it.
less
and in
the

sign.

divided the duties of the office with his
law practice, regarding the former rather

|

The

Pres.

Age
end

for

Apologist

na

Hum

Kowdyism.

The Frog. Ago asserts tiiat the Journal has made “persistent attempts ol
late to represent to outsiders that Belfast
is next tu the worst place in existoacefoi
:

drunkenness and rowdyism." This asser-

tion i- simply and unqualifiedly false.
then Mr. Blaine, The Journal had no
thought of outsiders
wno held the reins with a firm hand: and
in calling attention to the drunkenness
I
now we have
Air. Frelinghuysen who on oar
streets, and did not address itsre|
will be content with the honors of the
i marks to them. It was the “insiders”—
position, while its duties will devolve the
temperance men and women of out
Mr. J. C. Bancroft Divis, his First
I upon
own city -whom it sought to arouse to
than whom no man is more
; Assistant,
the necessity for immediate and vigorous
j capable or experienced. In the Post of- eilbrts to
suppress what everybody re!
fice Department also, the First Assistant,
cognizes as a growing evil. Perhaps we
j .Mr. Frank Ilatton, is likely to be the rulshould modify this statement by saying,
|
ing spirit: while in the Treasury departeverybody but the rum-sellers and the
ment, the business of which is now mainProg. Age.
ly of a routine character, the work will
The Journal has neither asserted nor
he carried on, as heretofore, under the
that “Belfast is next to the worst
implied
direction of the minor officials. A t onin existence for drunkenness and
place
gressman must serve at least one termrowdyism.” So far from that being the
two years—before lie is sufficiently faease, we have published each week, from
miliar with the rules and methods of the
our exchanges,
reports of drunkenness,
House to become a really useful member,
disorder and rum-selling in other towns
and it cannot he expected that a man
j and cities, as well as the efforts, if any,
placed, nominally, at the head of the
to enforce the laws.
! made
The stateTreasury Department will be able to
meets concerning drunkenness here can:
grasp at once a full knowledge of till its
not he gainsaid.
Indeed, even the Age
intricate workings and vast details so as J
I admits that there has been “a
to direct the business in
perceptible
person; and the
: in. lease
a
unniKen men on our streets
same is
substantially true of the other
| of Into, although it seems to think it exDepartments.
cusable because there has been drunkenin the

light

A recent
that Maine

of

pastime;

Washington despatch stated
politicians are making a

ment

DECISION

or

infrequent.

that it

reason

litical act, and
lion

as a

way fragments of family history, anecdotes and
observations gathered during his long medical ex-

THE

year

—

retary Blaine tor reasons of his own, and
Postmaster General James to accept a
permanent business connection of which,

strong effort

Assassin

a

ful party expedient" and that
A> in duty bound the Democratic party ha
zealously opposed it. early and late, in legislature
and out—not because there was no temperane
lenient in that partv. but because, as the offspring of the opposite party, it was a purely po-

iu the United States Senate, Sec-

The doctor used to take his young daughter with
on his daily rounds,
recounting to her on the

him

The

officers, and since
youthful

why this is so. It says that the
prohibitory law has been the pet measure
of the Republican party for years, “for

interest to the contents of the Midwinter number
of The Century, which will include among its con-

A tine portrait of George W Cable, the auih >r
of “The Grandissimes" and “Madame Delphine.''
has been engraved by Cole and will be issued as

fault

reasons

Secretarys

desertion

the

the law

or

found

one

thoroughly enforced as they should be,
and the News in the article from which
we have quoted furnishes the best
of

Blaine and Windom and Postmaster Genera]

no

hesitate to say. however, that the prohibitory laws are not so generally and

conjecture.

of

but

of tire have been

Cabinet

resignations

an ex-

the arrest and conviction of two

Thus far he has simply tilled vacancies
the

carried to such

was

for years that life and property

insecure

were

Whether President Arthur will make
any further changes in his Cabinet seems

by

are

in support of the asserSo far as Belfast is concerned the

tent heic

Subscribers are requested to take notice ol' the
date on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
is the only form ot receipt now used. For instance,
15 May si, means that tile subscription is paid to
that date. When a new payment is made, the date
will be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS \RE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THE IK
DATES \RE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to forward the sums due.

caused

laws

prohibitory

as

crime of arson

Administrators, Executors and Guardians
desiring their Prohate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

purely

reply

we

presented

tion.

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
as the office to which it is to go.

of

the News

those against burglary, arand other crimes. Gen. Neal Dow

been

have

matter

enquiry of

effective

son

Boston.
S. M. PETTENGILL & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace 1>odd, 265 Washington St., Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell A Co., lo Spruce St.. New York.
J. 11. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

a

as

says this is the case, and so does the
Lewiston Journal,
nd statistics have

The following are authorized agents for the Jour
nal:
S. R. Niles, No. 256 Washington St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 AS, Treraont Temple,

be

prohibitory

a

it Lot work

is claimed the

that i

Ai>vektiming Terms. For one square, (oneinch
of length In column,) $1.00 for one week, and 25
cents for each suhoequeut insertion. *A fraction of
a square charged as a full one.

to

have

To the

year;

of the

year, $3.00.

The

we

why should

-ji*—-

all
responsible positions
Departments are experienced officials and
clerks who have seen long service, and
tributors Ralph Waldo Emerson. Henry W. Longupon whom the Secretary, no matter how
fellow, and the late Dean Stanley. Other familiar
he may he, must mainly depend
capable
names in the list of contributors are E
C Sted
That Mr. Fish was the Secretary of State
man, M D Howells, Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett, H II Maurice Thompson, Frank R Stock- in fact as in name for eight years, no one
ton, and George E Waring, Jr.
can doubt; then comes Air. Hearts, who
Venerated names

hibition.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MUKNINU BY THE

tht> result of

W.

Tonrgee is to be the editor of a
new illustrated
literary weekly whieh is about :
appear in Philadelphia Miss Kate Field is to have
charge of a department devoted to co operative
A.
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regard

through the press

Judge

Why Temporaries Democrats Oppose Pro-

sen and

GOSSIP ABOUT AUTHORS A\l» NEW PUBLIC

ions in

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

to get the Commissioner ot
Pensions to recommend the establish-

of

a new

office

at

Augusta,

in order

in other

places, and because ladies
were able to do their holiday
shopping

ness

without calling
tion.

on

Whether

caused,

as

the

the

this

police for protecdrunkenness was

Age says—and

we

admit

for ex-Governor Selden
Connor; but that the office is wholly unnecessary, would cost about *10,000 a

that here it may be considered an authority -by “the sale of a rum shop to a

year, and that the Commissioner is said
to he afraid to recommend it.
The Ken-

by liquor procured

is not at all material. But is it not rather

nebec Journal characterizes this

inconsistent

to make a

place

despatch

brave man who was
crippled and nearly shot to death in his
country’s service." It says further—
as

‘‘an insult to a

The office is needed here fur the benefit of those
of our people who have business with a
p-i)s1(,u
agency. If tstahlisheil it will be fir that cause
and no otln r
Ex (iov Connor does not ask to
have it established on his account, neither do the
Maine delegation ask it for that reason
But he is
a d. serving man and
soldier, and if patriotism,
valor and personal sacrifice and merit, count
for
anything in the distribution of the offices belongto
the
ing
general government he certaiulv ought
to be counted in as the
recipient of some bouorabio position

The Boston Herald has a good word
say for Governor Connor—

to

lie is not a "magnetic man, this ex-Governnr
on crutches, hut he deserves well of the
country,
and, although a new pension office for Maine
would takeaway from the imperial ee of that at
Concord. N H it a reasonable showing could be
made that by its establishment the old soldiers
and the widows ai d orphans of soldiers in the
Cine Tree state would be better served, we sec no
reason why Gen Connor should have
any opposition
Still, this creation of offices when'tbey arc
designed to benefit a certain man is risk\ husine-s
Bui it should be remembered that it is nol exactly
a new office which is lo be created
tn this case',
since, before the recent consolidation,
and
all
had pension offices
Augusta
Bangor

Portland',

A

later

despatch

from

Washington

says it has been decided to establish a
new pension office at
Augusta, with cx-

new

man, who treated all his

parading

on

in

the part of the Age, aftet

its intimate

transaction

friends,”or
other rutn shops,

knowledge

of such

oiler the opinions of
people" in the guise of a
hackneyed quotation, directed at the
Journal, but which is much more applia

to

“sober-minded

cable to

paper which excuses, if it does
not advocate, the sale and use of
liquor.
a

It is because the Journal has at heart the
welfare of Belfast, morally and materially, that it desires a stop put to the sale
of

rutn

here, and its resultant evils, and
that end it pledges its best en-

to attain

deavors.

pension agent, it
having
approval of Commissioner Dudley, Secretary
Kirkwood, and
as

met with the

East

Side

Industries.

News

excellent privileges for small local enterprises.
Some of them are utilized, but more are unoccu-

pied and await the coming of some enterprising
spirit. On this stream are situated the three paper
mills formerly occupied by the Russell Paper (Jo.,
of Lawrence, Mass. Two of these mills are now
Idle; the third is used in the manufacture of leather

Age that the
Journal espouses the temperance cause
because it is popular, is
simply silly.
I here is no

question

sides of which
The evils

are more

arising

incalculable,

the

from

right and wrong
clearly detined

intemperance

it admits of

no

are

defence.

The Journal advocates temperance because it is right, and
unfortunately the
right is not always the popular side. In
this case, tlie lact that the Age has dechosen to become the apologist

liberately

for drunkenness and

or no

of

snow

was a masquerade party at the residence
Mrs. Annie L. McKeen, East Belfast,on Friday
evening last. About sixty were present in costume

The committees from the churches and tempersocieties ->f this city, are requested to meet at
the Reform Club room on Thursday evening, at 7

& CO.’S AXE FACTORY,

auee

o’clock.

The camp fire of the (H and Army Po-t in this city
last week was a very happy occasion. The officers
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Probably the best water power on the river js
owned by H. E. Pierce, and is known a- Hiram
Dale falls. Here is a waterf ill of forty feet, which
with the improved waterwheels now In use, will
give almost any require* 1 p over. This 1- un*<e u
pied. There are other dams across the river >\\ ned

this town on Sumiav morning were startled on
learning of a shooting use vv hieii took place on the
night before. It appears that Saturday aft- moon
three young men named Vbm r Keen, W ililani l.add
and William Cushman went fishing at ijuantebacook pond. T.add is a lame man and falling upon the

by

ice injured Ills crippled leg
Not being aide to pro
feet! his companions helped him t > the nearest
house, (ieorge Spear'-, where lie waste remain d nr
lng the night. The two remaining men proceeded.
After iishing, Abner Keen went to the house «>f
Spear's, where he had left Ills injured companion.
Luring flic evening Spear drank heavily of hard
elder, and once or twice fell against Ladd who
mov'd over to where Keene wa- seated.
Thi-

of

gentleman, which offer extra inducemanufacturing on small capital.
The Journal has frequently urged the Importance
of these local industries.
The once great ship
building interest will never, mall probability, reach
its former proportions, and if Belfast expects to
same

ments for

advance it must turn its attention to manufactories.
We have endeavored to show what Is being done on
Goose river and what might, be done if some enter
prising gentlemen will utilize the water power described, aud which is now pouring its water over
unused dams.

1

exasperate Spear, who is a very 411:11
re I some man. and trouble ensued,
spear brought
out a double barrelled shot gun, swearing be won!
shoot them. Keene fearing for his lire ran out •>!
doors, Spear following. When about eight feet
seeiued to
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Rockland
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under the proprietorship of Porter
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grindstones and painted blaek al! over. This el.,--*
is preferred by lumbermen. Mr. 11 inkin has charge
of the grinding and polishing room.
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l will heat while the bitt v.
mins comparatively cool.
When hot the head isquared under another hammer, the eye port,-, to j,
md the axe finally straightened. We n -w have a
perfect axe in the rough. The next operation i- j
the tempering, which is performed by Mr. K -llev
ii nself. The axes are .-lowly and evenly heated,
vhen they are plunged into brine, which makes
them as hard and brittle as glass. .\z In they
ire placed over a fire until the temper i- reduced
t) the required point, which i- known by the
e >lor of the ineiil, and agiin
.-mbm.-rged in va- I
furnace
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without which a union of the iron and steel cannot
>e had.
After heating it goes to another trip ham
ner, the Iron andsteel are firmly welded and tile hilt
Irawn.
Yt this point the ni aerial begin- t > look
to

Fire.
>n

The following were last w •••k dcefc.
Timothy Chase Lodge, in thi- city —C
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The timber, which belongs to Mr
am-.ien. was tiirovvn "if, ami th emp y
put back on the tre k and taken to Brooks.

lb an, of (.

are

He will

to

wherer.»oin» for the insane are -pedal,
liltc !• Mr Hall ha* been
>niim
in
M --ad.,
-etts asy lum.
It i* sai l that his di-ea*.- lias iu*e:i
irouglit on iiy p ullar i»o-tur. required in fr<
mg, *ueh a* lying ««n tin* bad* A

damage-1.

vverc

drawn and plated, so that
when brought together the eye i« formed, a sect; m
in the middle being left to form the head of tin- axe.

lies, where the ends
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was

ila; ford

of -aeper-

liuun «er
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painter,

Tuc*day. inSaue.
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*od)*char_

re*..rt to till*

::•>! <\iro f-

prisoner

•d tile

tin* after truck*. In thi- condition the train vvem
nearly a mile, and over two eu!\ert-. before the a--

•abed

before tie-

was

Court

i.irdman -.id

d

Phila-lelphia xchangr .-.iv > l: i- mu tin t ill*
f«*» ev< ry l ady to leave her age Indicated mi lc r ha
brim. Every inch of width represents five y« ar- V
six inch brim means that the lady i- thirty ■'•.a
old ; a ten-inch brim that she D fifty, and -> m.
It

>

Walter Barker

siiihs.

Tuesday afternoon, n the stolen bou»l*
h- barged
ao
His motber. whose pre.-euc-a
wa-required to identify the bonds, refuse i to c>»una
into rouri unle*- brought on a copiu-.
Judge

\

hull

a

Ponder i* at Carter'* wharf being repaired

i’oli

ling 140 fc ■» in length,
will, with increase 1 machinery an I men, a id large1- a charming con vit
ly to the annual product. The company now employ thirteen men and run four trip hammers. T wo
\t a very pleasant entertainment given to young
more trip hammers will be added in the spring.
! per-on-at the re-dele of t B Ha/cltine. Esq.,
Formerly foreign material ex- hisively w.i- u-ed in
j u a re enf evenii g, a nov cl fe itur w as intru-lm
making axes, but now everything is \ u- rican with I ed. \ loaf of c; ke. in one slice of vvhieli vva> a
the exception of the grindstones and the material
handsome g *1 l ring, wa- serve 1 t-> rh*- gu --t-. Tin.
of which the emery Is made. The materials u -ed
prize fell to Mi-- 'dm Colburn
in the production <>; axes an* iron,
toe!, •••lal.
\ not her man blew out the ga- and am near -ufborax, grindstones, emery and glue. On one side
foeatitig. it was t the \mericau II m-e one nigh;
of the building are the furnaces, which vest on iron
on rlast week.
He was from the rural distri tframes, and opposite arc the trip hammers. The
tiring lie partially turned «»tV Lin* gas, a- he w-mln
furnaces are kept going by a fan-blower above, the
He
\
turn down a lamp, and then blew it out.
air pipe running along the furna- es under gr am !.
next day that he wa- afraid to turn It »il
plained
The power of the factory is derived from a forty
if e-mld not again b,
entirely, thinking if he did
eight inch Burnham turnin'- wheel, nln feet fall of
! lighted.
water which gives 37 horse power.
Let u- follow
V slight a1 i lent occurred on die Bell..-: railroao
a piece of rough iron through the various pn>ej-»-es
"U Monday,
which -om.*whaf ielayed the muntil it emerges a finely polished axe. First, bar
train. When ab aa Brook- a car load- d with
iron ‘i*. by \ inch is placed between large -hears
timber left the rail forward, blit kept thi- iron wil
and junked up ir.to proper length.-. Each pi. -a*
them

a

-eh. -1

f which au
gu-t i- in litigation, the particular.given under the head of Maine Matter-. In tin
will the testator -p•cities that he 1- indm-md,
among others, 1.1 qilph < Johnson, •{* thi- city.

head. Another pattern
which sells well is called the Rankin axe, w bile th.
standard is known as the Ch ttnpion
Last soon
the company were unable to keep up w ifh their or
ders, although they manufactured twelve d </.eudaily. The yearly production of this fa : n i3,000 dozens. An extension 30 by 40 feet, jti-l
e
at the

Mrs. Nelson Rich, Treas.
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cunnund-'r. will remain
a lime.
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ids home In till-

on

party
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Cottrell left

Y.

command of the three m.t.-te
son,

cilmore. I*,

V

t.

number of Samuel Norton

A

Wednesday

on

apt.

libeled for $lu,000.

vva*

•Sell. Yimou Bird, of Rockland, who^e loss is reported under the liea 1 of Maine nutters, was iiulit
by Carter A Co., in this city, in H"_». Win. II- Harriman, the mate, belongs In Prospect and arrived
hom.-

broken.

was

The libel ease of soli. Win. Frederick at Bait:
more, mentioned last week, has been satisfactorily
settled, by the owners paying $$40. The schooner

wears port.

tin’ wants of their customers. Their axes have
an excellent reputation, a pattern known as the
“Lumberman’s Favorite,” meeting with large sales
in the lumbering districts.
This axe is wedge

<

Smelts are quite plentiful, bn* there is little
sale, the Boston market being glutted

The Choral Society will meet next Saturday and
Sunday evening* at 7 h) o’clock.

There

to

pleted, giving

Mon-

of

largest business place on the river now in opera
lion. The first axe factory in Belfast was that of Job
White, erected in IS 15. Tin* first axe ever made
in town was forged out by White’s brother. In
Major Benj. Kelley, a native of Boothbay, caiue
here to reside. Shortly afterwards, in company
with John R. Whiting, he began the manufacture
of axes, and for sixty years the business has been
carried on at the old stand. In 1873 Major Kelley
died, the business going to his son Benjamin, the
present head of the firm. Some eight years ago
Mr Kelley associated with himself Mr. Walter B.
Rankin, the firm name being B. Kelley & Co. The
present proprietors have improved tin-, business in
many respects, making new patterns and catering

heav\

<m

Friday night made really the first
sleighing of the season, and on Saturday the sleigh
bells rang joyfully.

the

shape, being

Mr. ITall has received another cargo, 60 tons, of
red granite.

Vicinity.

next.

The

at

B. KELLEY

and

Mr. C. R. Davis sent the first despatch from this
over the Mutual Union telegraph wire.

The most extensive business carried on in
this stream is the manufacture of axes. Last week
a Journal representative rode up this river,
visiting
the several places of business. The first stopping
was

Belfast

city

board.

place

of

The city schools begin their winter term

day

The insinuation of the

rowdyism is convincing proof that it believes that t<> be
the popular side, although morally the
side. We are quite willing to
President Arthur
The Maine pensions wrong
with
our neighbor all the
share
popularare now paid at
Concord, N. H.
ity that may result from advocating the
There were 70 failures iu this State last
temperance cause, and will cheerfully j
year—73 in ItfSO.
record its conversion to the right side.
I
Goveruor Connor

Our

From the mouth of Goose river, East Belfast, extending upward for several miles there are many

next

This move is no doubt a good one, anil
paper
we wish our soon to be
hyphenated contemporary
tile fullest measure of success
A daughter of ex Secretary Hearts made her
self a favorite in Washington society, nut alone bj
her snowy complexion, gray blue eyes and gulden
hair, Init as well by her cups of chocolate
The
Mexican Minister used to say that in his own land
no beverage was so delicious
It was made of the
best already sweetened chocolate, broken and
placed is a warm spot to uiMt
When afterward
put into a farina kettle boiling milk was poured
upon it, and from the momi tit when the tirst drop
ot milk touched it until it was done it was stirred
It was allowed to boil for several minutes, and
when it was served in delicate
cups it was thick
and almost J -lly like, and was capped with
whipped cream. This Is the way that Baker's vaullla
choeeUte should always be prepared

j

distant Spear discharged one barrel, a portion of
the < harge of shot lodging in Keene
shoulder
Keene pressed on when spear discharged the second
barrel, the charge lodging in the side of the head.
Between thirty and forty shot struck the young
man.
He did not fall, but aft u- muen struggling
readied the village a mile aula quarter di-tanl.
The shooting took place about ten o’clock in tin

evening.

Spear then went into the house, loaded
his gun saying he would shoot I add. The young
man attempted to make Ids escape, opened a door
to pass out, but by a mistake opened
door into a
fcinall closet where he concealed himself until later
In the night when he found his
way out doors,
spear lives on a place near the Bine Tree cottage
ami with him is his sister and father.
He is a verv
desperate fellow and has been accused of shooting
cattle and is alleged to have made
numerous threats.
He has quarrelled with a number of
people. The
wounded man will probably recover.
Spear claims
that Keene first drew a revolver on
him, but Keeno
and hW triouda deny this, and
any ho had nothing
of the kind about blw
n0 nrrwt tuu boon mad*.
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thought public opinion sh udd be *-dm- ite-l t>*
back up officials to carry out tcinperainv laws, and
a»ke-' all to altei d the <»**o*l Ik-mplar lodge
He,
Mr. H * s gave -onie statist i
of the liquor tratli
man

s

s

money is -penf f*»r litju**r. in this roue.My, a.
ten •! iy -, than is expended In foreign Christian mi
sloiis in fifty year-. When he first * aim- her* b
was seldom he met a drunken man on the ,-trcct.
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give up >11 rhureh meetings for temper
'-lx active men in m\ months will do more

mid

than all the churches.

Hcorge A. Beckett opposed
giving up church meetings and said the rank>
of the r. form club had been
depleted by lighting
among themselves. J. B. Littlefield favored meet
lug at Hay ford Hall at »* o'clock, and the postpone
tnent of
imreh meeting* to 7,.». dudge K now 1 ton,
i>t
Liberty, said there were two lines of action; enforce the law and agitate temperance. The
mayor
and officers should n«»t he blamed, but nil should
march up to the attack. All we lack Is the moral
the

courage. Samuel Knowltou, of Liberty spoke a
good word for the cause. The chairman, d. <
Thompson, wanted an attack made. Prosecute and
convict the

It may cost a building, per
glass, as once in his own ease.
The next meeting will be held at the vestry of the
Baptist church next Sunday at X i\

haps,

or

rum

sellei.

broken

Yin alii a v i>n.
Tin* lee company is enlarging
their house and nuking ready to cut lee
.T. U.
sinnmton, Esq., of Camden, lectures at the Colon
church, this Thursday evening. Subject, “Ancient
Landmarks.”-The granite company is adding to
It* force, nud future prospect for work tja good

Searsport Locals.

say- Mr. Goo. W. Crockett, a
K. (’ Danf»»rth\s Penobscot River Fa
w:t
arre-ted in this city, Monday night, on
ant, it wo arc informed, charging him with
o. i> packages and abstracting money
hi
ii imii. Th. amount taken 1* estimated at *600i

Bangor Whig
*. on

have been running in thekiln wood
the past week very rapidly.
Our farmers

Methodist pulpit next Sunday.

Mr. l*:m!‘.rth will pay. Crockett, until re
1m
h
-tati.med in Boston, but has latter
He is about thirty
ivi; me-sengev m the boat.
fora »um».t
»* lived in Bos
irut was formerly of Belmont
the annual
ft x,,.rvTV < mi k< ii P <>» H
Harvest grange. No.
sil«

T. R. Simonton’s lecture before the Good Templar
Lodge on the subject “Ancient Land Marks,” Tuesday evening, was well attended, and gave excellent
satisfaction.

■ii

I

I"

k

e.

l»»

••

The subject of the sermon by the pastor of the
Congregational church next Sunday morning, will
be “The Cross.’’ In the evening the subject will 1 e
the same as announced for last Sunday, “Striving.”

P,eBS8nt but

"

bad render—lonn II..- -lay previous
aeithei wheeling or sledding
bar

x

Mr. Clark Marden, of Swanville, has sold cottage
lot* on the borders of Swan Lake to the following

*

distance,

,u.

a*

some

ciMning. While the

.Mi

at-

Searsport parties-—Frank Whitcomb, Major Fowler,
V Roulstone and Joseph Clement \ Mr. Whitcomb
has built a cottage on his lor.

councils have en.1 uud«r the circumstances.
than usual were represome

-t

t

well

a*

,-i-x

E. Libby, of Belfast, will supply the

Rev. C.

■

Engine Company elected the following
officers at their annual meeting last Thursday evening: J. W Black, Foreman; J. II. Sullivan. Dr
ass’t., P. E. Culeord. 2 1 ass’t.; E. S. Cypher?
Clerk. The Standing committee reported four tin s
for the year 1^81 with n total damage of $5,000,
pa
Hally covered by insurance. The company mini
hers at the present time .VI. Engine in tlr-r ela-Penobscot
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Commander G. L. Merrill went overt * Belt,i t
and Installed the officers elect of Thomas II. Mu
shall Post G. A. R Wednesday evening. After th
service the comrades ptrtookof a bountiful coll,
tIon provided by Commander Philo II rsev. The
comrades who went to Bluehill Saturday to inst

nsistcd (It elccIl'Mi of of
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publicly Installed by District Deputy Eii-ln
Haney. «u Belfast. M *nday night. V large tide
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occurs

Dec. 21th, lust. '■dicmo'* 1 to Maine
with her parents when nine months old, from Wey
Mr-,
mouth, Mass f what was then Frankfort
Park, who is hale and hearty, i- tall and very erect.
She does iter own h-m-e-work, sewing and knitting,
Her mind is as clear as many in the prime of lift
and it is very interesting to hear her toll <>f inel,
dent- ot the bygone day-. Mr*. Park has been
Her lird husband was (.'apt. Treat
twice married.
of Frankfort bv whom dm had seven children.
Her
years old.
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tu «.kes the farmers feel rather
fa : >r treasurer, Mr. Fh H
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sent the man, A Mender, up to unreef.
Allendci
ould not perform this duty, and the second mat
then went up and as.-i-ted him.
When Allender
came down the aptain ordered the second mate t«
whip him. This the second mate refused to d
The captain then called un»a witness t » hit Alien
der win-h witness did, and the eaptaiu also struck
him. This was In the cabin. When wittie>s carm
on deck the men came forward and a-ke 1 why AI
lender had been beaten. Witness dl l not rvph.
but shoved the -poke-man forward.
Witnc-- wastruck, and pulled hi- revolver, threatening t
shoot the lir.-t man wic would try to strike him
again. The -croud mate ejinc up and -poke to tin
men and quieted them.
The next morning the crew
said that they would do nothing more until tin
ship was put about f. Rio. L iter in the nn-ming
the men were askep to go l" work, but would not
dolt. Witness tried t" put the crew in irons bui
could not do it. The ship was put about, and a few
hours afterwards the < aptain pur witness in irons,
but released him in a low hour.-. The captain ha
put the prisoner in irons once or twiee before. Ai
4 o'clock he was called into the eaiiin, and the
tap
tain asked him why he had not lived the iron*.
Witness replied he had. The eaplain railed him a
liar and struck at him with a pur of ir.ms, and
then seized a sword an i struck him mi the thigh
The witness went .m deck and got a pair of pantfr- in tin steward, while the second mate went ami
talked with the captain.
Witnc.-- went forward,
ami the crew -aid Mini they would put tlu capt iii
In ironThe crew came ait where tile captain waand accomplished tin ir design. The ere w then to}.I
witness that they would give him charge to go to
the ncarr.-t port, and he consented to a.--nine <nn
mand.
Next day tin* captain asked for the keys of
the medicine chest, which witness refused to give
Between 10 and 11 o'clock the captain broke a.v.r
from the guard placed over him and got on sonic
uteps and jumped overboard. A search wa-mad«
for the captain but it proved ineffectual.
It w.ithen decided by the crew to go to New Oriean- ami
witness accordingly brought the ship here.
In taking the action against the captain that t!n\
did the crew explained that thev did iv»t know
what time lie would order the re-t of fie crew heat
en.
Witness could not t<*l! wiietlier tlu* rapt di.
was sane or not, but for two or three
day- b. for
the mutiny he had acted very strangely. Tlu* captain ordered a great many punishments to be inflicted but the witness did not carry out his orders
This was while the captain wa- drinking. Whe.
he was drunk he wa- not capable of taking c un
mand <-f the vessel. Witness did not think that tin
crew had a right to refu.-e to go to work.
Witne.ssald that lie ought to have put the captain in ironbefore, but he did not do so because it was such a
<
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aring discharged. Tin* following 1- in substance
ted!iivmy of Mr I m : tin* man*—
He said that the ship left Hi » for Valparaiso on
the night v>f the l«th of O toner. On the night of
the2bth of that month the -hip was under short!
cam t- when the captain ordered To make sail.
H<

oyster sup>!!•>« ing are

M Daniel Put
D.ivi i Pat!.1
S.. II. S.
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Last week brief mention was made of the fact;
that the »ivw <d the ship Resolute were, before the
court at New Orleans on Dec. Moth, and after a
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second husband was ('apt.-Park, by whom
she had only one child, (.'apt. Iluibert Park, she
lu« 30 grand children and 21 great grand children
and bids fair to live to be a centenarian.
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of Montville, Commander
..The musical club meets
■

L lb-1
\Y
■

dance at KnowlFn i
evening Ian. Flfh_Sociable
H
I'Vi'p Monday evening ...The
| -e i with the old year.
l

•s

*e

serious step.
Auer witness was siruck wmi me cutlas.-. In- went

v.Y;i-tej, Sen., reached hi1*
iv the 4th Inst.
Those of
town—three sous—visited
Pilot William
unilieaue r M oodhury, a resident
iv been discharged from the

to the forecastle, thinking that his life would b.
safe there.
He t«»M the crew tiief he was beaten
because he refused |o commit a deliberate murder,
lie told them tlmt the captain wished him to put
Weber, the spokesman of the crew, in irons and two
or three others as well,
lie did not say In Craw
ford’* presence that the captain would put the men
In Irons so that they wouldn’t live to gel to Valparaiso. He said that Weber would not live if put in
Irons. Witness said that he did not knock Ailender
down in the cabin. The captain struck hlin down,
and when down hit Ailender with brass knuckles.
Don’t know if Ailender was kieke 1 in the face. The
captain was a changed man after he left Bio, and
only worked the sights two or three times after
leaving Bio. The captain was often on deck in an
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:
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d
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mu

A

has been
loibi*
efti1 lent pilot
It seems
—rving
j>tably
long and
ifei
be should now be sud•«\
,H»
Mr. Thomas exchanged
r of Sedgwick First
b-n.
lion. C. J.
<unday last.
been
m lined to his house by

T

on
i.as

o

o
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week-, will very soon be
again. .The Unitarian
I
enti rtaimnent in Town Hal! on

it'-:
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-■•tv.-
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was a

tie

ofli. ers, and
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1'iamni‘ss.
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Frans (« Tibbetts, who died
ivllle, Florida, Dec. 30th, formerly re
Vd:,[iT|".r: He married a daughter of the

'iKHroiu

Mi

The;, had kept

ow

'ii.

n:

Last fall

-t

r.!.

.Mun_-

friend-

a

He

1

a

very
man, highly respected, and had
.Wesley Daney, 10 years old, only

-an

was

next lecture in the course will be on
evening, Jan. 12th, by Rev. George K
b: im*:. if Dexter. Subject, “Manliness of Char*
r
...A little girl here, wishing to show her
k
ov..-:|ge of Solomon’s domestic aflair®, said.“He
i 'i
hundred wives,and three hundred quadrutted*.'
L would have been still better if he had
x hundred and
ninety-nine more real quadrauarterh meeting in the Methodist church
i‘
evening and Saturday forenoon last. Rev.
I

s

Mr

Mar-ii, Presiding Elder, preaehed two very
and impressive sermons.Meetings were
el in me Methodist vestry, every evening during

Hib

be
mm

prayer, and will be continued this
well attended, and very inter
They

week of
k.

were

-Ming.
>i

m

kt;>v

Pownsi

Lodge,

F.

awjl A. M.,

at

annual meeting la-t Wednesday elected the
*'vli.g officers—W. M., Win. I). Colcord; 8. W.
•'
F. *rifli
j w
Willson Partridge; Sec’y., J.
\1 Grant Trea-.,j. M.
Ames; 8. I)., 8. W. Staples;
f ^
^ ^ M< f asllu. There will be a
public in*-talcifi*»n .u. picnis-jupper,
Thursday evening, the
12th ins: ...i-. R b.tggett is
loading 8ch- Empire,
( ap;. Closaon, with
hay for Boston....We have
1

now about

one

foot of

level which lias
improved the travelling very much_South Branch
Grange, Prospect, last Saturday evening installed
the following hs otli ers for the ensuing year: M.,
H. IL Ginn; O.. Ohcsley Ridley; L., Cyrus
Trivett;
s- Orrin Gray: A. ••?., Jasper Gray;
Chap. M. H.

Halev;

snow on a

M. Lames; Sec., W. R. Heagen; G.
H
I> II. Harriman; P., Mrs. M. H. Haley; K. Miss
1> A. Ridley ; C., Mrs. Susan Bachelder; L. A.
S.,
\nnctt M. Shute. This Grange is adding new
members at nearly every meeting and is determined
to prosper—Amos Baker of Sew Sharon, Maine,
is teaching a very successful term of school at this
village—The Universalist Church Society have

engaged

T

B.

Goodenotigh for their pastor this
year. The society gave a sociable last Saturday
evening at Hichborn’s Hall. It was a very pleasant

pears to have been a ease of insubordination on the
part of the officers. By their own testimony both

w,-m

"’a>

■

;

•Jldingon the ice, on Sat- I mates are guilty ©f disobeying the captain. The ofMriking he ivily on ficial log was absent, and in fact a part of the log
was written while going up the river to New Orbegan to complain, and died Jan.

Otis Dan**v.

-«■

fie

was

believe the account of his drunkenness and abuse
to be a libel on his good name. The whole ease, to
man who Is familiar with the sea,looks like a
put
up job. The captain is drowned, and no one is
found to testify for the dead commander. It ap-

Mr. Daniel Medaughter.
ti>, du d suddenly of pneumonia
he was appointed guardian of

-ister’s children,

!

popular

me

127 ye

i.

witness did not take the ship to
Valparaiso
because the captain had already changed her
Alter the refusal of the crew to go to work,
witness thought it his duty to g«* to the nearest
I'nited States port in order to deliver the vessel t »
her owners, and because he considered ii dangerous to sail with the crew.
After he took command
the crew did all he told them to do.
sou

The second mate and crew corroborated the mate
in his testimony. Those who know < apt. Xieholn

ksonvil!.* for many years. He

in !.i
;ind

vaii

a

Intoxicated condition, and talked loud and abused
the crew.
He don’t know if the captain told the
crew that he would take the
ship t" an American
port and get a mate that would suit. After the
failure of the attempt to put the crew in irons the
captain turned upon witness. * * * * * * Tie* reacourse.

.-n-isting <»f a pantomime,
refreshments and a dance.

«•’. --nilo:. in

Rev. 8.

affair—Frozen ears were in order last week
—The bark McGilvery recently lost near Algiers,
was built in Stockton in 1863, for Capt. James
Nichols and then was principally owned here.
She was sold a number of year* ago to parties oat
of town.
(

go away. Ho is to resume his studies at college
after hi- school i- finished-Our sleighing is gone
a rain.
It makes our wholesale men feel rather
blue, they have just got out their new sleds.
Camden. The church people are laboring to
create an increased religious iuterest.The Cam

flouring mill

have purchased during the
vear 1SSI, for the home trade 37,307 bushels of corn
uid about 3,530 bushels of wheat. This is exclusive
f their custom business, and Mr. Bowers purchased about is,000 bushels of corn. The corn and
wheat was all disposed of in this section and came
from other States.
Is not this a suggestion to our
firmer-'
.Knowlton Bros, are fitting up their oar
for miking boxes for tin* sardine factory.
Tm*> have for this purpose a large amount of lumber stored.The number of postal orders issued
Ion

.imden

from tin-1

Co.

yearof ls.$l, was
7-G, representing $7,S$9.39, the smallest order being
si on, ihe largest $.>0.03
The number of order- reivod it thU office and paid during tin- same
length of time wa- <W8, representing $13,006.3*2.
<>fli

during

*c

the

Brooks. Tin* nice fall of snow raised the expectations of our people who have business in the
woods but tin* rain of Sunday with the warm
•voather of Monday ha* -polled the sleighing and
wagons are to be seen in our streets-A scries of
iMeetings were held at the church every evening
i.i-t week, and arc being continued this. Rev. Mr.
finling and Rev. Mr Wa lo have charge of the

Tinling

Bm.

winning golden opin-

is

devotion lo the cause so near his heart
had her hand injured quite
>
idly la-t week by having it pushed through a pane
•f gin-- in tin* window at school.... Miss Laura
Lang 1- at home sick with the fever. ...Coleman

ion- for hi-

in

M

:m*Te-t.

Thorndike, a flock of wild geese passed over
thl« place on Wednesday Jan. 4th—The winter
term of school taught by Mr. Charles Mason closes
on Friday next.
It has been a very profitable
school and the term has given general satisfaction.
He has also been an active member of Sayward
Lodge I. O. G. T. We shall feel sorry to have him

ncetlng*.

the brethren and dulv served.

Maxine Votes
ship lit nrietta. < apt. E. I
Blanchar sailed from Callao for Hampton R
!
••••'
ii*1
'th
"Mil.
received, and well it
Nov.
1S81.• .Bark K1 ward Kidder, Capt. F.
-r i. gi i-aliit
and meritorious |
Griffin, arrived n.f Calcutta frmn Liverpool, Jan. 3
thnext meeting
pr.»aram-m r
Bark Auga-tiue K'*l.t>ee, ikipt. Alanson F-r
My-:.,- ii range. Belmont.
arrive 1 at Traparic, Jan 2 1.si»j| A. •). Full r.
F
M
er;
i<t. Opening
'•
-»rd. •!>-ar-* 1 from s.-m Francisr »
Capt. i'. P. <
R
wt- of Grange**. .‘>d. Lecture by
Jan. 4th.Bark Robert
for Liverpool, Eng
Hirer Frohock
(
Porter, Capt. D.mh
Vichol*. for whose safet.
!
W
bar.
Recess.
After
fear.* were entertained, arrived Jan. 4th at SingaN
H i->n, hth, Question.
:•>
pore-ship Andrew Johnson, Capt. J. A. Craw:
thb'rest and protit
ford. arrived at Liverpo-*! from st. John. V. B
ui'd ;• 'mm-i -filar, if not now i:,
Jan. 2d, after a very rough passage.
.Ship stati
l
ib
A
I’avsoi* neg
of Maine, Capt. George >inall. was spoken Nov.
I v(
Resolved,
Question
4th
In' 3" s.. h»ng.. 31 W.
»1
«•' ual power with her
t ire
the family fund.-,
Dr. L. Ilopkius 1msfurnished us with the follow
w'; ter Bowen; Sth. Re
:
Mritems regarding a remarkable old l.r'y
•r **r
The next meeting is
Lydia 1* Psirk. whor ‘Side- in this town, 'dm wa1

■

1.

1-

Mi

a

>ear-

mi from Waldo Lodge was present, with loi
invited gucMs win*, after the service (pronounced
by all as very beautifully and impressively rcndei
icJa k-oD. (rate Keeper, j e«L and remarks by Rev. C. E. Libby, of Waldo
Freedom. Cere?Grach*
Lodge, received with round- of applause, partook
-tm- f
of steaming bowls >f clam chowder brought in »*;
Frohock, Bel

\Y

'•

officers of

were

».liman Robert-, Mlvcr
Treasurer. Joseph Gor
I). p. Gould,
.*.ing<\ Sec y

m

_

Tic-

steward; .Joseph R
steward. <» Blake.

aim

*■

..

The of

and ‘'tilers.

v.

the officers of the Post there speak in the highjterms of their reception, and rate James A. Garth ! 1
Past Vo. 40. as one of tin* most efficient institution*
d the kind in the State.

Nortiiport. The following were in tailed ofll
Excelsior Lodge, F. A. M., on Wednesday
evening, Jan. 4th, by Robert W. Perry, of Lincoln,
vllle, D. D. G. M.: W. M., Albert T. Hassan; S.
'N •» I^^ac Crockett; J. W., Austin E. Drinkwater;
Treas., Thomas Knowlton; bee. Oscar Hills, Chap.
Thomas-Drinkwater; Marshal, Albion El well; S.
D., W If. Drinkwater; S. S., Jesse Priest; J. S.,
Georgo Orcutt; Tyler, Win. Drinkwater. A bountiful supper, which was provided bv tlio ladies,
was served and the
evening was very cnjoyably
passed in social intercourse.
cersof

leans. The mate says the crew went aft and put
the captain in iron.
\re a ship’s crew the custodians of the irons?
Didn't the mate provide, them?
This officer's whole testimony goes to show that he
was the real culprit, and that the trouble was
brought about bv his dislike of the captain. Those
who known Capt. Nichols at home do not believe
the mate's

story.

..Mi.--Nora Forbes

Hall has been confined to the house b}' sickness for
-event! weeks.
He is one of our stirring citizens
.*t i: 1 i- missed In our various societies and organizations.
.Mrs. Sally Rich, who i* so well known by
older citizens, has been very sick, but is now
•otter, and intends to visit her son Henry in Pitts*
field a* soon as able.Joseph II. Bickford has

our

shop and is pounding away
at the anvil with his usual vigor—There is talk of
-tai ling a now manufacturing establishment in conlately purchased

a

new

ne.-Tion with the mill of Jones and Roberts.
Bt eKsi’Our. Webster Barnard, of Indiana, has
been visiting his friends in Buck sport. He returns
10 the west this week_Rev. E. Cunningham, of
Belfast was in town on Saturday.Rev. L. L).
Wardwell, I*. E., preached at the Methodist church
■n >aturda\ evening and Sunday a. m.
The meeting- are to he continued through the week. Some
The temperance meeting on
reported
"iinday was largely attended, and was very sucos.-ful.
President Wiley presided and twenty
members of the club sat with him ou the platform.
Idle music was excellent.
Remarks were made by
to-. Wiley. Cobb, Gilley, Ginn,Tilloek and other-.
Numerous accessions to the club are reportedMr. I.»*auder (dray of thl- village died very suddenly on Sunday last. He leaves a wife and large
-mall children. ..Res. J. B. Gould, of
tamily
Bo-ton, late a I'nitcd Statescounsul in Europe, will
ieciun under the auspices of the Eulaiian society
*»f Hi" E. M. <
seminary at the Methodist church
m the evening >f January 11th.
Subject, "A medley
interest i-

..

foreign land-."

from

\s Mr.

Gould is

one

of

the

New England the lecture
j 'pular speakers
will, undoubtedly, be very line-The fishing schr.
Robert Byron of Bucksportjias been sold to Portland
oirtie-. The price pai l was about S3,500.V despatch from Gloucester Jan. 4th, says the schooner
E. \. smith arrived from a fishing trip Tuesday
I). R. Gothard and crew
Dorado, of Buck-port, abandoned
»n the p»--age from Orland. Maine,
for Boston,
witii a cargo of brick. The Dorado sprung a leak
mi Sunday and sank about thirty miles off that
place and In les- than an hot after the crew was
j taken off.

bringing Capt.

ifternoon

>f the sell".*ner

Supreme Judicial

Court.

hfSTI« |. WALTON rilLSlDIN*..

Curtis. On trial as the
Journal wont to pre-s last week. The jury return’d a verdict for the deft.
E. D. s mill v-. I. D. Allen. Parties live in Swan
^ iHe.
A Lion for trespass and false imprisonment.
I. H

Bralev

vs.

Benj.

\.

defendaiit i- tax collector in Swanville, and on
io 11 Mi
oi July last, caused the plaintiff's arrest
ud imprisonment in the county jail. Plaintiff says
diat the iav was first demanded July 2d. and the
tnv.-i made .July 11 h, a less time than allowed by
aw; nud that the defendant hurried him off to jail
without giving him a chance to get money to pay
the tax.-. The defendant says he made a demand
near the middle of June, also sent him a written
icinand. Verdict for plff. with damages assessed
it .**<.). Thompson & Dunton for pill’- W. if. Kogler
for deft.
Scar?port Savings Bank vs. Jerome Harris. Ac1'he

the Sear-port
■viving.- Bank loaned Win. MeGilverv and Harris
;.im taking a- security a mortgage on a block in
-lockton.
M 'Gitv. rv paid one year’s interest.
In
1 -7*» the bank took possession of the mortgaged
property, Harris quit claiming to the bank. The
property .11 for $3,(KM), and now the bank Is suing
for the balance. The point to be decided is whether
to recover

on

a

note.

In i874

-•

out-lawed, the plaintiffs claiming that the
quit claiming of the property was a part payment.
Hie defence motioned a non suit, which the Judge
ordered. Exceptions were taken and it goes to the
law court. Eogler for plff.
Williamson for deft.
Daniel Higgins vs. Mary A. Martin. Parties live
in Morrill. Action to recover $«>87, two years’ servire for plaintiff and wife, while living on defendant’s farm. This i- a case of a family quarrel, the
defendant being a mother in law to plaintiff'. Plainthe note i-

tiff testified that three years ago the defendant told
iii- wife if they would come and live with her -he
would will the farm to plaintiff's wife. Defendant
refused to do so, which resulted in a family jar.
Defendant denies making any such contract, and
-ays that Higgins was poor and she told him to
ome and live with her.
Verdict for deft. Williamson

for plff.

Eogler for deft.

Tobie x Clark s man g. Co. ol Auburn, vs. Mrs.
Alice J. Waldron, of Swauville. Heal action to reover land set off to plaintiffs on an execution
against defendant's husband. The company furnished Mr. Waldron with a hydraulic ram to force
v\ a ter 1 nto his house, warranted for one year.
The
pump did not work and the plaintiffs claim that

Waldron tampered with if. The case was tried at
I.-■•.vision, the plaintiffs recovering execution and
h td a portion of Waldron’s land set off.
Waldron
then conveyed his property to his wife, which is the
basis of present action. The case goes to the law

Mitchell, of Auburn, and Fogler
for plff.
Thompson & Dunton for deft.
A. S. Hand, of Thorndike, vs. Michael Chase, of
Brooks. Action to recover $95, value of hay for
•ourt

on

report.

Plaintiff says that in
the winter of 1880-81 the defendant made a verbal
non-fulfillment of contract.

contract to take

$18 per ton, and
Ilav went down and de-

plaintiff’s hay

at

paid him money.
fendant repudiated the contract. Tin* suit

at times

is made
balance due. Defendant denies contract and says he was acting as plaintiff’s agent in
selling the hay. Verdict for plaintiff in full amount-.
Thompson & Dunton for plff. Fogler for deft.
>amucl Knowlton vs. William Lord. Parties live
t<» recover

the

Liberty. Action for false imprisonment. Plain
tiff was committed to jail some three years ago for

in

He gave bonds for disclosure and went bethe insolvency court.. Plaintiff went back to
jail o relieve his bondsmen, and claimed that he
should have been Immediately released. lie was
detained, which is the basis of present suit. He
was finally released on a wr
of habeas corpus by
Judge Libby, who referred the case to the Chief
debt.

Live )iavii.li:.

excellent

sleighing here Sunday—Orrin Wade, of this place, while at work in
Gould's mill, Camden, lost his forefinger last week
by contact with a circular saw, while in motion....
N. D. Ross, chairman of the school committee, is
toachinga very successful school in district No. l,
and his colleague, Henry A. Pierce, very effi -iently
instructs the. youth al the Beach, while Jessie Pierce
has charge of the primary school. The schools In
town are in good hands and the interest in educational matters among our citizens is constantly increasing. Nearly ali of the seventeen school houses
in town are first class and the most of them are
comparatively new-The “Amateurs” here will
present the popular drama, “The Little Brown Jug”
and the farce “None so deaf as those who won’t
hear,” at an entertainment to he given Wednesday
and Thursday, 13th and UUh Inst_Our town
boasts of being free from that annoying curse, a
ruraselier. Drunken roughs from adjoining townwho a few years ago made weekly exhibitions of
tills debauchery are not seen here now_Mr. Joseph H. Field, of this town, who drives a passenger coach from here to Camden, and to other places
when necessary, had a smash up Tuesday which
came near resulting very seriously.
He had Capt.
Hilbert Mathews and wife and a Mrs. R >ss, and
had started for Thomaston. When near Camden,
and going down ttie long hill just before entering
the

village the pole-strap gave' way letting the ear
riage onto the horses and making them unmanageT

able. The driver and passengers were thrown out
and Mr. Fields received very serious injuries!
about the head and was taken up insensible. He
was brought to his horn; here later in the
day,
where medical aid was summoned.
When last,
heard from he was quite comfortable, though con
sldered dangerously injured. Fortunately the pas

•anrert

received only slight lujuries.

N. B. Turner
live in Palermo.

fore

Justice, and the latter to Justice Barrows, then
holding court in Belfast. The case finally went to
the law court. It is a very complicated case. Verdict for deft. J. W. Knowlton for plff. Thompson
A Dunton for deft.
Arnold Harris vs. s. A. Howes & al. Parties
live in Belfast. This suit grows out of the land
damages In straightening High street. Detts. recovered damages against city of Belfast for lands
taken.
Plff. at that time was leasing a portion of
said land and claims that a portion of the award
belongs to him. Defts. claim that It does uot
The ease goes to the law court on report. Williamson for plff.
Herscy for deft.
Charles J. Konuntz, of Belmont, \s. Edward
Rhodes, of Xorthport. An action of replevin <*f a
pair of steers. Plff. owns a farm in Belmont, and is a
seafaring man. Returning home last summer found
that his wife had sold the stock f. om the place. A
pair of steers was found in possession of deft, and

replcvincd. The defence claimed that they were
the property of the wife and she had a right to sell
them. Verdict for the plff. Milliken and Johnson
A Rogers for plff. I'ogler and Thompson A Dunton for deft.
of Freedom, vs. .Samuel G. NorAction of trover to recover value of four tons
of hay. The plff. claims the hay on the virtue of
sheriffs sale on execution. Deft, claims the hay by
a Dill of sale dated prior to the former suit.
Verdict for plff. In the sura of $41.83.
Johnson &
Rogers for plff. Thompson & Dunton for deft.
N.

B.

Turner, Palermo.

Joseph Fnrnham,

Mil] Goals!

vs.

Johnson
«C

-A T-

co-

GRAND JURY.

I

The Grand Jury completed its labors on Thursday forenoon of last week, lluding but one indictment—Calvin Wyman, of Detroit, Chas. O. and

Llewellyn Wyman,
Samuel H. Badger.

Arresting

of Troy, for an assault on
Arraigned and pleaded guilty

the
South American Republics is conservative, and
avoids meddlesomeness
He proposes an inter
Rational conference with Mexico and the South
American States, to be held Nov 30th. next at
Washington, to discuss and promote mutual inter
It is thought such a conference will beheld
ests.

{Secretary B aine's letter of instructions

to

Net one in 100 of the pioneers of Nevada the
Carson Appeal asserts, has $5)0 that he can call
The wealthy in»*n of the State to day
his own
The bonan
are those who went there after ISiio
are
exhausted
Those who made the
za mines
great fortunes have carried off their money to
New York to speculate upon, or to Cans to spend
and enjoy
The business failures for the entire y**ar of 1881

We are determined to close
in order to do

and

time

to

Every one who has a farm or garden can keep
I have rec« iv
bees on ray plan with good profit
«d oue hundred dollars profit for sale of box h >ney
1 have obtainfrom oue hive of bees in one year.
ed ov«-r one hundred pounds of box honey from
«ne hive of bees in ten days
Swarming controlled
No loss of bees in winter .1 compute resolution 5
Dee keepinn. Illustrated (' revlas of fall portico
loss fro.
Address \lrs I.IZZIK E Cor TON Wont
3ur2
Gorham. Maine.

Black Beavers,
Would

announce that the prosof his removal from Bel-

pect

fast is

that extraor-

possible,
dinary inducements
offered

ing

our

serious consideration.

indebted to

notify all
as

efficient

an

who

hands of

All persons

collection,

us

bills

we are

selling

.AlO.OOgIn.Oo

Lamb 4;' lb.

03?
O3O

Hides t? tb,
Lambskins,

^1.30^1.00

tb,

0<i7

Mutton

4.*>a.>G
^utatoes,
8O3OU
Hound Hog ir lb
sa8S,
Straw 4? ton,
3n.Ou3s.no
12 314
tb,
Turkey
Veal & tb,
9ig»* '2
3ri
tb,
Wool, washed,
Wool, unwashed,
tb, 27
Wood, hard,
jAn.oogBuo
♦il.OOa.’LftO
Wood, sol’t,
Oats ^

bush,

v'

n>,

ng'.i

Lime r

Maraot

the

at

public,

will astonish all.

will

goods

manu-

speak

Ladies

FANCY
GOODS

UNDERWEAR
For Ladies anti Gents.

Gaaraatss

From 25c. to * 1.50 per

C

yard.

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

slime reS

a

From 25c. to $1.00 per

stock of

yard.

BLUE STORE.

And other dress goods in great varieties,
and hundreds of othei goods usually kept
in a first-class Dry Goods Store.

GOODS!

have been marked down to close.

delighted

and

our

Horse

com-

petitors terribly indignant at what they
call ruining the business by our

distinguish

lie

sure

All persons indebted to this

Hoods Departing

firm should cal! and settle with

BUFFALO ROBES

before Feb.

us

1st,

as

all

un-

settled accounts at that date

From $0.00 to $27.00

will be left tor collection.

WOLF ROBES

your goods iu a store where there
is PLENTY OF DAYLIGHT, where you
can

Sals.

a

Un-

Leggins.
our

upwards.

TABLE DAMASK!

Hosiery, Hoods, C^ds

In fact all of

At prices that will

Napkins

From 50c. per dozen

Buy

SPECIAL

-A N D-

lOc. to 55c.

LOW PRICES.

BELFAST.

(

Colored,

FLA2TXTELS,

Ladies and Gentle-

Our patrons

STREET,

DRY

tu lie.

COTTON & WOOL & ALL WOOL

LOWER PRICES
before named.

Gentlemen’s

and

for them-

City Block,

and

at

and

derwear,

that

BURKETT,

-O F-

(Jc. to 18c.

•-*

GEO. W.

|

Brown, Bleached

Wo cannot

selves.

MAIN

from the

Tods, Quills, Table linens, All Linen

BARGAINS, FANCY

enumerate the
the

prices

20 DAYS

-A N D-

men’s

$:55.oo.

>.

J3 >

/

c

colors.

and examine

our

JAP. WOLF ROBES

stock

before purchasing.

From $0.00 to *10,00.

I m2

Fifteen different

H. H. Johnson & Co.,

Horse

grades

ot

Blankets !
I

in

pike

LAP
a

from *1.15 to$7.00.

rrf;

POBPS!
great variety.

si

Astonishing
Bargains!
-AT

HALTERS From 25c to $1.00
SURCINGLES “ 25c. to 75c.

subscribers bejr leave to inform the citizens
of Belfast ami vicinity that they have purchase*! the

THE

-1 N-

Millinery Establishment of
Mrs. H. H. McDonald,

o-u

corner

of

Latest Fell &

Boots,
Winter Styles
I have

a

large

very

assortment.

1

N)J

Also

And

alarge

line of

We take pleasure in announcing to our friends that
we have engaged the services of

MRS. FLORENCE
class

PLEASE

Liberty*

Forthe Next60 Days.
Table

SHIR NEWS.

and

ARRIVED.

Jan. 8th, schr. Brunette, Babbage, Portland.
9th, schr. Lexington,-, Boston.
SAILED.

Jan. 7th, schrs Florida, Gilmore, Jacksonville;
Minetta, Wade, Boston.
Jan. 9th, schr. Brunette, Babbage, Boston.
loth, schrs. F. E. McDonald, Kane, Jacksonville; Geo. Shattuck, Hart, Boston.

Notice.

a
copart
rpiIE undersigned have tlds day formed
1 nersldp under the firm name of SLEEPER &
FIELD, amt will continue the fish and oyster business at the old stand of F. W. Collins & Co.
SAMUEL L. SLEEPER.
FRANK L- FIELD
Belfast. Jan. 4,

our

stock

REGARDLESS OF GOST!
We ask the
rons

PORT OF BELFAST.

found in

attention of

patspecial
surrounding towns, to
our

from all the

the fact that

We Mean Whai We

Say!

them for their generous
patronage in the past, we cordially invite them to the feast we are prepared to

and

thanking

give them for

the NEXT SIXTY DAYS.

Mr. & Mrs. A. D. Chase.
Beitast, Jan. 13,1SS2.—Swl

the

A

GALL.

services of

continuance of the

MATHEWS,

E. L.

known to the ladies of Belfast, we feel confident that we can please all
who will favor us with their patronage.

Searsmont

Mrs. ADELAIDE GILMORE.
HH

Mrs

The

by the

lor.

sisting

Copartnership.

is hereby given that the partnership
lately existing between FRANK W. COLLINS and SAMUEL L. SLEEPER, of Belfast,
Waldo County, Maine, under the firm of F. W.
COLLINS & CO., was dissolved on the fourth dav
of January, 1882, by mutual consent. SLEEPER &
FIELD are hereby authorized to collect all debts
due the late firm of F. W. Collins & Co. and pay all
demands against the same.
FRANK W. COLLINS.
Jw2*
SAMUEL L. SLEEPER.

5,793.50

(stock manufactured and unmanufactured.

Amount of debts due corporation (es
timated value).
Last value <»f real estate.
Aggregate value of taxable property / Not
as

525.00

!

Notice of Foreclosure.
CHAS. I’. WALKER, of Belfast,
Maine, conveyed to me by
dated
Nov.
2,1877, and recorded in Waldo
mortgage
Registry of Deeds, Book 180, Page 392, a certain
parcel of real estate situate in Belfast, and described in said Registry of Deeds, Book 104, Page 422,
and Book 143, Page 143, reference to which is made
for full description.
And whereas the conditions
of said mortgage have been broken, therefore 1
herebv give due notice of a foreclosure of the
CKO. K. BRACKETT.
same.*
Belfast, Me., Jan. 4, 1882 .—3w2
Waldo County,
WHEREAS,

COPARTNERSHIP.
this day formed a colinn name of MlTOHKl.L
rn partnership
& Tiiom vs, for the purpose of continuing the business of prov ision, groceries and manufacturing of
confectionery, at Masonic Temple, High St.
J. MITCHELL.
W. F. THOMAS.
Jan.
1882.—1
Belfast,
2,
have
rpiIE undersigned
under the

ROOT CUTTERS!

AVI)

API’.

IUI AL

Elixir of Life Root Coup?.
J
l

Fred Atwood, Winterport, Me.

W.

HITTHEDttR,
11

y 1-20

’«rALL

CM

ACWTATB

kl. IVI).

n A i \ i:

DUrooiSTs SELL IT.

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE.
The subscriber announces that h> ha*
leased the New England House, in this
citv, and will take charge of the same on
*

in

it mi

mi

:*i

The hmi**-

will be thoroughly renovated and pm in
first-class condition, special attention will be mven
to people attending the S. J. Court. Furtlu r par
tieulars will be announced hereafter.
CHAN H. CROSBV
Belfast, Dee. 2D, 1S8L—52tf

Belfast Gas

Light Compan

is hereby given that the annual meet
ingof the above corporation, will be held t
the office of tin* Treasurer (at Belfast SavingHank) on Monday, January HR 1NN2, at 4 o’clock
P. M., for choice ot directors and for tran*a« ling
any other business that may legally come before
saill meeting. Per order.
.JOHN H. QITMBY, Clerk.
Belfast, Jan. 2, 1882.—2\vl

N'OTICE

REMOVAL.
SCBSCUIBER wishes to inform her many
friends and patrons that she has moved from
Church street to tin* rooms over lieo. W. Bunress,
in MeClintoek Block, High street, where she will
welcome all. Those in want of a first-class Dress
Terms reasonor Cloak Maker are invited to call.
Mrs. M. A. SNOW.
able.
Belfast, Sept. Hi, 1-881.—38tf.

THE

FURNACE FOR SALE.

should have one.

tin-1

TOAH
IT HA*

DOLLAR A BOTTL!!

ONE

None.

None.
yet assessed.
lixed by assessors.*. j
J. B. RICHARDSON, Treasurer.

Every Farmer

A
TI/,»K

198.74

Stale of Massachusetts, County of Suffolk 88.
Boston, Jan. -4. 1882.
Personally appeared the above named J. B. Richardson aud made oath to the truth of the foregoing
statement bv him signed.
Before me.
3w2
('h as. L. Abbott, Justice of the Peace.

Sale.
Property For Brooks,con

Situated at South
of a story and a half house,
with ell, extension and store all
■pf9n§BK£flk. connected, new,
thoroughly luilt,
furnished and painted, good cellar and fine shade trees, two acres of nice land
about buildings, 125 apple trees, grape vines, &c.
Stable thoroughly finished and painted, 36x40, extension on north side 17> feet wide, storage shed 12x
36; water in both house and stable. Stable has
basement and cupola with vane and cardinal points.
A very attractive stand on a good road, 20 rods
from post-office, stores and school house. A business centre, 8 miles from Belfast, l1, miles from
Brooks village. Good place for trade or manufacWould make a good country residence for a
ture.
professional or "business man. Also thirty five acres
of good land, one-third mile from buildings, lays
on good road, divided into field and pasture,cuts 16
tons of hay, will be sold with the above or separately. Can be seen any time. Call on or address
4w2
«J. I. WATTS, So. Brooks, Me.

NOTICE

A*

*3oO,000.00

tion.
Amount'd capital invested in real estate.
Amount of capital invested in machinery and tixtures..
Amount* of other per><*nal property,

au-

Diary.’..

Dissolution of

*>.“:>5.o0

Mining Company.

vised Statutes of Maine.

20c.
10c.
20c.
20c.

A Druggist has Sold out 1,000 Bottles.
UorKi-.vM', Mk., April 2.*», ls-k
I have sold over one thousand battles of Elivir
of Life Root, and have never found a cast* w in
it failed to give *ati*faeti<m.
W M. II. K ITT RE IK. F:

2.735.40

Till:-

existing capital (stock mi
assessable).
Amount of capital
paid in.
Amount <»f debts due from corpora-

such as

DROPSY, (iKAVFL, IHABKTKS, INFLAMMATION OF
TfIK BLADDKR. BKH K Dl ST DKPOSlT, RDM
MAT IS VI, DVsPM'SlA. FT MARK {DM
PLAINTS, AND UL IHsKASKS OF
rilK LK1NAK1 OIU.ANS,

Nearly Dead and One Bottle lured Him.

Amount of

One hundred and fifty numbers now ready. Sold
or mailed on receipt of 12 cents
cents for double numbers. In order to introduce this Library, we will send a complete story, by Mary Cecil Hay, entitled “Back to
the Old Homey’ to any address, free, on receipt of
a three-eent stamp to pay postage. Ask your Newsdealer to let you see “The People’s Library.” Address
J. 8. OGILVIE & CO., Publishers,
P. O. Box 2767
26 Bose Street, New York.

L

Village,

Groton Mica

Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and all Diseases ark

WKsTFlKl.ib M ass, March 28, Is-i
I. \V. KlTTKKimF, Agent Elixir of Life Root
1
Dear Sir;—Having sutTered intensely for
years with disease of the Kidney*, after h:i mg
with
m
various
medicines
time
tried
that
during
obtaining relief, I was induce t to try a bottl*
your ELIXIR OF' LIF'E ROOT, and it art»»rd* na
pleasure t>< say that one bottle of it compl* t* i\
I recommend It as the onlv vali d*i«
cured me
and certain cure for kidney troubles I havt on
I would add that before taking your n « *d
seen.
cine 1 had bce«>me so weak that I was about t< -:i\<
work.
Hoping that others who have stiffen d
up
like mvself may be so fortunate as to try \•'invaluable medicine. Trulv vours,
T. F. Mr MAIN

Me.

In accordance with Section s, of Chapter 4s Re-

by Newsdealers,
for single, and 25

Valuable

BEAN,

-OF

People’s Library

40. —Dora 'f borne..
41. —Blunders of a Bashful Man,
thor of a Bad Boy’s

in the future.

SEMI-ANNUAL STATEMENT

MARTHA BABGOCK.

is the only one containing original American stories
by May Agnes Fleming and other popular authors.
The following are recent issues, in large* type :

i

same

v

ing.

Linen,

everything usually

US

55.—Fated to Marry, by May Agnes Fleming,
60.—East Lvnne, by Mrs. tfenry Wood.

Blankets,
Hosiery,
Towels,
Napkins,
Quilts, &c.,

formerly

M.

long and fuvorab

HP* Don’t fail to give me a call and see
for yourselves, for 1 shall do just as 1 advertise every time. Thanking you all for
your patronage in the past I hope for a

No.
Price.
37.—The Secret Sorrow, by May Agnes Flem-

Dress Goods,

In this city, Jan. 10th, Mar}' If. Cunningham,
aged about 23 years.
In Watertown, Jan. 8th, Miss Rebecca S. Atwood,

87 years.
In Warren, Dec. 23d, William Whiting, aged 78
years, 8 months and 21 days.

E.

MRS.
So

OIED.

of Winterport.
In Chelsea, Mass., Jan. 2d, Mrs. Lydia A., wife
of Fred L Wheeler, aged 37 years and 8 months.
In Rockland, Jan. 2d, Matthew R. Ulmer, aged 49
years, 11 months and 20 days.
In Augusta, Dec. 28th. "Mr. Warren Cooper of
Union, aged 71 years and 8 months.
In Appleton. Dec. 28th, Mr. Joshua Sleeper, aged

GIVE

BANNED

ingtherefrom,

SHORTS.

CLOUGH,

work will

Having secured

Chase

-AND-

practical dress-maker, who may he found at our
place of business. Any one in want of first

MARRIED.

THE

A

Groceries, Corn, Flour,
a

Root !

L Life

WOODEN WARS,

are

6m44

L I X I U

I

Hardware, Crockery. Earthern,
GLASS, TIN,

Mil inery & Fancy Mil

A CAH1).
suffering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, &<•., I will send a recipe that
This great
will cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
remedy was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope to the
Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D. Xcw York- City.

I

RUBBERS &
AflOCCASi

-O F-

SPECIAL NOTICES.

n

SHOES,

Main and High streets, Belfast,
ami have just returned from Boston with the

at the

THE--

Cheese—Choice to line factories, 13Hi $13 \e ^ ft;
fair to good cheese, ll$12V.
Egos—Choice eastern, 29g30e ¥' doz; Canada and
northern, 27 $29e ; limed eggs, 21 $23c.
Beans—The market is steady and tirm at $3 30$
3 45
hush for choice medium or pea beans, while
yellow eyes are thin at $2 90$3 05.

in this city, Jan. 5th, by Rev. C\ K. Libby, Horace
Ilrown and Ada K. Alexander, both of Morrill.
In Islesboro, Dec. 2S)th, by Rev. C. M. Rhoades,
Mr. Frank \V. Adams and Miss Lydia A. Sprague,
both of Islesboro.
M. Rhoades,
In Islesboro, Dec. 3lst, by Rev. <
Mr. Andrew G. Nelson and Miss Esther II. Babiioth
of
Islesboro.
bidge,
In Thorndike, Jan. 8th, by Rev. E. F. Ware, Mr.
William T. Stevens and Miss Ye trie L Farwell,
both of Unity.
In
Dee. 31st, Mr. Harvey II. Cunningham and Miss Linda A. Overlock, Iioth of Liberty.
In Brooks, Dec. 24th, Mr. John McTaggart and
Miss Dilla Jones, both of Brooks
In Rockland, Dee. 31st, Eugene M. Brewster ot
Camden, and Miss Mary S. Brown of Rockland.
In Rockland, Jan. 1st, Mr. John W. Anderson
and Miss Lucia A. Shaw, both of Rockland.
Ia Waldoboro, Dee. 27th, Mr. William N. Titus ol
Bristol, R. I and Miss Frane,es Gracia of W.
In Rockland, Dec. 2<ith, James Simmons and Mis?
E. M. Morin, both of Rockland.
In Union Dee. 31st, Alexander D. Dart of War
ren, and Miss Carrie A. Brown of Washington.
In Camden, Dec. 28th, John A. Boardman and
Miss Ella C. Upham, bath of Camden.
In Ellsworth, Dec. 31st, Mr. Win. II. Fernald and
Miss Etta H. Brown, both of Ellsworth.
In Dedham, Dec. 24th, Mr. Fred J. Sylvada ot
Rueksportand Miss Dora I*. Swctt of Dedham.
In Mt. Desert, Dee. ll)th, Mr. Win. E. Mason ol
Mt. Deseri and Miss Kate A. Wilson of Fremont.
In North Sedgwick, Dec. 2tfth, Greely W. Clay ol
Bluehill and AlouaE. Hooper of Sedgwick

~i

's

sale lots.

Copartnership

offer for the next

urn.,

Saturday, Jan. 7.
Butter—Choice fresh western creameries are in
light supply, and command 31)$4LG<* 4? ft. with fancy
marks held even higher; fall made northern creameries quotable at 32 $30e.; line Franklin county, Vt.,
October made dairy lots, at 31§33e; good to choice
New York and Vermont fall dairy lots, at 27$30c ;
fair to good do, and straight northern dairies at 20
$2dc. Above are receivers' quotations for win de-

To all who

our

less than

Trinina Satins&Velvals,
Will be sold

ENTIRE STOCK

prices

if.

«

Ranging

2«» Oat Meal
5
th,
Butter, Salt, ^ box,
S3 Onions & lb,
Corn W bush,
3^,34
a
s3
Oil.
20
Kerosene
Corn
tr
bush.
Cracked
$*gul.,»4
•» ^2 3 4
S3 Pollock ^ Q»,
Corn Meal & bush,
Cheesed tt>.
Hgld Pork 1? tt»,
1U12
ewt.
1 .To Plaster
Cotton Seed
1)1*1.,
$l.o0
5 go live Meal, & lb,
Codfish, dry,
tb,
3*.
shorts
^
W
$1.30
Cranberries
qt., Ilgl4
tf>. Ug Jl sugar & tb,
Clover Seed,
SS 31U
40
Flour & bid., $8 50 a 10. (Mi Salt, T. 1., & hush,
II. G. Seed fc1' bush, $3.35 s. Potatoes
.V, aft
tb,
i;. 3 5
Lard & lb,
tt>,
13gli Wheat Meal,

Boston

we

in

i

.if. to Sc.

*

KETAIL MA11KET.
tieer, t.orneo,

business

change

lit. t« i.'if.

Black Cashmeres,
Golorefl Gaslinioras,
Dress Goods, Black Silks,

than ever

83

ton,

ilav l?

immediate

an

being

«*

?

our

PRICES PAID PRODUCERS

35g7o

them at

they they can he bought
factory. Our line of

against

ment.
In the meantime

For

unpaid

will present them for pay-

By C. II. Sargent, No. 8, Main street.

dried, & lb
53t;
Beans, pea,bush 3.00§3.2.’;
"
Medium $2.50^3 00
"
Yellow-eves 2 00^2.30
Butter
21 £23
tb,
Beet V tb,
tiflS
Bariev # bu>h,
aOgtkJ
Cheese
tb,
12£14
10a 12
Chie.ken 4?tb,
Calf Skins ^ 11»,
12'a
12 a 14
Dudtflb,
24
Etfjfs 4? <loz.,
10 £12
Fowl ¥ tb,
Geese ^ ft>,
12 a 14

Cloakings,

Shawls, Cloaks, &c.,

Attorney.

an

having

shall

we

and leave all accounts
in the

are

to make imme-

us

settlement,

make

is receiv-

project

We therefore

diate

have been

to locate elsewhere

us

and that the

Corrected Weekly for the Journal.

& bush,
Apples
'*

On account of there

X'w. t" He.

BLANKETS, FLANNELS,

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT

PRODUCE MARKET.

Dollars.

Dry Bools Dsputot!

stock,

131

of

Keeping.

Thirty-five

purchase

will be closed out at the mercy
of Boo

our

have made

we

that will astonish any customer.
If you wish to save money now is the

merchants agency of R G Dun A Co to.be 5 58'-\
liabilities of slightly over $81,000 000
Failures for the year previous were only 4 735.
The increase is.
with liabilities of $65 000,000
however, regarded by the agency as small in proportion to the number of persons engaged ia bust
ness
The figures of the year and the facts pro
sented are interpreted by the agency as confirmaof
the impression that the trade of the conn
tory
try is prosperous and in a safe condition

System

so

prices

involving

HONEY^

from

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

throughout the United States U staged by the

BEES.

price

I have not space to enumerate the
articles, but will guarantee that I
have the best assortment ever shown
by any one concern in Waldo county.
Please examine the prices 1 quote be
low in the different departments.

Closed Out GREAT BARGAISS!

at

It requires twelve and a half columns of rather
flue type in the St Paul Globe to give a list of the
buildings erected in that city in 1881, together
with the price of each, the owner's name and the
location
Nearly $6,600 000 was expended, and 1.
*200 was the number of buildings erected

One Cent to

WE SHALL OFFER

odies
An attempt has been made to stoal the
of Napoleon 111 and the Prince Imperial at Chiselhurst

A call has been issued for the committee appointed by the National Tariff Convention to present
the views ot the Convention to Congress to meet
Wm lingers, of Bath,
iu Washington. Jan. 18th
Maine, is one of the committee.

in

Ranging

30 DAYS

James Melvin is under arrest iu New Biunswiek
for bigamy, having had five wives, two of which
were in Maine

Three boys who were using the powder magazine
Jshkaiuosa, Iowa, fora target, blew up 600 kegs
Much damage was
of powder and were killed
done and other persons were injured.

Boston

FOR THE NEXT

The action of “Compound Oxygen' in arresting
the progress of pulmonary consumption has been
so marked and constant iu our administration ot
this new Treatment, that we are w arranted in sating that. if tabu in the tarty stages, eight out of ceerv
fen persons affected with this desease might be cured
In tins disease, as t-very ime la aware, the only
hope of the patieut lies in the establishment of a
higher vital condition Now Compound Oxygen is
an agent that gives directly this new and higher
vitality. But we cannot too earnestly urge the
necessity of using this Treatment in tl e vcn com
mencement of put,no nary trouble, and before the disease has made any serious inroads upon the system and
reduced its power to contend with s<> dangerous an
Too many ot the eases which c«»uie to n>
enemy
are of long standing, and the chances for a radical
and permanent cure just so far remote That Com
pound Oxygen bench's or cures, so large a pro
protiou of these, is often as much a surprise to
Our Treatise on
ourselves as to our patients
Compound Oxygen, with large reports of cases and
full iuformatiou. scut free Drs Starkey A Bales,
ilOH and 1111 Girard Stre* t. Philadelphia, Pa.

The Now

have just returned from
again with a

Progress of Consumption.

tne

Benj. Williams,

ton.

HH

Palmer Turner & al. Parties
Action of trespass in removing
plaintiff’s goods. The plaintiff's wife, who owned
the house, leased the premises to defendants, who
removed plaintiff’s effects.
Plaintiff sues to recover damages.
Verdict for plff., damages $20.
Jewett for plff. Knowlton and Fogler for deft.
Horace N. Monroe vs. Edward Dunton and wife.
Parties live in Llneolnville.
Action to recover
damages to grass and woodland on account of Are.
On trial.

in

mo-:

lion

Plaintiff .s a h t;» rt hi <1 br'rgs \ r,on
for professional services.
Defence,
never employed him.
Verdict for defendant. G.
A. Perrlgo for plfT. J. K. Hanley for deft.
dockland.

to recover

A
to

SECOND HAND FURNACE, goo<l make ami
In complete order, will lie sold cheap. Apply
IOHN 15. WADLIN, Mtttu Street

Garfield’s

Wanting.

Indian Blood

Syrup.
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[inyde

Dyspepsia, Liver
Diseases, Fever «{'•
Ague, RlteumaJ>

t i s in

r

o

psy,

He a r t
Disease,
Iiiliuitsness, Xevvoas Debility <{V.

The Best Rsmady Known to Man.
12,000.000

Bottles

MOLD «»| %( |;

IN20.

This Syrup Possesses Varied

Properties.

It Stimulates the Ptyallne In the Saliva, which
converts the March and Sugar of the food into
glucose. A deticlenc) in Ptyaline causes Wind and
If the mediSouring of the food In ihe stomach
cine Is taken immediate!) after eating the fermenlatlon of food Is prevented.
It acts upon the Liver.
It
It
It
Il
it
It
it
It

acts upon the
Regulates the

kidneys.
Boyds.

Purities the Blood.
quiets tin- Nervous Sys;cm.

Promotes Digestion.
Nourishes, strengthens and Invigorates.
carries off the Old Blood and muk«
new.
open*- the pores of the skin and Induces Healthy

Perspiration.
li neutralize- the hereditary taint, or poison in
the blood, w iii'-h generate:- Scrofula, Erysipelas,
and all manner of -kin di.-ea-e- and internal

humors.
There

are

lire, and it
or by the

spirit* employed

no

he taken by the
and feeble, care

can

aged
attention
dirtetious.

in

n

<

in it- nnnufaet
-1 delicate babe,

only being required

>

Buck-port. Hancock Co.,

Me.
Hii- is to certify that I bad Chronic Diarrhoea for
fifty yeai>, and have used all the medicine 1 have
heard recommended, tried all the doctors within
thirtv miles, and paid out overturn hundred dollars,
all to no purpose.
I procured from an agent. ->me
of Dr. C.ark John-on's Indian Blood <y rup, ami it
The disease has now enhelped me immediately
I advise
tirely left me, and 1 consider mv.-elf web.
all sufferer- to try it.
M’iLLlAM HR \NT.
Dre-dta: Mills, Lincoln Co.. Me.
1 was troubled with Dy.-pep-ia ami Indigestion,
and failed to li ml relief until I tried Dr. Clark John
son’s Indian Blood Svrup, which great I v benetited
me.
Ml*S M A li Y T. <.Ro\I>.

UDder the mighty headlands the wavelets laugh
and leap>,
The sunny breeze blows over the trees, soft as an
infant's sleep;
The butterflies over the clovered hill flutter in
mazy dance,
The viewless lark in the deep blue arc sings to
the radiance,
And all below aud all above
Is sweet as hope aud pure as love ;
•But, ah,” sighed the maiden, “the sunshine is

dim,

And the

rollers
Under the mighty headland the
crash.
As they break asunder in foam and thunder, and
their crests in ominous flash
Gleam in the steel gray distance; and the winds
lu furious sweep
Waken the waves in their deepest caves, aud the
voice of the angry deep
Rolls full aud far. over sand aDd Scar,
Id the glory and grandeur of Nature's war,
“But ah," sighed the maiden, “the glory is grim,
The grandeur is ominous, wanting him !" I

mightiej*

Over the mighty headland, over the heaving Sea.
From the sullen shroud of the lowering cloud ti e
raiu falls ceaselessly
Sobbing with wings wet laden, the wild west wind
w ails on,
And our hearts sink iow as its tale of woe. to its

dreary

lark Johimon

(

>

Indian Blood

>\

rap

J. A

WITH AM.

Bingham. Somor-et Co.. Me.
used Dr. Clark Johnson’.- Indian Blood
Disease of the Momaeh and Liver, and
have been miu'h benefiteJ thereby.
1

have

Syrup for

Mbs

S.‘RICHARDSON.

Agents wanteo r r the -ale of tin Indian Blood
Syrup in even town or village, in which I have no
Particulars given on application.
agent
Iy4.">

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

Laboratory n Wist 3d 81, N. Y. City.
Mas. LYDIA E.

PINKHAM, OF LYKH, MASST
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LYDIA E. PINKHAiVTS
VEGETABLE COMPOUND.
If

a

Positive Cure

lor all those Painful Complaints and Yl'eaknease*
b«*c ommon toourbtst female population.
It
cure entirely the worst form of Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles. Inflammation nr.<l ITcera
tb-n, Falling and Displacements, and the e< n -equent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
an early stage of development. Tl^c tend* my t o cancerous humors there is checked very speedily l.y its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys nil craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It ures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Frostration.
General Debility, Sleeplessness Depression and Indi-

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
\: c.
and backache, is always permanently cured 1 y
It will at nil times and under nil eirrum.ctn?H es act in
the
female
with
the
laws
that
systi m.
govern
harmony
For the cureof Kidney Complaints < f either sex this
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOL’XDis prepared at 2.13 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mas*. Price $1. Six bottle .-for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of 1- zenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Sirs. Pinkfcam
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention thta Pajier.
No family should be without LYDIA E. FINEnAM S
I.IYER PTLLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
$
ifiS~ Sold bv ail Druggists.

lyrl6

My

There is

nothin?

more

painful

than rii sc

dl.sea .s: but the p:-|a can he nirvoi nd
th'- discus- cured 1 y us-- of
Perry Davis’

Pain Killer.
This

or

remedy is not n cheap !!< nrincPetroleum product tii A must he Kept

away from fire or heat to avoid <!;;njger
ol explosion, nor is it an untried <
\jicriment that may do more harm than

good.

Pain Killer has been in constant use
for forty years, ana the u- tv real testimony
from all parts of th world 1
!t never
fails. It upt only effects a permanent cure,
but It relieves pain almost insltr.tautousty.
Being a purely vegetable rent dy. il Is safe
ia the hands of the in sc 1: exp rkiiccd.
The record of cures by th- u
of PainKiller would fill volumes. The f -.lowing
extracts from letters received th w what
those who have trl d It think:

Edgar Cady, Owatonna, Minn.,

says:
About a ye:ir since lay wife txr.i
.liect
to severe sulTering from rheum-1
Our
resort w.-is to the Pai.n Kill;.!:, whith
torlilv
relieved her.

Charles Powell writes from tlie LliIoys’
Home, London:
I had been afflicted three years with nev.r:
lgia
and y olent spasms of thet-tomarh. The doctors
at Westminster HospHd g ive no
my c- se in
des: ;ur I tried your Pain Killer, and it
gave

me immediate r< lief.
T have r< r. mod mv
strength, and am now able to f llow i. y i^ual
oecimation.
G.H. Walworth, Saco, Me., writes:
I XT rienced inn; e<li; tv u 1<t lr< m r.iu in
the Mae by the u.-e f your Pain Killer.

E. York says:

J have used your Pain Ktli.fr f
and have received frreat bench t.

rrheuniLtifn::,

Barton Seaman says:
Have used Pain Killer f r thirty yor rs,
a* d have found it a
nrrtr-fuuii»j icn.«dy for
rheumatism and lameness.
Mr. Burditt writes:
r

Bcf in

rase-

rf rheum:.ti* m.

Phil. Gilbert, Somerset, Pa., writes:

Fr in actual use, I know your 1 ain Killer
is the best medicine I« an get.

All

druggists keep Pain Killer. It s price
low that It Is within the reach cf ali,
and it will save many times Its c< st la doctors’
bills. 25c., 50c. and §1.00 a bottle.
Is so

PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
r~ovic'2nce, R. I.
Iyr25

STORE FOR SALE.
SOUTH CHIN' V, KEXXEHEC COUNTY,
with a full stuck of Drv Goods,
Groceries, Drugs,
building large, new ami
built
six years ago, nicely finished tenemodern,
ment In second story, with an addition for storage
on first floor.
Nine miles from railroad station.
The above building is the largest store in the town
of China. Business $10,0(10 per year. Post-office
in building. No town debt—taxes low. Call on nr
address
CHAS. B. STUART. P. M.
4w51
South China, Me.

At Maine,

WANTED.
FIRST-CLASS CARRIAGE SMITH. Steady
employment and good wages to the right
man guaranteed.
Will let shop, tools, and furnish
stock on shares If preferred. Reference required.
Address
2nU9*
G. WHITNEY, Machias, Me.

A

Ships

The first that sailed, her name was Joy,
She spread a smooth, white ample sfiil,
And eastward drove, with bending spars.
Before ihe singing gale
Another sailed, her name was Hope.
No cargo in her hold she bore.
Thinking to find in Western lands
Of merchandise a store
The next that sailed her name was Love.
She showed a red tiag at the mast;
The seas were smooth, the breeze was fair,
And south she sped right fast.
The last that sailed, her name was Fa th,
Slowly she took the passage forth.
Tacked and lay to : at last she steered
A straight course for the north.

My gallant ships they sailed away,
Over the shining summer sea
1 stood and watched for many
But on* came back to me
For Jov

a

da}',

caught by pirate Fain,
upon a hidden reel;
Love
took
tire and foundered fast
Ana
In whelming seas of grief
Hope

was

ran

Faith came at last, storm beat and torn
She recompensed me all my loss.
For as a cargo safe she brought
A crown linked to a cross.

Wa hington

News

and

;

tiosslp.

Up to Gen. Jackson’s time wine and
punch were profusely served at the White
House on New Year’s Day. But some of
Did Hickory’s admirers got very drunk,
and rushed through the house carrying
whole roast turkeys and pigs, and hats

tilled with fruit aud bon bous. The disscenes disgusted the President,
and he never afterward served refreshments at public receptions, a rule that
has always prevailed since.
Ptesideut Arthur is the third widower
President, the others having been Van
Buren and Tyler. Van Buren was Assisted tit his New Year’s reception by Mrs.
Van Buren, the wife of his eldest son.
During Tyler’s administration the receptions were characterized by greater ceremony than had been hitherto attempted.
Gas-light was for the first time introduced
in the White House by President Tyler,
and then only in the East room, where his
first brilliant New Year’s reception was
held.
Before his second
receptioiji was
held he had married Miss Julia Gardner,
who is still living.
Last summer the enemies of ex-Secretary Sherman published an affidavit purporting to be that of tt man named Brown,
a mechanic in the
Treasury Department,
in which it was set forth' that he had
spent many days while being paid by the
government in working on Mr. Sherman’s
Now Mr. Brown testifies to the
house.
Senate Committee that the affidavit purporting to some from him was never
signed or sworn to by him. The committee, if they cannot expose the parties
who are guilty of such rascality, should
turn the matter over to the legal authorities of the District of Columbia.
President Arthur carried out the timehonored custom of receiving the public
functionaries aud the people on New
Year’s day. President John Adams was
first to hold a reception in Washington,
in JS01. Many of the rooms at the White
House were unfinished, aud the now
famed East room was then used as a drying place for clothes by Mrs. Adams. The
formalities establisned by President and
Mrs. Washington were continued by
Adams and Jefferson.
At the receptions
of Jefferson no gentleman was admitted
unless in full dress.
During the Occupancy of James Madison the'reception

graceful

acquired

brilliancy hitherto unknown,
under the charming influence of Mrs.
Madison
The burning of the White
House by the British forces interrupted
for a while the gayeties of official life,
but after being rebuilt and becoming the
a

home of Monroe, it was furnishea and
decorated and became again the scene of
imposing New Year's receptions.
ConKressional Nativity.
SOME I

Bain in the Back aiul Side.

;

The laugh that welcomes the sunshine rings false
for the chime it knew ;
There is something dull in the beautiful, that is
not watched by two ;
The Fad pweet cadence of Autumn, needs ihering
of ihe soothing voice.
Unless one is there her mirth to share, can the
houshold joy rejoice ?
For the chords of 11ft* ajar must be,
Unless one hand held the master key ;
“And ah.." said the maiden, “the nectar may brim,
But lor ire is no loving cup. wanting him !'
[ All the Year Round.

hasgreat-

ly benetited me for I)y-p< p.-ia and Difficulty of the
Nerval- Svstein. I wo,,Id not be without it.

monotone

And the embers grow gray on the loDely hearth.
And the dull night closes on tired earth
And ah," sighed the maiden, “as day died dim,
Si do my hours pass, wanting him !”

oik. York Co., Me.
I)r.

gladness

is wearisome, wanting him !*’

t'KIOCS FACTS IN THE CONGKKSSIONAI. DIRECTORY.

The Congressional Directory, edited
by Ben. Parley Poore, corrected to
December 31, contains some curious
facts in relation to the members of the
two houses. Of the seventy-six Senators,
live are of
birth, viz.: Jones of
Florida, Sewell of New Jersey, and Fair
of Nevada, were born in Ireland ; Jones
of Nevada, and Beck of Kentucky, in
England. Of course either of these gentlemen being peers are eligible to the
office of President pro tem of the. Senate, but in the event of the death of
the Vice-President there is a question
whether they could discharge the duties of President, the constitution requiring that the President shall be a
native-born citizen. The youngest!Senators are Messrs. Gorman 42, Miller 43,
Plumb 34, and Hall, 35; the oldest
Messrs. Morrill 71, Lapham 67, Anthony
and D. Davis 66, Dawes and
65,
Saulsbury 64, Conger and Hampton 63.
Some of the elder Senators withhold their
age from the directory.
Edmunds, who
looks like and is recognized as the sage
of the Senate, will be 54ou February 1st
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Young Men.

E L Lowerce, Esq cashier of the Cincinnati
Southern Railroad, says the Cincinnati Enquirer,
was cured by St Jacobs Oil of a stubborn case of
rheumatism, which wouldn't yield to physicians’

Now, F tell you, young man, don’t vote treatment [Brooklyn Eagle
the Republican ticket, just because your
He is a true artist and a close student who can
Don’t vote the Demo- draw the liue between fault tiuding and criticism.
father votes it.
But
cratic ticket even if he does vote it.
“For the past live or six years 1 have suffered
let me give you this one word of advice continually with Kidney Comphiut I have tak*-n
even medicine that I could hear of. and without
as you are about to pitch your tent in one
ben* lit, until l tried “Elixir of Life Root.” One
of the great political camps. Your life bottle has
entirely cured me
is full and buoyant with hope now, and
Samuel L Youno.
I beg you, when you pitch your tent,
cobbler
the
seem m »st likely to
When would
pitch it among the living and not among feel the weight of declining years ? When
at the
the dead.
If you are at all inclined to last he is waxing old
pitch it among the Democratic people
a man wants a Bottle of Whiskey. I t him buy
and with that party, let me go with it Ifauu
Use -i in
ii
ii
n>
ami not sneak
you for a moment while we survey the home with a bottle of ‘•Bitters,” or ‘Cordial,”
ground where I hope you will not shortly and pretend that i is medicine. If he wants a
lie.
It is a sad place, young man, for tonic that is something better than a temporary
stiinnla.it. he should tr**t a bottle of Peruvian
It is to
you to put your young life into.
Syrup (an Iron Tonic) that will vitalize the blood
me far more like a graveyard than like a
and give durable strength-to the system.
camp for the living. Look at it. It is
When you are unable to purchase a set of scales
billowed all over with the graves of dead on credit, bear in mind that ‘‘cash takes the balof
issues, of buried opinions,
exploded ance.”
theories, of disgraced doctrines. You can
How often we hear middle-aged people say. re
not live in comfort in such a place.
Why g.irding that reliable old cough remedy, N H
look here! Here is a little double mound. Down’s Elixir: "Why. my mother gave it to me
I look down on it and read, "Sacred 10 when I was a child, and 1 use it in my famiU : t
Who can i.ame another medicine
always cures
the memory of squatter sovereignty and with such a record as til’s Dr Baxter’s Mandrake
the Died Scott decision.” A million and Bitters arc another gm d medicine : ai 4 Arnica
and Oil Liniment is just what it is recommended
a half ot Democrats voted lor that, but
it has been dead fifteen years—died by to be
the hands of Abraham Lincoln, and here
None of the Astors follow any business except
it lies. Young man, this is not the [dace collecting their rents And for all that they are
81i 11 living on their pay-rents.
lor vou.
But look a little further.
Here is
Henry’s Carbolic Salve
Is the uf.si salyk t‘»r Cuts, Bruises, Sores. Cl
another monument, a black tomb, and
beside it, as our distinguished friend said, (*<*rs. S ilt Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hands. ChilSkin Eruptions,
blains. Corns and all kinds
towers to the sky a monument of four mil
G*t Hfnry's Cahhouc’
Freckles and pimples
lions pairs of human fetters taken from Salvk, as all others are counterfeits. Price Jo
the arms of slaves, and I read on its lit- cents.
tle headstone this:
“Sacred to the memDr. Green’s Oxygenated Hitters
ory of Human Slavery.” For forty years Is the best
remedy for Dyspepsia. Biliousness,
of its infamous life the Democratic party Malaria.
Indigestion, and diseases of the Blood,
that
it
was
institudivine—God’s
taught
Kidneys. Liver, Skiu, eic
tion. They defended it, they stood around
it, they followed it to its grave as a theDtkno's Catarrh Sniofff cures all affections < t
mucous membrane,
the head and throat
mourner.
But here it lies, (lead by the
hand of Abraham Lincoln.
Dead by the
I)r. Mott's Livkr Pills are the best Cat bar
Dead by tie Regulator
power of the Republican party
the justice ot Almighty God. Don't camp
Dusking parties are called bees
Probably
because a conspicuous feature of them U the buz
there young man.
But here is another little brimstone zing
tomb, and I read across its yellow face,
When you have taken cold the best wav to rid
In lurid, bloody lines, these words: “Sa- yourself of it is to buy some good preparation that
will surely give you relief
As such, w. offer you
cred to the memory of State Sovereignty
Dr Graves' Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar
The
and Secession.” Twelve millions of Dem- success that has intended its use as a certain relief
ocrats mustered around it in ai ms to keep for coughs, colds, hoarseness, sore throat, bron
it alive; but here it lies, shot to death by chit is. Ac warrants us in recommending it as a sure
and infallible remedy, and when in want do not
the million guns of the Republic.
Here
fail to give this a trial
it lies, its shrine burned to ashes under
The virtues of wild cherry and tar art* univer
the blazing rafters of the burning Confed- sally acknowledged by every one. Pin sieialis pr<
It is dead!
I would not have scribe them, and they almost invariably form the
eracy.
base of
for pulmonary complaints
you stay in there a minute, even in this Too muchprescriptions
can hardly be said of their efficacy and
balmy night air, to look at such a place. • urative properties. In Dr Graves' Balsam of
But just before I leave it I discover a Wild Cherry and Tar the wild cherry and tar form
the principal ingredients and are combined with
new made grave, a little mound—short.
a few simple remedies that aidaml stimulate their
The grass has hardly sprouted ovei it.
action
bam pie bottles. 10 emits
Large bottles,
and all around it 1 see torn pieces ( f 50 cents. For sale by Win 0 Poor A Son Bel
with
Iwl
the
word
and
fast.
"flat’’on
them,
paper,
I look down incuriosity, wondeiing what
A Springfielder recently refused to attend a bal
the little grave is, and I read on it, masque on the grounds tliat a fancy attire costume
“Sacred to the memory of the Rag Baby. much
Nursed in the brain of all the fanaticism
Consumption Curedof the world ; rocked by Thomas Ewing.
Since 1870 Dr. Sherar has each year sent from
George If. Pendleton, Samuel F. Carey, this office the means of relief ami cure to thou
and a few others throughout tin* land.’’ sands afllieu d with disease The correspondence
necessitated by this work becoming too beav\ for
But it died on the 1st ol January, 1S7!*,
He now feels constrained
him, 1 came to his aid
and the one hundred and forty millions to
relinquish it entirely, and has placed in in;
of gold that God made, and not ti.it hands the formula ot that simple vegetable reine
dv discovered by an East India missionary, and
power, lie upon its little carcass to keep t
-und so effective for the speed; and permanent
it down forever.
cure of Consumption Bronchitis Catarrh. Asthma
un, young man, come out ot that
and all Throat and Lung Diseases; also a positive
That is no place in which to put your and radical cure for Nervous D-hdity an 1 ad XenCome out, and collie over ons Complaints. Ds remarkable curative powers
young life.
have been proven in many tie usand case**, and
into this camp of liberty, of order, of law, actuated
by the desire to relieve suffe itig humaniof justice, of freedom, of all that is glori- ty. 1 gladly assume the duty ot making it ki own
to others.
Address me, wir« stamp, naming this
ous under these night stars.
Is there any death here in our camp ? paper, and I will mail yu. tree ot charge, t; e
recipe of tins wonderful remedy, with full d’r* cYea ! yes 1 Three hundred and fifty thou
its preparation and use. printed in G
Mona f*
sand soldiers, the noblest band that ever man. French >r English
W
A
X'oyks. I Fj
Lheou is
trod the earth, died to make this camp a Power's Block. Rochester. N V
camp of glory and of liberty (Clever.
There is one town in Connecticut that has no
But there are no dead i.-sues heie.
There are no dead ideas here. Hang out
our banner from under the blue sky this
night until it shall sweep the green turf
under your feet! It hangs over our camp.
Read away up under the stars the inscription we have written on it. lo! these
twenty-five years.
Twenty-five years ago the Republican
party was married to liberty, and this i.our silver wedding, fellow citizens.
A
worthily married couple love each other
better on the day of tneir silver wedding
than on the day of their first espousals ;
and we are truer to liberty to-day and
dearer to God than we were when we
spoke our first word of liberty. Read
away up under the sky across our starry
banner, the first word we uttered twentyfive years ago.
What was it ? “Slavery
shall never extend over another foot of
the territories of the Great West
Is
that dead or alive? Alive, thank God,
forevermore! And truer to-night than
it was the hour it was written.
Then it
was a hope, a promise, a purpose.
Tonight it is equal with the stars- immortal history and immortal truth.
Come down the glorious steps of our
banner. Every great record we have
made we have vindicated with our blood
and with our truth. It sweeps the ground
and it touches the stars
Come there,
Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago,
young man, and put in your young life
where all is living, and where nothing is
Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
dead but the heroes that defended it.
1
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swellthink these young men will do that.
ings and Sprains, Burns and

RHEUMATISM,

How

to

Become

a

Scalds, General Bodily
Pains,
Tooth, Ear and Headache, Frosted
Feet and Ears, and all other

Cei tenarian.

I)r. Charles S. Minot of Boston, lectured at Cooper Institute last evening on
“The Phenomena of Old Age.”
lie said
that the body of a man was at the beginning but a single cell, so small that it had
to be looked at with a microscope.
This
cell had the power of dividing itself into
two cells, and these again divided themselves, making four, and so on to the full
growth of the man, when the power of
the cells to multiply ceased. The power
of the original cells to feed and multiply
was enormous, but that power
gradually
diminished from the first. Thus it was
seen that death began with the
very beginning of existence. After the cells had
lost their power to multiply they began
to feed on one another.
Their number
gradually diminished, and that was w hyold people are thin. The time that this
cell power was maintained varied in different persons, and could he prolonged
or shortened according to the h abits of
the individual.
He believed that this
power could he kept up in all healthy
persons for 100 years, provided none of
the laws of nature were violated.
Howto enable the vital power to he
kept up
eouhl he told in one word.
That word
was sobriety.
[X. Y. Sun.
The

Conductor's

are

House; New
York has 33 Representatives and 36 members born in that State ; Pennsylvania has
27 and 33: Ohio, 20 ami 27; while Illinois
having 19 Representatives, lias but 2 sons
in the House; Michigan and Iowa have
but 1 each out of 9 Representatives. Of
the 206 American-born whose places of
birth are given, 163 are of Northern birth,
1 from the Pacific coast, and hut 42 were
born in the South.
{Wash. Cor. Boston
f41obe.
Tbe New York, which has been on the wayB in
the laiye ship house, at the Brooklyn Navy yard,
since the Rebellion, is to be finished
Her timbers
are of live oak and
perfectly sound. She Will be.
when finished, a second rate frigate similar to the
Tennessee.

English Journals
law prohibiting the

the passage of a
use of arsenic in the manufac
ture of any and all fabrics for domestic
purposes
that is, in all those processes which leave the
arsenic in the finished goods.
are

agitaiing

—

The Sanitary Engineer sounds a note of warning
with regard to the spread of cholera in Japan,
E^ypt and Arabia, and the possibility th^t the
dreaded scourge may find its way into this country
through some of our ports.

8.00,

“

“

12.00

50 all-wool Suits $.50,
100 d«'z. Shirts and

“

“

12.00

75 Ulsteretts

-IV3EDAL0

:10c., former

price.02c.
quality, 50c., former price.$1.00
pairs all-wool l’ants, $2.50, former
price.$4.50.

150 pairs Gloves, best
200

I he Best Known Remedy for

Backache or Lame Back.
Rheumatism or Lame Joints.

Cramps

ALL OTHER GOODS

Marked

Female Weakness.
Are .Superior to all other Plasters.
Are Superior to Pads.

Down!

Way

Are

few

a

Days Only,

CALL AT THE

FOR BARGAINS.

PHCEMIX ROW
ANDREWS BROS

to lJniments.

II

AT

STini Ki AII DY

Price 2.V\

I,AST.

A HEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER.

Props.

I ml

i|_-

l

THE BEST

^

I

ANDBEAStJ

FOR MAN

REMEDY!
iiSE RiinMiigfij
1= NEURALGIA,!
IfS CRAMPS, t
1 -_B Sprains, Bruises, |
I
Burns and Scalds, I
I
Sciatica, Baebcle, |
I
Frosted Feet andl
Ears, and all of/ter Eg

a

1

f|

Pains and Aches.
a safe, sure,
and|2
effectual Remedy
It is

jf

1

for||

Scratches,!

Sails, Strains,
Sores, &c., on

|

HORSES.

One trial will prove its®
merits. Its effects are in®

|

most cases

|
\

treatment of above diseases.®
Price 25 cts. and 50 cts. perB
bottle. Sold everywhere.
Henry, Johnson &* Lord, Proprietors, H
Darlington, Vt
^

| |

Manufacturer, and Dealers In

j

Doors, Sash & Blinds,
Dour and Window Frames, llnor and Window
Screens, Black W alnul and Ash Fxtcnslon Tables, Pumps, Gutters, Mouldings, Bracketts,
amt Water Wheels. Pine, Black Walnut and
Ash lumber always on hand.
Job Work of

L\ id ii

Door Butts, Knobs, Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts,
Door springs, Blind Hangings. Castors, Picture
Knobs, Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and
Plain Ground Double Thick Door Glass and
Window Glass.
arc

I'ciiuceil

great

W. \L BROWN.

•ompoumled with

tin-

W. B. MOUSE.

are a*

«»nd*'it'ul and -ati-ta<forv

\s

as

removes

Maine.

faded hair in its youthtid

or

Call! Call!! Call!!!
AN D

OKING

and the scalp by its

use

becomes

white

a

d

lean.

By its tonic properties it restores the capi hiry
glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
and making the hair grow thick and strong.
As a dressing nothing he,* been found
eifeetunl,

Belfast

THE

Book
HAVE

desirable.
l>r. A. A. Hayes, State A-*ayer of Massachusetts,
says of it: “I consider it the best preparation fu
t* Intended purposes.”

Buckingham’s Dye,

YOU R

Books, Magazines, Periodicals, &c.
ro

Bindery!
THEM

Styles

!

FOR THE

WHISKERS.

This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from g?*ay or any
other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion. It is easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly and clfoctuallv produce* a permanent coior which will neither rub nor wa-h off.
mamtahi

AT

VERY LOW EST TRICES.

r.

R

i;ek

HALL
\AMfl I I

m

Zr^m'V^rei

&

G O
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21.

H. H. CORBETT.

PATENTS-

Corns, Warts, Bunion* and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each buttle.

Entirely harmless;

i- not

a

causth*.

removes

&4rA CURE IS
Price 25 cents. For sale by all Druggists.
Try it and you will be convinced like ihou-and.
who have used it and now testify to it* value.
Ask for Schlotterbeck’s lorn" and Wart Solvent
and taike no other.
lyrs
G (A RASTER I

R. H

EDDY,

Jurihtii s tar uhtaininy Pa'ents or ascertuiuiny the
patentability a/ inr, i.tiois.
It. IF F1)DY, Solicitor of Patents.

Vitalize.1? and TartrichoR the Blood. True.?
i'-io System, Mr.lics llio \.
:
Strong, liuilclfi up lh< I'rck<:idown
Invigorates tko

TESTIMONIALS.
"I regard Mr. Eddy as oncof the mast
capable and
snere.stid practitioners with whom 1 have inn! of
Belli intercourse.■’
l has. MASON,

Brain, and

YOUNG WOMEN
and
GOOD HEALTH, between
situations
who
OF
hear
the insane
20

of age,
would like
ants in a hospital for
positions by applying to

"Inventors cannot employ

trustworthy or more capable of
securing for them an
early mid favorable consideration at the Patent Of
Bee
EDMUND BURKE,

Dyspepsia, Nervous Affections. General Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague, Paralysis, Chronic
Diarrhoea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Complaints, Liver Complaint, Kemittcnt

3>ii42

JTOlilf U IM K K .11. !>.,
Nupt. Worcester Lunatic Asjluin. Worcester, Mass

a

person

Messenger’s

more

thi; sheriff or Waldo coi n rv,
State or M use.
Waldo ss.. Decemni r 22, A !>. 1881.
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That on the lath
day of December,A. D. issi, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court oi Insolvents
for said County of Waldo, against the estate of
JOHN A. Y\NDEET>. of Chity. in -aid Comity, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on p,
tition of said Debtor, which petition was tiled on
the lath day of December, A. 1). ISSI, to which la-t
named date interest on claims i- to be computed.
That the payment of any debts and the delivery and
transfer of any property belonging to said Debtor,
to him or for his use, and the delivery and transfer
of any property by him,arc forbidden b\ law. That
a meeting of tfie creditors of said Debtor, to prow
their debts and choose one or more assignees of hito be
estate, will be held at a Court of
holden at the Probate Office in said Belta-t, on tin
14th day of January, A. 1>. 1882, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon.
Given under mv hand the date tir.-t above written.
( HAS. BAKER. Sheriff,
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvent for said
2wi*
County of Waldo.

[

•'PHIS
1

Since then you have
me in hundreds of
cases, and
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally
the
best agencies in
employed
Ne e 1 ork, Philadelphia and
Washington, Imt I still
give you alums! the w hole of my business, in vuur
line, and adv ise others to employ von.
Yours truly,
GEORGE DRAPER.
Boston, .January 1, 1882.—lyrl

Fever, and

patent

Insolvency

PERUVIAN SYRUP
W4BB4ITO.NE BOTTLE A PERFECT
CURE for all the worst forms of PILES, 2 to 4 in
all the word eases nt LEPROSY, SCROFULA,
PSORI ASIS,CANT Eli, El ZEMA.SALT ItllEUM,
RHEUMATISM, KIDNEYS. DYSPEPSIA, VATA Kit I Land all diseases of.the SKIN and BLOOD.
*1 a bottle. Sold everywhere. Send for 32 page
pamphlets free, show ing its wonderful cures, ft.
1). EOWLE, Chemist, 14 Central Wharf, Boston.
Sent by Express.
26toow2(i
I

blood with its Vital Principle, or
Supplies
Life Ulcxncnf, IKON, infu* i:
!
\ urri.i,
and
T7oiv
Lifo i:.:o all par:.« f t
Vigor
system
BEING FREE FROM AECOIIOI., r;cnen::>
tn^ ejects are r.rt followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent.
the

»

the

sixty-one years of Maine’s
existence as an independent State, she
has been represented by twenty gentle-

SETH W. FOWIX L SONS, Proprietors, Z3
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Druggists.

in the National Senate. This is the
list: John Chandler, John FI ilmes, Albion K. Paris, Peleg Sprague, Ether
Shepley, John Buggies, Judah Dana,
Iiuel Williams, George Evans, John Fairfield, James W. Bradbury. Wyman B. S.
Moor, Hannibal Hamlin, William P. F’esseuden, Amos Nourse, I^ot M. Morrill,
Nathan A. Farwell, James G. Blaine,
Eugene Hale and William P. Frye. Of
this number, eleven have been natives
oftbe State and seven others were natives
of New England, Massachusetts furnishing four—Holmes, Sprague, Shepley and
Ritggles; New Hampshire two—Chandler
and Fessenden; and Connecticut one—
men

lyreo\v48

Fonlry & lacRiie Sboii!

TIB BELFAST FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
Is now fairly running, ami being
equipped

I^snop

First-Class Mechanics & Tools,
we are
our

to do work promptly and
just
direct.

prepared

customers

as

Mining Machinery & Ship Work
will be made a
Duplicate parts or full
sets of
all agricultural implements in use In
this vicinity in stock or made to order. Prices will
be made low, and we hope and
to merit and

Dana.

nearly

expect
liberal patronage.
POWER WITH ROOM TO RENT.
G
J, HALL, Leasee
Belfast, March 1,1881.—12

obtain

‘

specialty.

a

Messenger’s
Office of the Sheriff

Notice.

DISCOVERY !

to Ills fellow-sufferers, address J. H. REEVES, 43
lvr87
Chatham St., N. I.

HUNDRED SEAMEN WANTED IN UOCKlitnil for coasting. Apply to
JOHN S. RANLEfT, Shipping Agent
Rockland, Aug 30, ljjSl.—*11

ROOK

l!y John 2>\

AGENTS*

Gough7*

This is t c f <t hook to male mum v on ever offered to von.
Iti t ie .; •*<.••.* •••■ ! ■>') book ever published. For l*atho% SJ'picy
lituno". iiud '1 hr.’.i'.nu Interest it is without a peer. Ministers
eav "(r'o'l £)><• </ it.'
Fwryono laujrhs nnu ervs over it.
Tens of Thousands nrenow wuitmg for it. It is the ,tboummtf“
look ior Ji/cnts. C
thousand in press.
1000 Api-ntu
v
nt. tl. men and women. Now is the harvest time. Exclusiiv
y: rn!tpo,t and .<>icc-al Trmm airen. C / Send for Circulars to
A. I/- \» vil». I'HiNt. A O.si »V Co., llurtlbrd. Conn.
4 W1

computed.

TARTLINC
LOSr MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of youthful imprudence causing Prema
ture Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried ill vain every known remedy, has dis
covered a simple self-cure, which lie will send FREE

of

rpHIS
i

SUNLIGHT and SHADOW
r

hereby

giv<

public

s

notice to all

that he has been duly appointed
upon him ir the trust of Executor
■

OMVKKI. ATKINSON, late ..f Montville
the County of Waldo, deceased, l»y giv ing bond
as the law direct-; he therefore requests all pm
s<m.who are indebted to said deceased’s estate t*>
make immediate payment, and those who have an\
demands thereon, to exhibit the same fur sefth
meat to him.
ORAMKI. MURRAY
Montville. Dec. 17, ISsl.In

SANFORD STEAMSHIP CO.
Foil and Winter Arrangement.

•-

held at the Probate office in Belfast aforesaid, on
the second Tuesday of January next, at ten
lock
in the forenoon, and show cause If any they have,
same
whv the
should not be granted.
.J AMKS I) I. aMm >N, .Judge.
\ true copy. Attest:—A. A Fun' 11 lit, Register.
••

KATAtIDJN

CAMBRTDGE,
(apt. (Itlv Ingraham,

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ->i
D. issi.
December,
II. LIBBY, \\ id--w of WM L LIP.P.Y.
late of >to« kton, in said ( ounty ot Waldo,
deceased, having presented her petiti-m fm ana;
low.nice out of the personal estate of -aid de-ea-ed.
‘Jrdered, That the said ( Jrrilla 11. Libby give notie»

At

(apt. Wm. It. ltoix.

v moment ing Monday. Nov. '.'hid.hdi make
3
3
TRIPS PER WEEK
W me-d.a\.s
Leaving Belfa*t for Boston, M ri in
and Frida\ ar 2.30 r w.
'A edi
Leaving Boston for Br'ta-t M f.• i;«

ORRILLA

<

day*

Fridays at r. M.
Fare to Boston.$3.00
5.00
Bound Trip

to all persons interested by eun-ing a copy t this
order t- be published threesveek-suece.-sL.lv i1
the Republican Journal printed at Belt'a-i, that t’h<may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Uei
fast, within and for said (.'ounty, on the second
Tuesday >f January next, at ten of the clock la
tore noon, and show cause, it any they have, why
the same should not be granted.
.JAMI). LAMS( >N. Judge.
A true copy. Attest :— \ A. FLETCHER, Register

and

..

3.50

Fare to Lowell

I). L \N F.

\gent.

.LU1KS LITTLKFIF.LIL Superintendent.
Belfast, Nov. _i. ! *sl.— IT

-FOR-

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
December, A. I) lstd.

Hi. Desert. I'oikland, fastine.Sillbridse A Hacbias

Mi LITTLLF1LLD. named Kxecutor
in a certain instrument purporting to he the
la-t will and testament of OLIVIA B. LITTLK
1 IKLD. late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, hav ing presented the -aim* for Pr-matc.
Ordered, That tin* -aid Kxecutor give notice t
all per-ous intcre-ted by eau-ing a copy of this older to be published three Week- .-ueees-ively .11 the
Republican Journal printed at Belfa-t. that thev
t Bel
may appear at a Probate (Curt, to be held
fast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at ten --f the clock beb ox
noon, and show cause, if any they have, w hy tin
tme -iudd not be proved, approved and a!!- wed.
J AML" D
L \MSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest —A A. Fl.K P’lIFlt, Register

I, F It MTON
N* Tile steaim
;\*
LKKHINo. M
:••!-. wid
u.iri', i' rr• u;d,
er> Tuesda) and Friday evenings, ut 11.15 o clock, r on -n ix a
Pullman express train from Bo.*toii, for Koeklaml,
(.'astine. I>• •» ;■ I*|. s, igw i- k, s,Wt**t n
Bai
llarh'T, Sir. l‘e*ert, Mill bridge, Iol;«-*|Ma' tila: [M l.
Ket iv .ing,
i! leave M a ! i i-y *rt very Monday
and Thursria) morning, at 4.30
bing
a* a!*o\ e. arm ing ia Portlam situr evening cun
Meeting with tt*f Pullman night train br Bo-no
(.ontu't*
Koeklaml with ^anford > > Co.
>teaim
ea M trip for ikdta.*t. Bangor ami Ki.el
Landing'
with .*te utirr m M.»mla\. Wednesday and Friday trips for Or*'.a'* Landing, Blui
hill and Fdhworl.i
At Bar Harbor with >te::mer
for Laiimine and Sullivan. At >e lg\\ iek w ith *tage
for Bluehill.
( <>MiN•; WKs r. \t Koeklaml M*>n i.t\ s ami fhwr*
on Bangor ;nd lit vex
day* wit l Sai ford S. **.
Lauding f
Port land
L. ( r<iriNc. Omeral Manager
CKO. 1.. * A N («i!!cv;tl Tie k it Ag-.-nt, P'rtlami

arlT

nORATH

a

li.'i.i

o'clock,’tom

a Pr ‘bate Court held at Belfast, within and f-u
the County of Waldo, "ii the second Tuesday ot
December, A. 1>. ls*d.
11 AJRLL" BR A 1>>TRLLT. named Kxecutor m
a certain in-trmnent purporting to be the last
w ill and testament ot JK»1K
F. K(»Lm).M, late ot
Washington, in the C unty of Knox, decea-cd. ha\
ing presented the same for Probate.
Ordered, That the -aid Kxeeutor give notice to ai
person- interested by causing a copy of this order

\t

Cl

Trips Per Week.

3

to be

published three weeks successively in tin- Re
publican Journal printed at Belfast, tli it they may

appear at a Probate ( -urt, to be held at Belfast,
within and f>-r said County on the second Tin la
January next, at ten <>'t the -dork .-fore m.,
and show cause, if any they have, why the -aim
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
.J AML" I) LA MSON, Judge.
A true eopv. Attest:—A. A. Fee iciikk, Reg i-ter.

of

-jf

of

Waldo,

on

hp

the second Tin--

>

!

thir-l and final account for allowance.
Ordered, That the .-aid Lxeeutrix give m
to all persons interested by causing a copy ..i tc<*rder t" tie published three week- su""es-i-,
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfa-t, tlia;
they may appear at a Probate Court, t<> be In Id ai
n.
Belfast, wit bin and l‘-»r said County on the
Tuesday of .January next, at ten <•! the clock !•«
fore noon, and show cause, it any they have, why
the same -ln-ul-l not be allowed.

FIF.LI), (apt. Farits\louda>. Novem-

o'

W
M
ai
\
M md v.
,:i\
a nd 1 rida
! "’iidi
tug at Camden al lo. 1,”., |{.nfa*t at 12.15, amiVonneet
r Bangor same dav.
ing at Bin k*porr with train
IT.1 ri.viN.. —Will l, a\e Bm ksp at at * A M
n
arrival of train from Bangor, on Tuesday, Thur*
da\ ami
iturd i> toiiehing at Beifa*t at 11, gamMeeting with train from Bnridiam.
( 'aimlen at I
o'eloek P M

Probate Court liebl at Belfast, within ami bo

County

MU

steam.

*

-I worth,
ber 2vh, will i, a\ I

WALKER.

E. P
Bi'ifa-r. s

•>.

i*xi

-■>.

a»

Maine Central R. R.

A true copy.

Ytlest.

—

A. \

Ft.K

im

-mV! E-TABLE.

1

Bn urn! after Monday. !).»<
w
i-rrl; 1, lssj, ( r. l:;

KraraO
\pjjnraffyggyj»g
rfrr.; cTii

Judge.

Kit, Register.

I
!
k- T Is.
7 *»2
a m
arri\ing at Burnham ar
Crossing
Leave Be.f'a-t at 2.
[ m.. < .1 t>"i: r 2 '»T, U aid*
M2, Brook- 3.32, Km*\ i.-d i
Iik,
Cnity
4.22, Leonard’* Cr sing t
it Bui
at 1.4.') p. in.
m,. l.e-mBell:ruing—Lea'- Burnham at v.Y.
ir«r- Cr«*>.-iug
Cnitv u.2.'. Tli.-rn*lik*- :».3S,
Knox .'.4s, Brook.- h'.IM, Waldo 10.2 -.
i:v I* il
led", arriving at Bo.fa.-t at 11» a. ia.
I.eav*- Burnham at
4 ros-ing
m..
Leonard's
p
•' IT, Cn;t\
;5".'idiorndike. '. la. lvm \.
'd. ir
k
•
In Wald" ■:.2'.*. CL Point CL' arriving at Hr,fast
:

i(
I
-.22.

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
December^ A. 1) !SSL

at
on

Belfast,

within and for
the second Tm-da;. ot

A IX >RE I) 1 i A K E. naim d E\
utt:
in. ertai
instrument purporting t be the i -t wi
te.-tament of .J A M E- C. DRAKE. ate t 1 ‘•
in -.Iid Count of Waido, de< eased, ha\ ing pr. ->
:
»"■ I the same for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Executrix give n ti.
to all persons interested by causing a e >p\ of thiorder to be published three weeks simet A i e* 1 y i:,
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that: he;,
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Be.
fast, within and for sai l < ••tint;.. n tile -e<..mi
Tuesday of January next, at ten t the clock b.
forenoon, ami show cause, it any the/ have, wh>
the same should not be proved, appro ed and a[
JAMES. I«) E A M -ON Judge.
lowed.
A true co)>\. Attest:—A. A. Fl.KKHKK, Register

1-

At

a

Probate Court held at

the County ot Waldo,
1 'eeembcr, A. I>. ISSl.

on

■

ik«

7.37,

•-

Bella -t. !><

FAlso> TlOcKK Superintendent.
i. !.->». -14ti

<

SEND BY THE-

|

Belfast, within ami ;
the se.-ond Tuesday ot
nd ai

«>i

BROOKS, (di u-lim t ALICE Bid >< >K-.
minor child of s.\Ml EE BROOKS late
Palermo, in said < ounty of Waldo, deeea-ed, ha\
ing presented her lir-t and final aeeount fer allow

I

■

•'•.4.;. \\ aid" '.in1, Br

Point

a. in.. (

Knox

d r

M« »XT> A Y

w

ill leave

''MM A

BELFAST

^

FOR

-kvkio

BOSTON

——

ance.

Ordered,

That the -aid Ouardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy f thi-

Monday. Wednesday
\ll

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said Count;., on the second Tim-.lav
of January next, at ten of the eloek led r< noon,
and show cause, if any tl cy have, wl
th>
.turn
should not Ik* alh-w -d.
JAMES 1 *. I. \MS<>N. fudg.\
A true<‘pv. Attest:
\. Ei.r.ivm.K, Regi-tcr

LUO SS.

T~>

I\i/bl/

sf.

HARRTMAN

A.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
Offlre over A.IK Chase's stored ustoni House Square

«

BELFAST,

MAINE,

Mf

PHILO

HERSEY,
& Counsellor at Law,

AUy.

Haraden Block. Belfast, Me.
»ver the Probate and Insolvent
Court t>t till- pa -t t"iir
ar-, I fee! that 1 an render
N«>.

I,

Having pre.-idid

valuable eouii-t-1 and -.-rv
twitter* in *aid 4 *>un
lb Ifast, .Jan. IT, issl--

UUU, R•■-:-tel

1 u Court o: Probate, In-id .,1 lid
fa t, on tin- -ai'oiii I ’1 in 'lav of Di-.a ml
IS'l. NEI>ON OILKEA
Ailmini-tVator ot the
tali- of ELIZA BE I II .1. DODoK. late ot l>a -l.oro,
in said County, deceased, ha\ ing pre-ented In- dual
account of administration of said estate f* v di**wA
\\r
y\

Friday.

and

ttcil'loil !■*

W. C. FRYE.

A. I>. DM.

I«

j>! 1 >

Agent. Belfast. Office at (. K, DAVIS'. Masonic
imts
Temple.

LWA I’. LEWIS, widow of Ros>hLLo LEW D
late "l Bidtast, in-aid
ount\ ot Waldo, deceased, havuig presented her petition for an allow
ance out ot the personal estate of .-aid deceased.
Ordered, That the -aid Petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a ropy of this ordei
to lie published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to lit1 held at Belfast,
within and for said Comity, on the second Tim-dav
of January next, at ten of the clock before tmon,
and show cause, if am tlm\ have, v. hy the -aum
should not he granted.*
JAMES D RAMSON, Judge.
A. A. I'l

11•

Huston

j.11
FRED

Probate Court iuud at Belfa-t, wuiiin ami for
C ounty ot Waldo, on the s("ond Tue-da;. <d

A true copy. Attest

Ire- [u

—

a

•-

t--all

pervm-having
n.

GEO. E. JOHNSON.

R. W. ROGERS.

JOHNSON & ROGERS,

Attorneys

ance.

()rdered. That notice theivof la* given three weeks
siieeossivi l\ in the Republican Journal, printed a;
Belfast, in -aid C ounty, that all per.-on.- i i,ten-ted
may attend a Probate. ( ourt to he held at Belfast on

at

BELFAST.

Law,

MAINE.

Km 11

C. C. KILGORE, M.

the second Tue-dav of January next, and -h<*w
cause, if any they ha\e, whs -aid account should
not he allowed.
JAMES D. LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest —A. \. Fu;i< UKU.Kegi.-nr.

1 llllct" over

D

,

II. II. Johnson A Co.’s More,

HIGH STREET, BELFAST. MAINE.
i'
Mahl rails answered from the Oflice.

* >> --In Court of
Prohate, held at Belfast, on the second Tue.-daj id December,
1 S>1, LLEWELLYN LINCOLN. Executor oi th.
will ot CALVIN I' LINCOLN, i tte f >car-mont.
in said C ounty, deceased, having pre-ented hi.-tirst
account of aumiiii-trat'on of -aid estate lor allow

\\T \ 1.1 u

j.

y\

P.

COWLES, M. D.,

I'lnjsifian

<

,T Suryton,

CAMDEN,

ance.

Ordered, That notice thereoi he given three weeks
successively In the Republican Journal, printed in
Belfa.-t. in .-aid County, that all persons interested
may attend at a Probate (.ourt, to he held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Januan next, and
show cause, if anv they have, why said account
should not he allowed.
JAMES 1). LAMSON, Judge.
j
A true eopv. Attest:—A. A. Fl.i; Ti’IlKK, Kegi-ter.

C,

MAINE.

LOMBARD,

P.

13 JH 1ST T 1ST
Corne

Ckn

d

St

naj

$ts.. /> El. FAS I'

4 At f

ISAAC HILLS,

subscriber hereby gives public notice t-» ill
eoneerned, that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Admini-iratrix
of the estate of

iHK

SURGEON

CARVER, late of >earsport,
"iid
in flu*
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
as the law directs, slit* therefore requests all per5“
estate
deceased's
indebted
to
said
are
sons who
make immediate payment, and those who have am
settlement
for
to
same
exhibit the
demands thereon,
CHARLES

DENT1ST,

>o. 10 Main St..

Belfast, Me.

Holt

>

Waldo Cocnty, t
:
State of Maine,
Waldo ss., January 2, A. I>. 1882.
)
IS TO GIVE NOTICE, That on the 30th day
of Dec
A. I). 1881, a Warrant in Insolvency
was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said
County of Waldo, against the estate of ELIJAH
FLYE, of Freedom, in said County, adjudged to
bean Insolvent Debtor, on petition of said Debtor,
which petition was tiled on tin* .’loth day of Dee., A.
I). 1881, to which last named date interest on claims
is to be
That the payment of any debts
and the delivery and transfer of any property belonging to said Debtor, to him or for hi- use, and
the delivery and transfer of any property by him
are forbidden by law. That a meeting of the creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts and clmo.-e
one or more assignees of Ills estate, will be held at
a Court of Insolvency to be holden at tin* Probate
Office in said Belfast, on the 12th day of January.
A. D. 1882, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under mv hand the date llrst above written.
OH AS. BAKER, Sheriff’.
As Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said
2wl*
County of Waldo.

AGEXTS!

the will of

)

Boston, October 19, 1870.
Eldvy, Esq —Dear Sir: You procured for

1*. ii.
me, in Is.o, nrv tirei
acted for and advised

Notice.

Office of

Fate Commissioner of Patents.

ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A DAD STATE
CF THE GLOOD, OR ACCOL.FAI.IED GY
DEBILITY OR A LCW STATE
OF THE SYSTEM,

So that passenger went home and sold
out his railroad shares.

-”»0 yearattendof such

as

ran

ninniissioner of Patents.

-CURES—

and

Upon the. foregoing petition, Ordered, that the
petitioner give notice to all per.--ms Interested, by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three weeks -ueees-ivel;
in the Bepubli< an Journal, a paper printed at B- iiast, that they may appear at a Probate <
urt t<> !

December',

Con, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

No. id State,St., opposite Kilby, Boston,
>eeitre, Patents in the United states; also in Great
Britain. France and oilier foreign countries. Copies
nt the claims of any Patent furnished by
remitting
one dollar.
Assignment, recorded :it Washington.
A*»
tyenry in the Cnited States possesses superior

com

At a Court of Probate held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of December A. I). 1S.S1.

At a
the

BY USING
senl <> tti:n nr:< k s

It

subscriber

IMIK
erned,
taken

published three weeks -im<vs.-i' cly ill the
Republican Journal priiited at Belfast,that tliev mu\

Cure Your Corns !

BELFAST.

_,

del’ to be

Sold by Druggists and Dealer- in Medicine.

HEM EM HER THE PLACE

H

JAMES

<dor.

all eruption-', itehing and dandrulf;

or

dune -Jo, 1""1. —29

uunty

<

RRiM AN, Executor of the estate
of JONATHAN EL WELL, late of N-rthport.
In said County, deceased, resp. tfully represent
that the goods, chattels and credits of -;ii«t deceased, an- nut sulUeient to answer ids just debts ami
el larges of administration by the si m of one thou
sand dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a iicen-r to soil and convey by public

JA.MLS D. LAMm'N,

-< >

Sear>mont,

Probate for the

-•

ear**.

It restores gray
It

of

IJURSI

s. H \

ever.

Lowest for CASH.

to the

e*t

Its effect *

Ml p'T~t>ns Imilding or repairing will lind it to
their adv a mage to giv us a rail.
We want a lot of
i’in--, P»r<>wit, A-b, spruce ami Birch Lumber.
sh'Mild it be a dry year and affect our water power,
we "hall add -team power to <mr mill, and shall always be ready to do all jobs that come along.

A. A. DICKEY.

RENEWER,
This standard arti It* i-

Judge

of

Notice of Sale.

MARY

HAIR

PAINTS. OILS, COLORS. JAPAN,

Nur Prices

To the Honorable
of Waldo

of

I

Tuesday,

on

YNT to a license from the Hon. Judge of
Prohate for the County of Waldo, I shall sell
at public auction on the 7th day of February, A. J>.
lSvS'2, at ten of the* clock in the forenoon, on the
premises, all the right, title and interest which
FRANK I) SR KKRSON. KDW \RD I>. Nl< KKR
SON and M \RV \. Ml KKRSON, allot s<ar.sport,
in said County, have in and to the following deThree ninths ->f fh**
scribed real estate, to wit
homestead farm of ROOKRS M NlCKKRSON.su
called, situate in said Scarsport, said homestead
consisting in tie* whole of tifty live acr s of land
with the building- thereon.
more or 1<
JAMKS K MARDKN, Ouardian
Dated Jan.
1SS2.—Jwl

December, A. D. 1SS1.
WKBBKR. Lxeeutrix of the will of LL
BK11 >(> L W LBBLR, late o! M• l;r■ ■» in
i•
••unty -»! Waido, deceased, hav ing presented her

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

shall keep on liaml in a,tniu'cMon with the above

Belfast, within and
the second Tuesday

Upon the foregoing petition. Ordered, that the petitioners give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition with this order thereon, to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Olliee in Belfast aforesaid, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and show cause if any they have, why
the same should not be granted.
JAMES I). LAMSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fi.etciikk, Register.

At a
the

Sash Primed and Glazed.

every description.
Wv

URIAH T. ROWE.
At a Court of Probate, held at
for the County of Waldo, on
of December, A. I>. 1881.

a

public

ruary, A. D. 18»*2, at 10 o’clock A. M., at the resi
deuce of the late ROOK IIS M. NICKKRSON. in
Scarsport, two undivided thirds of the homestead
of the late said Rogers M. Nickerson, the same in
eluding two undivided thirds of the buildings and
fifty acres of land or thereabouts. Also at the same
time and place I shall sell at puulic auction, two undivided thirds of seventy-live acres of land situated
in Swanville. in said County of Waldo,on t*iew*st
erly side of the ro«d leading from Swanville Mills
to Scarsport Village; said land being of the estate
of the said Rogers M. Nickerson, ami bounded—
southerly, by laud of Kleazer Nickerson, by land of
Nelson Nickerson on the east, of Thomas Smart on
tin west, and
by theCreeley farm, so-called,and land
of Reuben Nickerson on the north. I shall also sell
at the same time and place all the personal proper
tv of the said deceased, Rogers M Nickerson, con
sisting of mowing machine, horserake and other
things and articles of general u.-e.
JAMKS M. NICKKRSON, Kxecutov
Dated Jan. *2, 1SS*2.—dvv 1

■

|

INSTANTANEOUS.
Every bottle warranted toB
give satisfaction. >tml ad-B
dress for pamphlet, free, giv- Hi
ing full directions for the®

i

to
for

at

auction or private sale so much of the real e-ta!'of 'aid doct-a-ed, as will satisfy said debts and in
cidental charges and charges of' Administration
I.YMEs >. 11ARRI M AN.

lf*£l!l3T“2AHI Henson's Capcine Porous PlasI Kill Il II IN tcrs liavebeen imitated. Do
VJlriV?
IV#Hi not allow your druggist to
palm off s line oth *r plaster having a similar
See that the word is spelled
sounding name.
Price 25 cts.
C-A-P-C-I-N E
SEABURY &, JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Chemist.-. New 'mrk.

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE,
II

Superior

; **rior to Ointments or Salv,
_*resuperior to Electricity or galvan*
They Act Immediately.
They Strengthen*
They Soothe.
They Relieve Pain at Once.
They Positively Pure.

TO REDUCE STOCK

For

Sprains.

or

Neuralgia or Kidney Diseases.
Lumbago, Severe Aches or Pains

TJ. 8. A.

Ivr42

A too inquisitive passenger was asking
conductor how he managed to build a
bouse and buy a fast horse out of his $50
a month.
The answer was one of the

high.

100 Ulsters

Sabbath School and other libraries rebound cheap.
29tf
Repairing neatly done.
hork called fur and delivered if
requested.
Call and see samples and learn my low prices.

A. VOGELER & CO.,

Way.

Forty seven women have received collegiate in
itrnetion at Cambridge, Mass tbis year. The examination papers have been tile same that were
used by the young me*, and the marks have been

Porous
Plaster.

$5.00, former price $8.00
“
“
9.00
0.00,

As the present year for Magazines soon
expires,
now is tin* lime to have them hound am! thus
preserve them.
I >o mil neglect this, and you will soon
have a hand some library besides saving votir hooks.

Directions in Eleven Languages.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINE.

Baltimore, J\Id.,

100 Overcoats

THE

equals St. Jacobs 0*l

claims.

a

During

earth

6

See Our Prices.

AND

safe, sure, si tuple nnd cheap Extort ul
K inedy
A trial entails hut the comparatively
trifling outlay of .'*0 Cents, nnd every one MifTrri .g
''itli jiain ran havo cheap and positive proof of ts

frankest

the

on

Made

AND

a

only States that have ii full
“You see,”said this nobleman, “somenative delegation in Congress, and Artimes we get a way passenger who pays
kansas, Texas, Wisconsin, Minnesota, a
quarter or a half dollar for his fare.
Kansas, Nebraska, Oregon, Nevada and Well, we flip the
money up—heads for
Colorado have neither a Representative
the conductor, tails for the company.”
born in the State. Of Representatives
“But,” persisted this investigator after
the birthplace of twenty-two is not
given truth, “sometimes it must turn up tails.
and fifteen are of foreign birth. The
What do you do then ?”
contrast between the nativity and
“Oh” replied the conductor, with an inlegislative representation is somewhat singular.
effable contempt, “then we Hip it up
New England with a representation of
again.”
28 has 47 of her sons in the
lina,

Preparation

Capcine
Clothing

-1 N-

license from the Hon.

Judge,
shall sell
Probate
the County of Waldo,
PURSUANT
Febthe 7th day
auction,

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the Countv
of Waldo.
E. HATCH and URIAH T. ROWE,
Trustees of the estate of MANURED E. and
BERTIE A. HATCH, children of LEANDER J.
HATCH, late of Morrill, in said County, deceased,
respectfully represents that said wards are seized
and possessed of the following descril cd real estate, viz: a certain parcel of land situate in said
Morrill, it being an undivided half part of tin- Rowe
lot, so-ealled, formerly occupied by one LORENZO
ROBINSON, until his decease, that it would be for
the benelit of said minors to have the said real estate 90Id and the proceeds thereof put at interest.
Wherefore your petitioners pray your honor to
grant them a license to sell and convey at private
sale the said real estate described as above, for tin
purpose aforesaid.
Dated this 13th day of December, A. 1>. 1881.
ISAAC E. HATCH.

ISAAC

BARGAINS

Bound in the Neatest

Pains and Aches.
No

Benson s
-AWARDED-

Ready

Notice of Sale.

PROBATE NOTICES.

I

■

Sawyer

nPTt

Advice

EXTRACT FROM THE EAST POLITICAL SPEECH DELIVERED BY HIM IN OHIO

SEAMEN WANTED.

O1
|

NE

CLARISSA

to her.

B.

<

M. S.

Land

AKA MIL

STILES, JR.,

Surveyor

and Conveyancer,

J U’kSON,

public

notice

;

>

Brooks P. 0.. MAISK.
I and surveying in all its branches.
Plats of surw >s made when
required. Old Plan* copied neat
;‘M<‘
>'
accurately
Conveyancing. Deeds of all
m i-, Bonds,
Least's, Assignment*, Agreements,
i--chargt*s,
executed.
promptly
Patronage
II 'iteil.
Correspondence will receive prompt at-

all

gives
she has been duh appointed,
I'HEconcerned, thathereby
herself the trust ot Adminiand has taken
subscriber

tratri.x of the

upon
state (»l

M<)>!*> W. FKKbl -oN, late

<»t

Belfast,

in tin* (,'ountv of Waldo, lecva-cd, by g:\ing bond
as the law directs; -he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to .-aid deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demand thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
LA DI A B. FEKCl'so\
to her.
Belfast, D *e. lb, 1SS1.

11E subscribers hereby give public notice to all
f concerned, that they have been dulv appoint
ed and taken upon themselves tin* trust of ExecuB

tors of the will of

ATHAN STONE, late of Cnity,
111 the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; they therefore request all
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to them.
J. EDWIN STONE.
SARAH STONE
T7DitY, Deo. U, USL
JON

tion.

.»«»

THUMBS & OSBORNE

SAIL
1

MAKERS,
DEALERS

AND

JUNK,

IN

PAPER STOCK, IRON & METALS

Swan & Sibleys Bros.* Wharf,
Belfast, Me.
Highest cash price paid for old rags, junk
:\7
metals, bones, &c.

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.
METAL, the
TXR
X llnliiK machinery
JOlsif

best anti friction metal for

boxes,

for sale at

THE JOFBNAL OFFICE.

